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LETTER OF TRANSMIT

DEPARTMENT III' THE INTERIOR,

[REM" OF FAILICATION,
.1Vaxhinyton. 11. Norember 8, 1912. .

SIR: The relations between the United States and the Latin-Amer-
lean Republics south of its are con.stant lv becoming closer, antkthe
subjects of common interest more numerous. With increase of oom-
mercial interests there should come a like increlts e in intellectual laid
cultural interests. The value of commercial relations between two
countries is not measured in dollars anti cents slime. The exchange
of ideas, the feeling of interapendence, t he sentiments of friendship.
fellowship, and brotherhood. and the broader outlook and fulki'r add
richer life which come to the people of both countries ar', or should
be, rui less inport ant than the exchange of the product; of mines.
fields, forests, and factories and the material wealth gained thereby.

The highest ideals of acohntry are to be found in its universitibs
and colleges, the liome.of the best that hos conic down from the .past,
the birthplace of the best Hutt is to go forth imp the futirre. Estab-
lished and controlled by the spirit.of conservatism. they are the train7
irtg ground for the fenders in all lines of future progress. They are
the power houses and transferring stations of civilization, in which
new currents are generated and older currents and those generated
elsewhere are transforrried into' the voltage required for the new
work. Therefore, one learns the heart ,of a people most easily and

',most surely through a study of its colleges and universities.
already young men and young women of the South and Centrat

American Republics, are coming to the colleges and universities of
this colIntry for .work in agriculture. mining. electrical engineering,
economics, and such other subject; as 'they believe they can pursue
with advantage here, and, for the knowledge of our language, customs,
laws, and civilization which.they may gain at the satne time. One'
or more bulletins have been issued already by thk bnfeau for the in-
struction cif actual and prospective students of this kind. In like ..
mantles, American students should attend the colleges and universi-
ties of these Republics in such numbers and to such in extent as will
make common among our people a knowledge. of tfie manners, oils-,
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toms. ideals, and the.commercial and industrial possibilities of these
peoples and countries. and furnish us a supply of men and women of
ability and scholarship who are familiar with their Ihnguage, history,
literature. and traditions.

Though the history, traditions, purposes, ideals, and forms of gov-
ernment of our institutions of higher learning differ widely from
those of the colleges and universities' of these Republics. yet these
last. have many lessons for us. and we have known and still know all
too little of them.

For these reasons I recommend that the accompanying.manuscript,
which 1s the result of a prolonged. careful, and intelligent ..ttaly at
first-hand of some of the -more important colleges and universities
of the Lain-lnierican Republics. be published as a bullet in.of this
bureau.

Respect fully submitted.

lie Seam% ay IF 'MI6 INTERIOR.

P. P. CLAvra-.N.
t' nt is, io r. .

I II

F.



S
PREFATORY NOTE.

This volume is theresult of personal observation and investigation.
During the latter part of 1911 and Erie first part of 1912 I traveled in
almost all the countries of Latin America, studying the institutions
of higher and special education. I visited practically all the uni-
versities and a great many normal. commercial, industrial, and agri-
cultural siools, with the ambition of observing at first- mil their
organization, administration, curricula, methods, and physic 1 equip-
ment. In addition to interviews with administrative officers, struc-
tors. and students I gatheirl all the printed matter available. s ch as

_official reports. curricula, laws, and statutes of the institutions, his-

torical notes, university and student publications, and statistical
mennSranda. Even for institutions not visited I have had access in
most cases to original official reports. It would therefore be useless
to append a detailed bibliography. since it could only be an enumera-
tion university annuals and similarj.mblications..,

In referring to universities I have consistently designated them by
the name of the city in which they are located, although that is not
always their official and colporate name. The ecclesiastical founda-
tions of col/Cr:Nimes uniformly bore the name of a saint : San
Marcos, at Lima ; San Felipe. at Santiago de Chile; San Francisco
Xavier, at Sucre, etc. In very few cases* have the old names remained.
Some institutions have received the name of the counr;!, as the Uni-
versity of Chile; others. the name of the city. as University of Cor-
doba. In order to avoid confusion and to indicate clearly the location
of the institutions I-have applied to each the name of the city.

In giving the cost of buildings and apparatus, tl(e salaries of in-
structors, and in other cases when it is a question of money and prices,
the figures uniformly indicate United 'States turrency. It was not
always possible to calculate accurately, since rates of exchange have
varied in different years. The figures are designed principally for
purposes of general clinparison, antrapproximations were deemed*
sufficient.

The present treatise lal. no claim to completeness. It is a general
survey of the whole-wide subject of higher and special education in
Latin America, and is given to the public in the hope'of conveying a .

Comprehensive id 'of Latin-American educational institutions and
of provoking, more detailed. studies in an interesting field.

9



LATIN-AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND SPECIAL
SCHOOLS.

PART I. UNIVERSITIES.

CHAPTER I.

THE FOUNDING OF UNIVERSITIES.

The Spanish settlements in Aperica were provided with the means
of higher education with celerity equal to if not greater than that
shown in the English colonies. In less than a half century from the
date of the first permanent settlement, schools for advanced educa-
tion. as education was then regarded, had been established-in due and
permanent form, and by the end of the century there existed a chain
of colleges or universities extending from Mexico and the West
Indies to the southernmost. colony of Argentina. From that time to
the present, Spanish-America has been zealous in the establishment
of institutions for training in the li&ral professions, and during the
past. century Portuguese-America has kept pace with her neighbor.
A brief survey of the circnmstnnces under which the institutions were
established is necessary to an appreciative understanding of their
present status, methods, and accomplishments, since the motives for
their foundation were as different. as the eras that marked their birth.

The first unirersities.As regards their foundation Latin-Ameri-
can universities fall naturally into three groups. The first i5omprises
-the colonial establishments. It is not easy to determine accurately
the date of the old universities. Three events were all important in
the early history of each institution, siamely, the sanction of the
church, the royal charter, and the actual inauguration of academic
studies; the date of any one of these may be cited as the initial date of
the institution. It is not surprising, therefore, that conflicting state-
ments are found in authorities of equal value. The question is of
little importance after all to the general student, since the variations
are insignificant: and the date of the colonial universities may be
stated approximately as follows: Mexico and Lilo, 1451; Santo
Domingo, 1558; Bogota, 1572; COrdoba, 1613 Oucre, 1623; Guate-
mala, about 1675; Cuzco, 1692; Caracas, .1721; Santiago de Chile,
1788; Habana, 1782;-Quito, 1787.

.



12 LATIN-AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.

It is needless n; look for individuality in these institutions. All
owe their origin to the same influence, and their organization was
essentially uniform. The church was the prime mover in their estab-
lishment, although influential laymen holding high political posi-
tions'contributed notably to their foundation. The principal object
of each university was to promote the cause of religion in OW colo-
nies by providing an educated clergy numerous enough to care for
the spiritual welfare of the settlers and to further the work of evan-
gelization among the natives. The central department of the insti-
tution was the filculty of letters and philosophy, thoufzli which all
students must Vass on their way to the professional schools. The
latter were exceedingly limited in the colonial university. There Was
a ilepartment of civil and canon law. but the former was over-
shadowed .in the ecclesiastical organization. of the institution. awl

ykad to await the era of national independence before coming to its
own. The university usually contained a professorship of medicine,
but prior to the nineteenth century it was the medicine of the
medieval school men, academic and empirical. The one professional
school that flourished was the faculty of theology.. It was for it that
the university was created, and to it led all academic avenues.

Clerical in its origin and purpose. the colonial university was also
clerical in its government. Theoretically the corporation enjoyed
large autonomy. since it formulated its rides and regulations, 'chose
its officers, and selected professors for vacant chairs. But this au-
tonomy was largely illusory. The professors were almost exclusively
Members of the priesthood, and as such owed implicit obedience
to the bishop, and, in addition, the election of officers and new
professors required the confirmation of the prelate. University
autonomy was, therefore, carefully circumscribed by church pre-
rogative, and this equivocal form of government has been transmitted
with little change to modern times, except that the State has taken
the place of 'the church. Several universities of the colonial era owe
their foundation to one or another of the great religious orders. In
these cases the order equipped, nanned, and _directed the school,
subject, of course, to papal authority and to the immediate oversight
of the bishop.

e second group.A second group of institutions of higher edu-
. cation rang into existence in the era of national independence.

r se it 1 abortive attempts extending over a period of 20 years,
the University of Buenos Aires was definitely organized in 1821 by
the consolidation of existing academies of law and medicine, andthe
erection of other faculties. In Peru the University of Trujillo was
Chartered in 1824, although riot opened until 1881, and the University
of Arequipa NV founded in 1835. An institution was established at
Medellin; in Colombia, in 1822. The famous Restrepo had conducted

, .
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- THE FOUNDING OF 1TNIVERSITIES. 13

classes in philosophy there as early as 1814. Even after Sits formal
organization the school was conducted under several different names.
and it was not until much later that it assumed the title of university.
None of these institutions, with the exception of Buenos Aires, had
at their inception or have ever attained a full complement of facul-
ties. At the present time Arequipa maintains departments of letters,
sciences, and jurisprudence; Trujillo, letters and jurisprudence;
Medellin, medicine and jurisprudence. In Brazil the university
form of organization did not find favor. Professional schools were
established, each independently of the other. Schools of medicine
were founded at Rio de Janeiro and Bahia it 1808, and law schools
at Sao Paulo and Recife (formerly Pernambuco) in 182T. The fail-
lire to establish professional or other schools of higher learning in
Brazil during the colonial epoch is perhaps due to closer and easier
comniunication with the mother country than existed between Spain
and her continental American possessions.

Development of legal xholie.v.ln the university establishments of
the second period the church had no part, at least not as an organi-
zation: It was to secular influence that the universities and profes-
sional schools of the early part of the nineteenth century owe their
existence, and from the first they have depended upon civil author-
ity, either local or national. In this same period
were taken over more or less completely by the state, and in many
added importance was at once given to the subjects of medicine and
civil law. By their break with the mother country the Spanish
States were thrown upon their own resources in matters edu&-
tional. The continuous stream of governors, judges. administrators,
and physicians that had flowed for three centuries from the metrop-
olis into the colonies was suddenly arrested. The supply must here-
after come from native sources. Moreover, in the flush of newborn
independence there was engendered an intense feeling of local pride
and it determination to become self-sufficient in culture as well us in
-politics. The rapid extension of law schools, the increased impor-
tance ascribed to this branch of study in the older universities, and
the dominant position it has ever since held in the Spanish-American
university, is in great measure the result of influence that gathered
and pressed upon the public consciousness in those early years of
nationijindependenee. Society was to be reconstituted, a new gov-
eminent to be organized, colonial thraldom to be replaced by civil
and political liberty. What nobler mission for the sons of a new
commonwealth than to prepare themselves by a study of .jurispru--
dence and political sciences for their country% Service! While
ancient principles of law Ain subsisted and court procedure re-
mained much the saillh new codes were made in the several Stater
and republican ideals were subitituted for monarchical traditions.



14 LATIN-AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.

It was absolutely necessary for the young Republics to train their
lawgivers, jurists, and public officials in the atmosphere of demo-
cratic institutions. National self-preservation demanded national
schools of jurisprudence. Consequently, in the old universities, as
well as in the newly created ones, the faculty of law and political
sciences assumed such importance that it soon overshadowed the
other faculties and came to be considered by far the most important
department of higher education.

Medical MaimThe definitive organization of the medAl fac-
ulty as a distinct department of the university dates also from the
same period as that of law. It has been stated that the schools of
Rio de Janeiro and Bahia were founded in 1808. The medical fac-
ulty of Guatemala places its beginning in the year 1804, Lima con-
siders 1811 the date of its final organization, and Caracas counts
from the revised statutes of the university in 1826. In Buenos Aires
a school of medicine was founded in 1801 and enlarged in 1813. In
1821 it amalgamated with the new university. Political independ-
ence did not have the same overwhelming influence on medical
studies that it did on the study of law, but separation from the
mother country could not fail to encourage the development of local
institutions in a subject7so important as that of medicine.

The sciences. At about the same period the department of nAthe-
matics, including physics and astronomy, was introduced into
several. universities. AL first the department consisted of a single
professotship, but with the advance of scientific study it developed
into the facqtad de ciencias exactas. embracing all phvsico- mathe-
matical sciences. When it exists as an independent institution it is
commonly called the polytechnic school, or the school of engineer-
ing. This latter appellation is often used even when it forms a part
of the university, to the disregard of the official nomenclature lam,-
tad de cicadas exactas. The origin of this faculty owes nothing to
political or national development, but is rather to be traced to the
academic influence of the Encyclopedistes of France, who urged the
importance of mathematical and scientific studies; and whose ideas
were in great part incorporated into the French system of education
under the First Republic, to be imitated later in the Spanish repub-
lics of America. In fact, it may be affirmed that the dominant influ-
ence in the educational life of Latin-American countries since their
emancipation, as well as in their social and political life, has been
French and not Spanish. The continuance of the monarchy and mons-
archial ideas in Spain, added to the animosities remajping from the
war of independence, have kept the Spanish - American republics
estranged from the mother country, while the advance of demo-
cratic ideas in France has appealed strongly to the New World democ-
racies and fed tio a close imitation of the French in all social activities.
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THE FOUNDING OF UNIVERSITIES. 15

The third group.Institutions of higher education which have
been founded in recent times in Latin America owe their existence to.

variety of circumstance.; and motives. The University of Monte-
ideo, beginning with a law school in 1849, marks the final crystalliza-

tion of Uruguayan nationality, and should perhapsbe classed with the .

second group, although founded much later: A movementolooking to
the establishment of a university Uruguay was started as early
as 1830, and jhe ii ution was almost a fact in 1836, when internal
dissensions eau the postponement of the project. The university
contained 1 other faculty than that of law until 1876: In this year
a school medicine was organized, and in the following decade a
school of engineering.

The proclamation of the Republic in Brazil in 1889, and the subse-
quent federation of its component States, have slowly wrought a
change in the status of higher education in that country. The States
are almost wholly autonomous. The federation is looser even than
that of the United States of America. In mattetyprof education
the National Goveinment is theoretically responsible only in the
Fedefal District. Elsewhere public instruction is a prerogative of
tlie respective States. It is true that the four so-called national
schools of law and medicine have remained under the jurisdiction of
the central Government and continued to receive their financial sup-
port from the national treasury, but this anomalous situation willl be
corrected by recent legislation. State autonomy, coupled with the
rapid growth in wealth and population of many parts of Brazil, has
made the principal State capitals centers of much more importance
than they were in the days of the empire. Educational progress has
followed material advance, and groups of professional school's have
grown up in Bahia, Bello Horizonte, Sao Paulo, Recife, and Porto
Alegre., Up to the present tune there have been ne universities in
BrazilAhe professional schools hay.ing remained independent facul-
ties, but the new educational law enacted in 1911 favors the University
forWi of organization, and it is possible that in each educational
center the variouslaculties.may soon consolkIate.
- Profenional furultie8 ire Brazil. An enumeration of the profes-

sional schools organized in Brazil during the past two decades gives
some idea of the interest, shown in this form of higher education
and the distribution of the it ova schools. A medical school (the
third in the Republic), q. Aigg departments of pharinacy and
dentistry, was founded at orto Alegre in 1899. A school of phar-
macy has long be a. gular adjunct of a faculty of medicine, and
a dental school has tely -been created in each of the old medical
faculties of Rio de Janeirq and Bahia. Additional schools of phar-
macy have been established at Belem-(Para), Ouro Preto. Jiiiz de*
Fora, and tao.Paido. Vie latter contains also a section of den-
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tistr0 and is on the point of expanding into a .complete school of
medicine.

Law schools were founded at Rio de Janeiro in 1882 and 1891,
at Bahia in 1890,.at Bello Horizonte in 1892. and Porto Alegre
in 1900.

The first scientific school of Brazil was founded at Rio de Janeiro
as early as 1810. but for several decades it was a military engineer-
ing school onlr After passing through several metamorphoses it
finally acquired, in 1868, its present organization and the name If
Escola Polytechnica. Several other engineering schools have recently
been establishedRecife, 1892; Sao Paulo, 1894 ; Porto AJetre, 1894;
and Bahia, 1896.. All have followed in name and organization the
model of the one at the national. capital.

°ther foundation8.The foundation of such universities as thatof Santa Fe, in Argentina. in 1890; of Guayaquil and Cuenca, in
Ecuador; and of Los Andes. at Merida. in Venezuela. are due to local
pride and ambition, coupled with difficulties of communication with
older university centers. This latter consideration has led to the
establishment of ninny independent faculties in Bolivia, where there
are schools of law at La Paz, Cochabamlia, and Potosi. and a medical
faculty at La Paz, in addition to faculties of law, medicine, and
theology at Sucre. -the old capital. The latter in coloniikl times were
combined, forming the old historic IThiversidad Mayor de Francisco
Xavier, but are now independent schools.

Panama has not ias yet established any school of university grade,
but all the Republics of Central America possess colleges of law
(in Nicaragua there are no less than three) and all except .Costa
Rica maintain medical schools. These institutions are of compara-
tively recent foundation except those of Guatemala, the old official
metropolis t)f Central America under the colonial regime. They owe
their origin to the dissolution of the Central American Confedera-
tion about the middle of the nineteenth century and the subsequent
development of local nationalities.

&wows for multiplication of .unirersities.There is an unmistak-
able tendency in Latin America to increase the number of higher
educational institutions, although conditions economic and otherwise
do not always warrant the new foundations. New centers of popu-
lation are zealous to complete their attraceness hy adding a uni-
versity to their civic advantages. Regional jealousies and local
politics itentribute also to strengthen the movement. ',As indicated in
a preceding paragraph, the natural birrricrs that divide many South
American -countries into distinct regions and .tlie very great diffi-
culties of travel and communication between the capital and the
Provinces have sometimes lett to ,the establishment of minor univer--
sides when the total university impukition and the finaittial condi-
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lions of the country ware inadequate to support more than one.ihrs4',,k,,,
provincial universities of Cuzco, Arequipa*, and Trujillo, in Peru;
of,Guayaquil, Cuenca. and the lirw school of Loja, in Ecuador; the
two faculties of medicine and the half dozen .faculties of law irk,
Bolivia ; the minor univer-ities of Merida in Veneiuela and Cartagena,
Popaynn, Medellin. and Past o in Colombia. all owe their existence to
the broken topography or the country as much as to local ambitions.
The support of these provincial iuNimities is a severe burden on
the national treasury and presents disadvatages of an educational
order, but the regions they serve are renfote from the chief university
center of their respective countries anti their suppression would entail
great ha-rdship on the youth that frequent them. In many cases it
would Is' a national misfortune. Bolivia has struggled with the
problem. but to no avail. Professional schools have increased in num-
ber instead of diminishing. In her difficulties Bolivia has 'pointed
with envy to Chile with her one central State university, unmindful
that the latter country is beginnin the-same inhuenees and
there is probability of the creation of two other institutions. Recent
ministers of public instruction in Ecuador have inveighed against
the plurality. of universities, pointing out that for each student en-
rolled the nation expends annually $350. The Andean Ranges that
divide the country form an insurmountable argument in support of
the existing system.

Another reason that operates for the establishment of provincial
universities would be devoid of weight in the United States. In
Spanish America a national capital exerts an indescribable attrac- *
lion on the cultured and educated classes. Professional men prefer
to live. poorly, if necessary. in this center of social refinement rather.
than to enjoy ointlence in uprovinciml town. Lawyers, doctors, and
others whom a State has educated at great cost abound in the cap-
ital, while the countryside lacks necessary professional service. The
young men who go from the smaller towns feel the lure of the cap-
ital with its like university so strongly that after graduation they
remain there. The Provinces lack educated leaders and.trained pub-.
lie servants. This is the reason ascribed for the foundation of the
law school of Santa Fe. in Argentina. which has recently added
other departments of instruction and promises soon to become a
complete university. Neither great distance nor difficulty of travel
separates it from the National University of Buenos Aires on the
south or Cordoba on the west. In Chile this game reason, coupled
wilTrlheal cityrde and the fear that the church might preempt- a
promising field to the exclusion of the state, has-caused the founda-
tion of schools of law at Valparaiso and Concepcion. The predic-
tion is jreely made that the latter will develop very shortly into a
full -fledged. university: In view of the relatively large university
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populatio'n in Chile and the intelligent interest shown in education,
there would be more reason for this additional institution than for
some that now exist in other South American countries.

The situation in Central America is unfortunate. No one of the
five small Republics is populous enough or rich enough to maiiiti&in
a complete first-class university. A solution of the problem of
higher education there might be found in the reestablishment of the/
old federation and the exercise of the policy of distributing the va-
rious branches of the Federal Government among the States in order
to allay local jealousies, as has recently been done so successfully
British South Africa. \s

Unirersity of LaVata.This university, but recently established,
is unique both in spirit and in organization. The story of its foun-
dation end an account of its policies and methods can be given only
in outline, but deserve larger space.

In 1882 the Province of Buenos Aires transferred the seat of the
provincial government. from the city of Buenos Aires to the town of
La Plata, distant. an hour; ride by rail from the Federal (!apital.
Local pride was stirred to the highest pitch of enthuliasm. The new
city was to rival in beauty and in importance.the national metropolis.
A pretentious street plan was evolved, parks were established, boule-
vards stretched away 'In magnificent distances. The provincial
government constructed fine public buildings. paved the streets, and

id provided modern systems of water, electricity, and sewerage. Tbe
;town grew rapidly, but the lure of the great Federal capital ora 30

miles away was very great, and in order to retain .educafed ser-r r

)-7 wants and enhance the attractiveness of the new metropolis, there was
P( established in 1897,a provincial university, embracing the faculties (If

law and social sciences, of physics, mathematics, and astronomy, of
agronomy anti veterinary medicine, and of chemistry and pharmacy.
to which was added in 1900 a faculty of medicine. A practical agri-
cultural and veterinary school was ago affiliated N(ith themiversity,
while an extensive astronomical and meteorological station, and a
splendid museum of ethnology and natural history completed the
educational equipment.

This organization continued for eight or nine years. Tlie number
of students was always small. (-There could be but little academic
spirit. The element of 'vigorou4 emulation was wanting. The Prov-
ince lust its'first enthusiasm for the educational enterprise, and as the

'institution was simply a miniature copy of the great university of
Buenos Aires, there was no real need for its existence. As early as
1902 the Province began to relinquish its responsibility in favor of the
National 'Government, At this juncture a band of Argentine educa-
tors, hatted with the spirit of ptire scholarship, conceived the idea of.
converting the institution into a university more nearly approaching

1
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the European and North American types. Through their influence
the Province was induced to transfer the university with aits build-
ings, grounds, equipment, and endowment to the National Govern-
ment. In 1905 the institution became the " UM versidad Nacional de In
Plata '' and started out on a new career, under a very different organi-
zation and with changed policies. The school of medicine was wisely
abandoned. The proxim. ift. to t he University of Buenos Aires rendered

N....futile the continuance of n professional school which required exten-
sive laboratories, large chemical facilities, and great hospitals. The
school of law was incorporated into the broader faculty of social and
juridical sciences, in which law is but one section running parallel
with a teachers' college and a college of philosophy and arts, while
above the three sections is an advanced course leading to the degree of
doctor. Thestigineering school is organized on a different plan from
that usually followed in South America, and scientific study occupies
a large place. The natural sciences, so called (chemistry. botany,
zoology, geography, etc.), arerouped in one faculty that offers
courses varying in length frouilliffiree to five years, and the physical,
mathematical, and astronomical sciences comprise another faculty
with several lines of study ranging from two to six years in length.
The school of natural sciences prepares pharmacists and professors of
the respective sciences; the school of physical sciences prepares civil,
electrical, mechanical, and architectural engineers, and professors of
mathematics and physics. The pedagogical character of the univer;
sity is very marked. Its avowed policy is to train scientists, scholars,
and teachers, rather than lawyers, pharmacists, and engineers. Its
aim is scholarlynot professional, and its organization is planned to. .,
produce this result. In the traditional university of Spanish- ;
America social sciences are studied only in the law school with- the '''' '
view of their application to jurisprudence; natural sciences are pur-
sued only in the medical school for their bearing on medicine; and
physico-matheinatical sciences are found only in the engineering
school. In the various -faculties the tendency is to put the applica-
tion of the science above the .se- lent.* itself. In La Plata the policy is
exactly the opposite; the subject comes first, and, above all, scientific
method is insisted upon whether thi studies are natural, physical,
social, or juridical sciences. _

The institutions of higher learning in Latin America.can therefore
be classed historically as colonial and clerical, national and provint_.
cid. Every effort to understand their organization and spirit must I
start With the colonial type, since the national iversities were origi- !

.. nally but a secularized form of the old ins utions. It iiitrim that 1
the emphasis was shifted from philosoph letters, and theology to 1,

ins

and later to medicine and science, but the organization
remained. much the same, while methods of instruction and the aca-

. , .
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demic spirit evolved but slowly. The same type of organization and
the same ideals have passed into the provincial universities, so that
these ire only' miniature copies of the larger educational centers.
This does not imply that educktional ideals have remained stationary
since colonial times. It means simply\ that evolution has been grad-
ual, that much of the old is still evident in the institutions of to-day.
and that the p` went conditions, methods, and ideals can be under:
stood and explained only by an acquaint anc% with the former types.
In the University of La Plato only has tradition been disregarded,
but even here it has 1111e1niscionsl n II I1(1.1 many policies,

ti



CHAPTER II.'

. STUDENTS, STUDIES, AND DECREES.

1En..ollni en t.The rapidly increasing- enrollment in institutions of
higher learning is a phenomenon as striking in several countries of
Latin America as it is in the United States. The only difference is
that in the latter country the faculty of letters, philosophy, and pure
sciences shares in the increase, while in the former the drift is wholly
toward the professional faculties. Chile, with a population of only
3,000,000, enrolls annually almost 2,000 students in the national uni-
versity and upward of 700 in the Catholic University, a. gain of 50
per cent in a "decade. Argentina. with a population of 7,500,000,
enrolls in her four universities 7.000 students, of whom about 5,000
are matriculated in the University of Buenos Aires alone. A quarter
of a century ago the total university population was less than 800
and the enrollment at Buenos Aires 600. At Lima there are 1,10(1
students in the university and in the detached schools of engineering r
and agriculture, while the three provincial universities of Peru add
about 400 more. In Brazil the number of law and medical students
is disproportionately large, and the Governor :it is seeking kome
practicable method of checking the constant increase. In the four
greatest faculties of law (Sao Paulo, Recife, and the two at Rio de

`Janeiro) the atrial matriculation approaches 3,000. The two
national faculties of medicine (Rio de Janeiro and Bahia) enrolled
last year 2,245 students in medicine, 461 in pharmacy, and 428 in
dentistry. The lesser schools of law and medicine, located in the
smaller centers and patronized by the States in which they are situ-
ated, will increase very considerably the number of students. Com-
plete statistics to date are not available, but it is probable that hr
the entire Republic of Brazil there are no less than 4,000 students of
law, and an even greater number in the.schools of medicine, phar-
macy, and dentistry. Other Latin-American nations in proportion
to their population show a large student enrollment, and the number t7
is everywhere a surprise.when one considers the economic, social, and
racial disadvantages under which some countries labor. It must be
remembered, too, that Ihe figures include only students of real uni-
versity rank, since adthission to the university or to the independent '
professional -faculty. is invariably bitted bn the completion of the
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secondary school curriculum. In fact the liceo diploma is nor alwayssufficient in itself; some universities insist on their own examinationin addition, not for the purpose of requiring more than the secondaryschool offers, but merely to insure that the preparation satisfies theuniversity standard.
Secondary schools.---Secondary education in Latin America usuallycovers six years' and is based on an elementary school course of equallength. In a few countries the elementary course extends over sevenyears, and in some the secondary school is reduced to five. The twoschool periods never exceed 12 years, and in some nations comprisebut 11. It is not the -province of this work to treat of secondaryschools, but in order to define somewhat the university entrance re-quirements it may be said that the Latin-American high school offersless in mathematics and considerably less in laboratory science thanthe corresponding institution in North America, but, on the otherhand, it regularly includes such subjects as psychology, logic, politicaleconomy, and philosophy. In very few countries are the ancientclassics taught, bliNamrywhere much importance isgiven to modernlanguages, and at least two are included in every high-scho'ol coursethat leads to 'the university. The secondary school curriculum istherefore comprehensive, and the student should enter the university

possesSing a reasonably broad mental vision. The age of the lice()graduate is about the same as that of the American boy when hefinishes the high school. The Latin American is perhaps superiorin breadth of vision.. cosmopolitan sympathy, power of expression,
and argumentative ability, but, on the other hand, perhaps inferiorin the powers of analysis and initiative and in the spirit of self-reliance.

The university faculties.The full complement of faculties in aSpanish-American university comprises letters and philosophy,
theology, law, medicine, and science or engineering, to which is some-.limes added agriculture. However, in many institutions the facultyof letters and philosophy has ceased to exists in others it is, inreality, a higher normal college, assn Chile and -Argentina: In Peru,although still of full university rank, this faculty has become to aconsiderable extent a special preparatory course for students of law,who are required to complete two years of work in the faculty ofletters before they enter upon their legal studies. Generally, there-fore, the Spanish-American university' contains only professionalschools. Of these theology, the first and most important in theold universities, has been almost everywhere eliminated. With thepassing of the universities in the nineteenth century from the controlof the church to that of thp state, and with the ever-growinesenti-ment among the ruling classes in favor of complete separation ofchurch and state, the faculty of theology in natthq,Luniversities no

0
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longer offered sufficient guaranties for the orthodox instruction of
the clet,gy. In its place, bishops founded diocesan seminaries for the ..

training of priests, and the archbishop established a' gran seminario
for advanced study. The facultiesAvere then left without students.
Most universities retain, hoever, the empty name. Some note that
the studies in this faculty are done in the "archbishop's seminary and
in States where the relations between church and state are still

.uordial,s 'dents from the seminary occasionally present themselves
before th university faculty to receive the degree, of doctor of
divinity, 'tit it more often they go, or are sent by the prelate, to Rome
to -comple e their theological :.:tudies and to receive there the final
academic sanction.. Taking into account these deductions, it will be
observed that the university of to-day usually comprisesiin Eeality
only the schools of law, medicine, and engineering. In many coun-
tries the departn;ent of,agrieulture is an entirely separate institution,
but. always of university rank.

Degrees and r.eouvinatioloN.The student is usually a bachelor of
letters or science when he entErs the professional school, since in
Latin America these degreesiTepresent the completiofi of secondary
studies as they do in France and sonic other European countries. In
many law faculties there is an intermediate degree ofchelor of
lns, which may be obtained after about three years of study. It is
a purely academic distinction, as it does not mark the end of legal
studies and does not confer the privilege of practicing the profession.
It is a traditional custom and it universally recognized as superfluous.

The final university degree in each faculty is that of doctor; Chile !,

alone confers no doctorate or similar title of distinction, but grants'a
simple certificate of graduatio'n with the corresponding professional
title of medico, aboyado. etc. In common usage, however,'a physician
in Chile is spoken of, and to, as doctor. In Central America the title
of a law graduate is not doctor, but, licenciado, following the old
Spanish nomenclature. and despiie the awkward length of the appel-
lation, its use is regitired in formal address and in print.

The t :gilt to practice.a profession is conferrtt by the university or
professional faculty. The graduate may have some additional 'forms
to observe, but they are only forms and imply no further examine- 1
tion. This usage, which differs from that of the United States, arises
from the fact that in the latter country the university is merely a
corporation chartered by the State for the purpose of instruction. In
Latin America it is a part of the civil administration, and is em-
powered not only to instruct, but also to license professional men.

In countries-where the doctorate is conferred in law and scientific
faculties, it is not-always synonymous with the professional title;, The
latter is ahogado, ingeniero, arquitecto, or agronomo, while the doc-
torate of laws or sciences is conferred as the result of a second es.-

111111111NEM11.1111101111111.
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4'animation presupposing advanced and additional studies. In the law
school, however, tile student usually strives to become a docior and
can often win this degree in the same time that is allotted for the
acquisition of the professional title. The I7niversity cif La Plata is
battling against this tendency in Argentina by compressing the regu-
lar law course into four years (instead of five or six years, as tisally
required) and demanding two additional years of strictly postgradu-
ate studies for the doctorate.

The departments of pharmacy and dentistry everywhere grant
only the professional titles of pharmacist (farmacentico) and dent ist
(dentista).

In all departments of the university the 'degree or professional
1

title is.conferred only after an Oral. public examination before a
committee of the faculty, usually presided over by the dean, but in
the softener institutions by the rector. The examination may cover
the entire range of studies pursued by the student in the department.
A printed thesis is also required for the doctorate and usually for
the lesser degrees and professional titles. Often tie examination
consists chiefly in the defense of the thesis. These examinations and
degree-conferring practices have been inherited from Europe and
have undergone little or no change for centuries. Although the
final examination is commhensive and may cover the entire range
of studies, oral .exan'iTha fi4ns are held at the end of Well year in
each subject, and a student can not proceed to a higher class unless
he passes the examinations of the year. The year-end examinations
are also held before a committee.of the faculty. A student is passed
(aprobado), conditioned (desaprolfado), or failed entirely (repro-
bado). A conditional student is given the opportunity of taking
another examination before the opening of the succeeding year. No
tests are given during the year. Written examinations are not in
favor. Occasionally they have been tried, but always abandone
The oral examination conducted by a ittry composed of at least three -\
members of the faculty is the only form that satisfies students,pro-
fessors, and parents.

...Academic honors.The title of doctor, little matter in what depart-
ment it, is earned, is highly esteemed in Latin America. Its posses-
sion confers social distinctions and, if it be in law, a deci4l political
prestige. It was for this reason and in the hope of promoting demo-
cratic ideals thEit Chile abolished university degrees altogether. Not-

.

withstanding this action, Qie prestige of a university education abides
there as elsewhere. Sons of upper-class families are expected to
study medicine or law whether they intend to.preetice the profession
or not. In fact, a very large proportion do not, and either. remain

-landed proprietors or devote themselves to some form:of public life.
politics, diplomacy, or journalism. The facultieLof engineerinftuid
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agriculture do not receive the same uniform aristocratic patronage,'
and their degrees are considered less ornamental and more utilitarian.

.1/ethods.In all the faculties the lecture method is used almost
(xclusively. ei-en in the first years. nil there is no control of the stu-
dent's application to study save the'year-end examination. There
are no quizzes. no mid-term tests. and promotion depends entirely on
the oral examination. Even attendance at lectures is largely a .

matter of option. It is true that the university ptescribes that a
student absent from a certain proportion of lectures or laboratory
exercises can not come up ,for,examinat ion at the end of the-year. but
as reasonable excuses for absence are admitted the rule becomes
exceedingly flexible.

tr



'CHAPTER III.

UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION.

In its internal organization and administration the I.Orn-Amerithiversity has adhered closely to the traditional system
adopted in the first ecclesiastical universities aid copied by them
from southern Europe. Within certain bounds it is autonomous,
makitig its own internal regulations, defining the detaiils of i s work,
and fixing its own requireTents. providing they do not c( ict with
the national school' laws. Every educational institution: whether
university. normal school, or other special institution. has two sets
of regulations. The one is general, defining the form of its organiza-
tion, duties of its officers:scope of its work, and general scholastic
requireinents. This code is formed and promulgated by the executive
authority of the State. The other set'of regulations is for the inter-
nal government of the institution and is drafted by the institution
itself. Itfnust be in harmony with the State regulations, but can
take into consideration local conditions. There is no intermediary
between State and university, no board of trustees, curators, or
regents. Officials and professors receive their commission directly
from the chief executive, through the minister of public instruction.
The rector, vice rector, secretary, :lin] treasurer are either appointed,
by the Government, or, if elected within the university, the choice
must be confirmed by the President of the Republic. Their terms of
office are short ; in some institutions they may be reelected or reap-
pointed indefinitely, but more often the:offices rotate among the pro-
fessors. 'The internal government of the institution is vested in a
council composed of two or three members from each faculty and
presided..over by the rector. The council is formed sometimes by
election, sometimes by governmen 1 appointment. Each faculty has
also its council, presided over by t e dean. In general it may be said
that the smaller the State and th institution the closer the govern-
mental control; in the larger univ sities it tends to become a matter
of form. In spite of the direct an intimate dependence of the uni-
versity upon the State, very rarely does political domination interfere
with the legitimate functions of instruction.

Professors and tenure of office.The final,'formal appointment of
professors is made in much the'same way as that of the officers, viz,

26
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. election within the university itself and Colifirmition by the State.
A common method is for the faculty to nominate through the rector
to the minister of public instrduction three eligible candidates. Some-
times the faculty has the,right to indicate its preference. Once
appointed, the professor is not removable except for neglect of duty
or. misconduct duly proved. The 'chair is spoken of as the property
of the professor (propriedad del catedratieo), a phraseology which
has descended from an epoch when unit/ few professorships were
Idled for life, the others being thrown optn every few years and .

refilled after a competitive examination (oposiciOn): In those days
life tNitve was an unusual honor, and a professorship en propriedad
was a distinction. The distinction no longer exists, but the honorary
phraseolotv remain,. In many States of Latin America the tenure
of the teacher's office is rigorously warded, sometimes even to the
extent of producing ridiCulous situations. It is told' that in one case
a professor was dilly Appointed to teach a certain branch in a' desig-
nated institutimk. Later. the subject was discontinued in that school
and the Government proposed to transfer the teacher to another
where the subject was retained. lie refused to be transferred, alleg-
ing that his appointment was, for the designated school only;. he
appealed to the courts, the appeal was sustained, and the'teacher has
since spent his time pleasantly in Europe, while continuing to draw
his stipulated salary.

Teaohittg hours per eek.In order to appreciate the position
and duties of a Latin American university professor,- as well as the
manner of his selection, some explanations are necessary, since in
alrthese matters there is wide divergence from North American

vpractices. First of all, it must be noted that in Spanish America a
professorship is limited not merely:to a single subject, but to one
Ain( general coarse continued throughout the year. If a subject..e 0.-

runs hrough two or more years, each year constitutes a separate
professorship and is usually taught 1,)y a different instructor. In
some universities a class meets every day; in others, but three times
a week. A professor's hours therefore are at the most six per week, i

more often but three. In the case of foreign professors "contracted
for- abroad, and also for certain special professorships. especially
in medical schools, the Lours per week devoted to instruction' exceed
the maximum given above, but the statement in its generiility is
nevertheless correct. In those institutions where the three-hour
course is in vogue, a, professor may occupy two chairs,' but this is
unusual. So strong is the tradition in favor .of single chairs that
often the limitation has passed into legal statute.

No teaching profession. The next consideration to be nosed is that
teaching in the universities is. not a 'distinct profession. This may V

be the cause or the reatilt.of the regulation forbidding plurality of
t
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chairs. In either case the condition remains to the serious detri-
menb' of higher education. Teaching but three, or exceptionally
six hours, per week the-professor's stipend is naturally too small to
constitute a livelihood. There are, therefore, no professors. not even
the officers of the institution, who devote their entire thought andactivity to teaching. In the law faculty the teachers are practicing
attorneys, judges, editors, or Government administrative officers:
in the medical faculty they are practicing physicians, pharmacists,
dentists, and amateur scientists: in the engineering school, practicing
engiheers, pharmacists, architects, and surveyors; in the faculty of
letters'and philosophy (whe,re this faculty remains), lawyers, edit-
ors, and publicists. Where the faculty of science exists apart from
the engineering school, the natural science chairs are occupied by
pharmacists, the biological by physicians, and the mathematical by
engineers. Arguments can be adduced in favor of filling some chairs'
in professional schools with men who are also engaged in the active
practice of their profession, but the universal custom as followed
in Latin America presents serious disadvantages. It perhaps
less fruitful of evil in the law school than elsewhere, and as this was
the ;first of the modern secular faculties to be develved, and the
real nucleus of the university,,the custom of to-day is perhaps but

to other schools of a practice which, per-
nicious in its present general application, was not wholly inappro-
priate in its original form; What is st4maredjsastrous at,present,
and contrary to the basic principles of pedagogy, is the extension of
the.practice to the secondary school, as is the case in most countries.
Here, too, the subjects are subdivided into niany chairs, and the pro-
fessors are drawn, according to the nature of the chair, from the
various professions. They may and usually do know their subject,
but as teaching is not their profession few make any effort to learn
how to teach. The lamentable result is that pupils receive' instruc-
tion in a form that fIequently defies tissimilation, and which fails
to become education in the best sense of the term.

Duties of a professor. The limited duties and responsibilities
of a professor, compared. with .those of his North American col-
league, are a natural corollary to his divided interests.' He reports
in the. secretary's office before the daily or triweekly lecture and
signs the roll as proof of attendance. The lecture given, he returns
to his office and resumes the practice of his profession. He con-
ducts no quizzes, gives no tests during th4 year, and consequently has
no exiMnation papers to engage jiis attention. At the end of the
scholastic year he does duty on the oral examination commissions,
and at times throughout the year he may be drafted for service at
sp'ecial examinations. In both instances responsibility isehared with
two colleagues... Unless he is a member of the council in his faculty
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or of the central university council,, he has nothing to do with the
administration of- the institution, and even service on the councils
is not onerous. The likur with the cla! ss is in no sense a recitation;
the professor simply lectures, and beyond this he assumes no' re-
sponsibility for the progress or application of his students. Repeat-
ing as he does year after year the same course, the professor has every
temptation to stereotype his matter and even the form of its presents-

. 1. The system instead of producing specialists, which is the
reason urged in its behalf, seems to tend rathet to fossilize both the
subjt and the instructor. If the subject includes laboratory exer-
cises, these are supervised' by a laboratory director. The time,
thought, and attention that the professor gives to the university and
its work is therefore limited, and necessarily. so, since the university
claims little and pays accordingly.

Profemional prestige.On the other hand, the position confers a
distinct honor on the holder. gives hini prestige in hiVrofession,
and puts him before the public in a favorable light. 'Itqt knowne-'
stepping:stone to'political preferment. For the reasons it is often
possible to fill the professorial chairs with distinguished men from
the very best families of the nation, who, if they are not primarily
educators, yet possess a reputation for scholarship and general
ability, and a prestie that dignifies the lecture.room and commands
the respect and often the admiration of the students.

Methods of choosing a professor.The position of professor in
Latin-Ameriean university, his limited duties and responsibilities,
the methods of instruction; and the importance given to examine- O''
Lions explain many points in the university organization and admin-
istration that appear anmnalous to a foreigner. But upon no point
do they throw more light than upon the system employed for filling

. a' vacant professorship. These systems show considerable variation,
but the principle upon- which each is based is the same. Since the
professor is not primarily it teacher, the question of scholarship is',
the only point considered, to the exclusion of teaching experience,
personality,and didactic ability. Moreover, as the chair includes
but one subject, or even a pert of a subject, the scholarship test is
Bruited to a narrow scope. It is specialization in the strictUt sepal
of the ternis.

anrient riottowThe final appointive act is the prerogative of
the Government, but the initiative usually belongs to the university.
In no case does the rector or dean have the excIrMve privilege, of
nomination, much leas of choice._ The form of procedure is derived
historically from the old system of oeogirion, which operated as
follows: Notice of the vacancy ivas published in accordance with a
prescribed form, and the date was announced whef applicants would
be heaid. The candidates assembled in the presence of.the faculty

.
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or a Committee of that body and proceeded to examine each other in
the subject for which a professor was sought. Each tried to pro-
pound questions that his rivals Could apt alitswer, but which he could
readily resolve himself. Members of the faculty could also put
questions to each of the candidates in turn. After this into ectual
tournament, that candidate was chosen who hid best parried the
thrusts of his rivals and whose own intellvtualiTmor exhibited the
fewest -dents.

A modified system. This ancient procedure is now happily obso-
lete, but a modified form of the opposition system is still used in
some Latin-American institutions. Candidates for the vacant pro-
fessorship appear before the faculty at the same time, but instead of
putting and answering questions each in turn presents a detailed
program of the course as he would give it, enumerating the topics
in the order he thinks they shOuld be presented to the class and
offering whatever remarks and xplanations ho tidy desire. Each
program is criticized by the oth r candidates, also by members of
the faculty, and the author is exj ected to defend his position. The
candidate is then assigned a tops from his program and allowed
a certain time, usually A hours, to prepare the lesson. .This lecture
is given in public, and the faculty, or a committee appointed by the
faculty, judges the candidate's ability to present clearly, logically,
and happily his subject. This system, while savoring much of the
ancient °pottier*, gives some consideration to the pedagogical
aspect of the question. Since a professor gives but one single course
and the lecture meth-od is the accepted form of instruction, it is im-
portant that the instructor have a logical program'and a convincing
address: The system, however, has grave defects, and its disad-
vantages have been- tersely stated in a recent report of the rector
of the University of Arequipa. Ile argues that the program sub-
mitted may not be original; at the best it must be modeled upon
others, and in either ease is no adequate criterion of the author's
knowledge of the subject, *hile the oral lesson is more a test of
oratory than of pedagogy.

A further modification. Even this modified form of opotrickin
has fallen into disfavor in the larger universities, and a further
modification has been instituted. The candidates for n vacant chair

( submit to a committee Of the faculty a record of their scholastic
achievements, a list of their publications, and also a detailed topical
program such as has already been described. There is no confronta-
tion of the condidates. The committee is composed of those pro-
fessors whose chairs are most .Closely related to the one to be filled.
It examines the records, publications, and programs in private ses-
sions and reports its findings to the faculty. The oral lesson is
retained, but only the candidate whose scholastic attainments, best
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meet the judgment of the committee is invited to give the public
lecture, which, in fact, is commonly regarded as a mere forman
empty tradition.

The 8libstitute professor.A further departure from traditional
methods. is observed in the tendency to apply the last-named pro-
cedure to the selection of the substitute professor (el SUplente) , who
succeeds as a matter of course to the chair in case it becomes vacant.
The substitute professor is a constant element in most Latin-Ameri-
can fculties, and the position is not in the least anomalous when it
is remembered that the regular professor is lawyer, 'physician. engi-
neer. or 'Atheist. and that the exigencies of his profession may at'
times prevent him from fulfilling his duties as professor. These
reasons make it advisable, if not absolutely necessary, to have another
ready to take up the work. The substitute whet chosen may not,
and usually does not, have any regular duties. lie simply lipids him-
self in readiness to assume the class in case the mtedratiro through
absence, sickness, or other reason is unable to give the lectures. The
position is all honorable one in itself and places the occupant in a
favorable position in case of a vacancy, even in those institutions
where the succession is not fixed by university statute.

Government con frmation..In all cases the successful candidate, is
still subject to confirmation by the State authorities. The recent
reform of higher eduCation in Brazil will make an exception there

141ito this,. stom. The new Brazilian law grants to individuals and
societies right, to incorporate for the purpose of founding uni-
versities independent of the State. The corporation, 'within certain
well-defined and necessary limitations, can prescribe the course of
study and the length of the term, elect the professors, and expend its
revenue in the manner it chooses. The law puts higher education on.r.
much the same basis as in the United States and is in direct contrast
with the older and prevalent Latin-American policy of governmental
control and monopoly. The traditional custom has had the advad--
tage of preventing, the unlimited creation of professional schools,
and Brazil may witness under the new law the foundation of mush-
room medial and engineerjng schools lacking scientific equipment
and granting unworthy certificates of graduation. Federations of
sovereign States, such as Brazil-and the United States, necessarily
experience legal difficulties in establishing uniform national regu-
lations. .

Pecentralizat in the universities: In enumerating the institu-
tions of higher e ation in Latin America repeated reference has
been made to pot universities and independent facultief, and it
was stated that some countries adhered to the first system and others
to the second. As a matter of fact, this distinction exists more in

68093° 13-3. ;
.
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name than in fact, and everywhere the faculties are to a very large
degree independent each of -the other, and all of the central,organi-
zation. The. university is it loose federation of separate schools, and
the larger it becomes the greater is the centripetal force.

In the North American University the administrative officers. asdistinct from the professorial staff,' constitute a strong element ofunity. President, secretary. and registrar belong equally to all
departments and give their entire time to the interests, scholastic
and financial. of the institution. The president especially is a bondof union. lie .is a man of store or less entinence, an educational
leader, an autlewity. not in a single line of letters, politics, or science,but in the broader field of educational and administratte policies.
The Spairish-American university has a diiterent type of organiza-tion. . Its officials are little more than professors. They,giveimtlittle. time to the work of administration, because under the systemthere is little to be done. The rector is a lawyer, a physician, or. apublicist, as are the professors, and the direction of the university
is secondary to the practice of his profession. As he usually occupies
the office but for a stunt term and then becomes simply one prblessor
among many. he seldom acquires during his term as rector_Imy
additional prest ige. Moreover, he is not expected to become an
educational leader. lie Merely stands at the head of his colleaguesfor a short time and represents them befores:tlu State and the. public.In many different ways the absence of a university president is adistinct loss in Spanis-Ainerican higher education, but in no.respect
more.than in thelanifying influence he might exert in the university
organization.

Departments scattered. Another decentralizing influence-in the
Spanish-Imerican university is the material separation' of theschools. No tract of ground was set aside for future blinding's; and
as 1,11e university outgrew its first home, faculty after faculty wastrtutsferred to other quarters, often in quite different and distant
parkitf.the city. In the Universities of Montevideo, I3ttenos Aires,
and 'Santiago no- two faculties twcupy the sante building, wild, notwo buildings are in the same part of the city. In other univetsi-.
ties the same tendency is likewise noticeable, one or more faculties

'having been forced into other and often distant buildings.

.0

t

\ VThe first always to develop the separatiSt tendency was the facultA
of medicine. rom the beginning, its practical work was.dont in the
hospital, and many professors found it convenient to Alive their lee-nags there, in improuised classrooms.' As laboratories were de-
veloped, special buildirigs were required.t their installation, anti*
separate medical college was erected, if .possible in close proximity
to the hospital. Following the segregation of the medical school
came that Of the engineering faculty,soaelcrated also by the labora-

. ,
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tory probleni. If a school of agriculture was formed, it must neces-
sarily be located in the country or in the outskirts of the city. Thus
widely separated .in distance, with- students entering the different
faculties directly from the liceo without passing through any common
faculty of arts and sciences, the various schools had little in common.
sail it is not to be wondered at that they have -.grown apart. Each
has its dean. who is a rector in parvo, each its secretary, its special
library, and its student society. In the large universities the rector
and general council (I() little in the way of general administration
save proportioning the annual revenue ai&ing the various scluNs;
in other matters the faculties exercise almost. complete independence.
The tendency is well illustrated historically; Sucre, once the seat
of a noted university, now has only separate faculties. The same
is true of Guatemala. During several years the University of Sal-
vildor was officiajly conducted as separate schools, and has but laiely
returned to the university form of organization. The ease with
which the change is made from one system to the other shows how
loose is the university organization.

Another condition that accentuates the separatist tendency is the
lack of a real department of letters, science. and philosophy. A dis-

.tinguished Chilean describing the University of Santiago' writes:
"Although the university charfer contains all the necessaryprovisions
to make of it a general scientific institution, it is, in fact, no more
than a confederation of professional schools whose coursehof stud&
qualify the graduate for the profession of lawyer, engineer, etc."
The professional schools have nothing in common, and -there is no
strong central faculty corresponding to the college of liberal arts
in the United States.

Academies.There exists in some universities, notably in Buenos
Aires, an institution different in organization and function from
anything in a North American university. In each faculty there
is an " academy' composed of 25 members chosen among those pro-
fessors who have served on the faculty connvil,,or who have Asfin-
gnished themselves in scientific or scholarly research. The latter class
must have been in the service of the university not less than 10 'years.
Membership is for life and the society is self-perpetuating. .The
duties of the society are to study questions *university policy and
advise. the administrative officers; to discuss And report on admink
trative and scientific problems that may be submitted to 4he society;
to maintain the standard of instruction in the faculty; to initiate
reforms in the curriculum; and, in general, to strive for the better-
ment of the university, In so far as the academy touches the ad-
ministration, it is merely an advisory board to the council. In mat-
..
ters of general scholarship, it is an academy in the ordinary-sense of
the term. Is actual practice, it serves to connect the university
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with the public, since professors who lave the chair for public'serv-
ice retain their membership in the academy. It advances the inter-
ests of scliklarship by placing this ideal before professors; and, by
the election of honorary members, which is one of its privileges, it
enlists the sympathy of scholars in distant parts of'the country and-
serve9 as a means of communication with learned societies in oyer.,--
countries.

Close relation between the university and secondary twilols._
Universities have had no preparatory schools such as formerly existed

,in the United States and exist still in some localities. However,
there was often a close relation between the university and the na-
tional licea.of the same city or town that made of the latter a pre-

sparatory department to all intents and purposes. In.referriug in
receding paragraphs to the frequent disappearance of the faculty

of letters, philosophy, and pure science, it was stated that its place
had been taken in a certain measure 'by the improved secondary
schools. The theory that higher literary studies are not a subject.
for school methodsa theory developed in France at the time of the
Revolution, and tersely expresSed by Napoleon in the words: Lc
gait et le genie ne peurent s'apprendre. On comprend un cerele,un
salon., nu5me tine academie, ou guelqa'-un inqesse et dieserte, tont vela
s'appligue tvzn a l'instruction proprement dite et a l'exciwisc d'un
etat special main a l'agrement de,la soride, seems to have been imi-
tated, or spontaneously evolvedrlii Latin America. The liceo is very
generally looked upon as a department of higher instruction, espe-
cially if it is a liceo of the first grade, i. e., offering a complete course,
covering the foil regulation time,- and entitling its pupils to the
degree of bachiller. Very naturally the best institution of this grade

--/a to be found in the capital, or other university towns, and often
under the very shadow of the higher institution. Students pass' from
it directly into the professional faculties. There has not been, and
very &rely is there to-day, any actual administrative bond between
the two. Each has its own budget, its own officials and professors;
and each depends separately upon the department of public instruc-
ti,pn. But this mutual relation to the State creates in itself a ceitain

. v bond; since in the minister's office one bureau. is intrusted with both.
.

secondary and higher education, while to another is allotted primary
. and normal instruction.

Material contactMaterial circumstances, too, have. served to
connect the university with the local high school. in The early days
of secular education, when the university was usually small and
lodged in some old monasteryTaken over by the. State, the liceo was
naturally established in another part of the same vast structure. As
the university grew ,and expanded it was the faculties of medicine
and engineering that removed to modern quarters, while the second-.
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ary school remained apd shared the old convent with the faculty o(
i law and the remnants of the faculty of philosophy and letters. This

condition has nbt yet entirely disappeared, and even where it no
longer exists customs engendered by it have nevertheless persisted.
Close proximity brought mutual relations. A professor in a faculty
not infrequently occupied a corresponding chair in the liceo, and
in the public mind both institutions were looked upon us of the same
grade.

Movement in favor of preparatory schools. In administration,
however, university and secondary schools continued distinct. It
is only recently that a tendency has developed in the university in
favor of creating a special p eparatory department. The movement
is in no sense local, but the manner of effecting the reform has as-
sumed different aspects in different States. Argentina was the first
to give the movement tangible form. The policy was strongly advo-
cated by the new University of La Plata, which was founded for the
purpose of promoting in Argentina the modern spirit of scientific
study. and not as a mere group of affiliated professional schools, as
were the old universities. The fachit57 of La Plata contended that
in order to foster scholarly ideals and to prepare its future students
for the scientific studies of the university a special preparatory
school was a necessity. Aceordingly, in 1907, the department of
public instruction transferred to the three national universities the
liceos of Cordoba, Buenos Aires. .nd La Plata, to be conducted by
Them as preparatory departments, while at the same time retaining
their character of national high schools. .....

The liceo of Cordoba, which adjoins the university, had always
maintained a close alliance with the higher institution, and the official
action of 1907 changed its position more in name than in fact. In
Buenos Aires the situation was different, and the difficulties that arose
retarded the actual transfer there until 1911. It has urged With
reason that if the university required a special preparatory depart-
ment, it would be better to create such a school; that to combine the
two forms of education would denature b9th; 'and that tire old
national high school possessed a history that could ill be lost. 'In
La Plata all was comparatively new, both liceo and university, so
that no difficulty was experienced in the change of administration,
and the preparatory department has from the first been a decided
success. ' .

A similar school for girls was established at the same time. The
prep ratory departments are not coeducational, but women are ad-
mit to the university proper, and in some departments they enroll
in rge numberq. The two preparatory schools have their own
principals, but these officials are'responsible, the dean of the depart.
ment of pedagogy, and the avowed object of the university is to use
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the preparitory departm is as model schools for its teachers' col-lege. One of the ambiti s of the university is to train teachers whowill make teaching th r sole profession; hence its large interest inits secondary d its intense desire to shake of it a model liceo
inpall senses of the term. In order to further enhance the utility of

e boys' preparatory school, it has recently inaugurated on a limitedscale the cottage system. Two cottages have been built, each bons-ing about 35 boys, who live together as a self-governing community,
each presided over by a " house father," who is at the same time a.professor in the liceo.

As stated above, the three university preparatory departments areto retain the character of national high schools, and their studies-are to be so ordered that a student may pass from any national sec-ondary school into the corresponding class of the university schoolwithout loss of time or standing.. This regulation prevents the uni-versities from arranging the curriculum with the exclusive view of
higher education, since the national high-school course is uniform
throughout the five years. However, the universities have been per-mitted to extend their secondary school course to six years, and inthe last year they arrange several parallel lines of study adapted toentrance into the various faculties of the university. Notwithstand-ing these concessions to the universities, the question is still unsettledin Argentina, and the faculty of La Plata at its last convocationvoted in favor of a -distinct intermediate course between the highschool and professional studies.

The Chilean project.In educational circles in Chile a project isunder discussion for organizing a junior university which studentsmay attend for two years following their secondary training. Theobject of the institution will be to prepare the student for the par -faculty in which he expects to matriculate. The school willhave three or four separate and parallel courses; some subjects willbe common to all and others will be designed to give special prepare-tion in the line the student elects. This plan, if adopted, would cor-respond very closely to the practice which now obtains in the best
American universities of requiringat least two years in the college
before admission to the professional school. It is contended inChile that for the two years spent in the junior university a 'corre-sponding reduction of time could be made in the professional schoolswithout loss to professional training. A further argument in favorof the project is that many separate laboratories now maintained indifferent, schools could be combined, which would result in greaterefficiency of laboratory studies and in greater economy of installationand maintenance.

The Uruguayan plan.Uruguay has already adopted a similarplan, but without attempting to reduce the length of the professional

LATIN- AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.
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courses. There, as elsewhere in Latin America, a 'strong effort i
making to lessen the number of young men entering the liberal pro-
fessions, and one of the means employed is to lengthen the time
required to obtain a professional title. The Uruguayan reform goes
into operation in. 1912, but its provisions will not be retroactive, i. e..
students who entered the national high school before 1912 will enter
the professional faculties under the old oniejments. Some years
must therefore elapse before the results can be properly judged." The
two years of additional studies, to be known as the National Pre,
paratory School, will comprise three lines of study, leading. respec-
tively, to the three faculties oi law, medicine, and engineering. Some
studies will, of course, be common to all. The faculty will be of uni-
versity grade, but the work will be done in the .national liceo of Mon-
tevideo, which occupies a block adjoining the university proper, and
with its new building and complete scientific equipment is admirably
adapted to inaugurate the new policy.

The problem involved in all these different projects and reforms
is the same that has agitated American schoolmen and the public
for the past two decades: Can the high school and the university
preparatory school be successfully combined? In the United States
the question has been tentatively answered in the affirmative, but
there is always a likelihood that the vote will be reconsidered. In
South America the question is apparently being answereL in the
negative.



CHAPTER IV.

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS.
In the matter of material equipment there is a wide divergence ofconditions Sin Latin-American universities. The first universities,founded by the church. adopted the European monastic type of archi-tecture 11$ well as of organization. When, in the ninetomith century.they became secular and national, the State appropriated the build-ings as well as the institution, and studies were continued in the samemonastic .environment. The old monasteries were so solidly con-structed and have resisted so well the ravages of time-and the ele-ments that many stand to-day as firm as three centuries ago, andstill serve. for some part of the university work...

Universities and faculties established in the era of national inde-pendence or in the decades immediately. following Were usuallyhoused in monasteries confiscated by the State, and were often lessfortunate in their location than he old universities. The latterpos.sessed monastic quarters built for school purposes; the newerfaculties were sometimes placed in convents that were not primarilydesigned for scholastic uses.
Modern building's far medical xchools.During the past centurythere has been a fluctuatineevolut ion toward modern conditionsanevolution controlled by the expansion of the university. by the re-sources of the State, and by interest in higher education. The oldcloistered convents were not HI suited to the first studies pursued inthe universities. The faculties of philosophy, letters, theology, andlaw could be conducted without serious disadvantage in the ancientmonasteries, but with the rise o.f medical and scientific faculties notonly the increased number of students and professors, limit also the-very nature of the studies, required enlarged and different buildings.The medical faculty was usually .the first. favored, and for it were. -built modern and commodious quarters. In some'States this enlarge-ment and modernization of the medical school buildings began a'halfcentury ago; in others it has come in the bait decades. Even thesmaller countries show a lively interest in medical education anti havefollowed the general movement .for providing the best materialfacilities. 14Jruguay lins reentry completed a magnificent Medical

. college, built after the most apprOved plans and furnished' with athoroughly modern equipment. Salvador is building -.beside her
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splendid hospital a home for the medical faculty of her university
that will reflect great credit on that sturdy little Republic.' In gen-
eral. it may he stated that the Spanish-American medical college of
to-day enjoys adequate facilities, and indeed some schools are almost
luxuriously housed.

The engineering school. Tice formation of a school of engineering,
sometimes established as an independent institution, but usually de-
veloped from. the faculty of_piire sciences, Relnanded more space and
different conditions titan were afforded in the old university home.
A separate building was the natural solution of the new problem. and
in this way there frequently came another material growth in the
university. The engineering schools can not boast of buildings as
pitial as those of several medical faculties, but in all the larger
universities they occupy separate quarters and possess the necessary
facilities for the prosecution of their work. In those institution;.
where inerease in numbers has not necessitated greatly enlarged facili-
ties I ancient hoihlings are still much in evidence. The facade
mai have been ..hanged to present a modern appearance, but within
are vaulted roofs and cloistered patios indicative of the history of the
building and even of the institution itself.

Notwithstanding the material progress that has marked the past
few decade', the demolition Of ancient structures and the erection of
new Ones. there are but few of the older institutions in which some
remnant of monastic architecture may not be found. Even in such
a thoroughly modern university as thatomif, Buenos Aires it is not
wanting. In the center of thi..-irregular block of buildings that con-
stitute the engineering school. surrounded by constructions. of.com7
partitively recent. date, stands the .thick-walled, arch7rooftillehitpel of .
a colonial convent, now used as a chemical

bitibtislyx.The States have tisualb.hoeti.generous..lit this
material equipment of the universities. Intgrv4 in higher education
preceded, as a *rule, the develOpinent of prilinity,itehuols....-.The: first.
quarters of the universities eorresponde.d4thyiltft.4.iy-itn."1.1*.fgjuirg.,
ments of The times. With changing catetiottS*Stafett.,reatianded':-
wIwneve5 national resources pentlitled..1.4iftiliOtioti

.

revenue, the expenditures for'building1141.14:9.-uripMent foie tighei
education during the past tlecacks'`WilrIttikiii3lifiviliehly with that,..
expended for thtsame ptirprises lzy, 1rtlt ,40,Igcii*.cominonivenitha;
Few hat in-AmeWan univervtieka
beiwfact anis. National itt*griiiiiteA*e ; not
the current expenses'of higher i iluc4tti% r1t , h t Al Et.

-original equipment, which representi4c*Ofkqurim
Value of the grounds, buildinO.anclArd0004'.0Viict 11.
La Plata is estimated at $1,11,000,4*.rbe.*.rar
La Paz was provided with a 40.telt il:
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$66,000. A like sum, is to be expended in the erection of the new
pavilion'of the medical college at Lima. Uruguay has appropriated
$240,000 for the College of Veterinary Surgery, after having just
spent more than a million in new buildings for the National Univer-
sity and the Agricultural College. Thirty years ago Venezuela
renovated the old university buildinF at Caracas and added a new

'wing for the engineering d artment. More recently a new-hospital
and special laboratories/for th medical school have been erected on
the outskirts of the city. Menti i has already been made of the new.

medleal college building in Salvtidor. Some years ago the Medical
College of,Bjhia, in Brazil, was almost entirely rebuilt and enlarged.
The Law School of Recife has jy4t talieh possession .of a magnificent
Structure. Sao Paulo has providedits Polytechnic Institute with a
splendid building and material equipment. The. National Govern-
ment erected one new laboratory for the Medical College of Rio de
Janeiro,some years ago, and has just appropriated a large sum for
the construction of a modern building on the site-of the old convent.
that the school has occupied for a century. These are bst examples
of what the different Latin-American countries have done and are
doing toward equipping their institutions of higher learning. The
financial burden involved in this extensive plan of building appears
even greater when it is known that the current expenses of the univer-
sities are large and the cost per student greater than in the State
universities of the United States.

- .



CHAPTER V.

BUDGETS AND SALARIES.

The Latin American Republics believe so strongly in the efficiency
of higher education that they are conte4t to pay the cost however
great, and both in proportion to the total revenue and to the amount
expended for education of all grades, the sums destined for the uni-
versities appear strikingly large. In justification it can be urged
that these institutions are somethin more than mere schools. On
the one hand, they are administrative departments of the State,
directing and controlling the professions. and, on the others they
partake of the nature (51 academies fostering general culture in coun-
tries where the agencies that make for culture are not as numerous
on as pervasive as in older nations. Such functions deserve liberal
support from the State.

Reasons for faro ring the unirergities.The fact that 'the univer-
sities are designed especially for-the education of the upper classes
is another reason that explains the liberality of the State. The same
classes that govern the country profit most from the advantages of
the university. However, selfishness is not the only motive for the
liberality exhibited, for some States support just as generously
institutions for the special education of the lower classes, such as

_trades and commercial schools. The explanation is rather. to be
sought 'in the patermil character of.. Latin American government.
Private and individual initiative are little esteemed. In every enter-
prise of importance-the State is expected to take the lead. In a mat-
ter so, transcendent as professional education (and, as previously
explained; the universities are almost exclusively professional schools),
no power but the State is considered worthy of leadership. Distrust

iof the church is another impelling influence. The ruling classes all
-pass through the university, and the Republics 'desire that they come '
to their task free from the bias of ecclesiasticism, which unfortu-
nately is considered inimical to republican institutions.

Annual budgets.The annual appropriation for the current ex-
penses of university education in different representatie countries
will convey an idea of the generosity of the States in this branch
pUblic instruction. Ecuador expends $125,000, with an enrollment
of 840 students. Argentina devotes more than two millions with
student enrollment of 7,000. ThiS tigkire does not include the income
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derived by the universities from endowments and matriculation and
examination fees. The University of Buenos Aires expends annu-
ally about a million, and the University of La Plata a like sum. For
the University of Chile the annual current expenses amount to$375.000.

The three professional schools of the University of Montevideo,
which enroll about 800 students, receive annually from the State some
$250,000, while for the agricultural and veterinar -i.thools there is
appropriated $75.000 more. In Nlexico the budget or the university
at the capital alone in 1911 amounted to $335

Propoetional cost and enrollment.The cost per student is greaterthan in the State universities of the United States. This Bet isexplained in part by the virtual absence from the Latin-American
.university of the college of liberal arts, which in North Americaincludes such a large proportion of the total student population.

Professional schools, especially the schools of medicine and engineer-ing, are more expensive both in .equipment and maintenance than ufaculty of arts. On the other hand. conditions of climate awl temper.
attire render the upkeep of thb average Latin American institution
much less onerous, and as there is no campus another element of con-stant expense is eliminated. The fact that there are many institu-tions with a very small enrollment would tend tp raise the averagecost per student, but this disadvant age is counterbalanced by theother fact that most of the small institutions are schools of law only,
and the law faculty is the least expensive to install anNoperate.

. Large teaching staff.The real explanation of what appears tobe the excessive cost of higher education in Latin America is the*form
of organization. The personnel is too numerous, from servants

and janitors through all the hierarchy. up to the administrativeofficers themselves. The- system of dividing instruction into smallparts and assigning but one part to an instructor necessitates a large
professorial staff, and even if the pay of each is modest the totalcost to the institution is greater than if a fec devoted all their timeto ,instruction and -were paid a liberal salary. In the schools Of
engineeringind achifecture of Santiago there are 400 students and 75,
instructors. The schools of medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, etc., en-roll some 700 students, while the teaching and administrative staffnumber about .140. And.yet in this respect conditions are better inChile than in many other countries. In the University of GuayaqUil,
one-third of the total revenue is spent in administration, and with
something fewer' than 100 students. there are no less than 18 pro-fessors.

Few teaching hovers. The conditions of instruction in the Latin-
American university do not, hoWever, Arise from excessive salaries,
but from excessive subdivision of the work and the little time that
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tequired of each instructor. Salaries vary enormously, not so
muck on their face however as in relation to the (eliciting luau's.
Usually th7 are estimated by the month. and payable for each of the
12 months. A few examples drawn from different countries and
representative institutions may be instructive.

l'nJcssm.x* Na /orbN.

Institution.
salon'

per
month.

l'niverolt y of nunyerptil $1110

UniversIt y of Cordoba 1 ^ft

University of (AWN...
NI

University of Buenos Aires 1211

Universit y of Montevideo ton

Unirersit yr of Sant Ingo. IIILow facilities of Brazil

Hours
per

week.

3
A

3
3

5

These figures are necessarily approximations. since in someiiist it II-

tions salaries are not uniform. In certain departments they may be,
higher than in others. There may II ISO be a graduated scale of in-
crease depending on the length of service. In a general table it is

impossible to/take into account all such details, but 'notwithstanding
these reservations the figures are sufficiently accurate. In striking

has..been taken'7of salaries paid to foreign pro-
fessors contracted for by the Government for special service. These

men receive it larg,er salaries and are supposed to give all their
time to instruction. investigation. or administration; hence they fall
outsiile the realm of the present comparison.

Als'ome compari,vons.The small salary, the few hours devoted to
teaching, the subdivisions in the subjects Wight, and the tradition
of but one subdivision to a professor are all interrelated parts of a
system that seriously hampers university instruction. The professor
is assigned few lecture hours, not that he may have time for study and
independent investigation, but because tradition, or the law, forbids
a plurality of chairs. In a small law school, such as that in the
University of Cordoba, there are '2 profissors of Roman law, 2 of com-
mercial law, 2 of international law, 2 of legal procedure, and 4
of civil law, i. e., a separate instructor for each year that the subject
is studied. If a professor were to confine himself to teaching as his
only profession, the salary would be insufficient, for a livelihood. He

is n underpaid in proportion to the time he gives to the university,
but he would be badly underpaid if he gave all his time and received
no greater salary than at present. It will be noticed from the tfisble
above that in the larger institutions, located in important centers, the
average stipend for a -thwe-hour course is $10p. If the professor
taught 10 or 12 hours (which may be taken as a low average in the
North American State tunversit Iies) a proportionate, remuneration
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would bring his annual salary to $4,000 and upward, which is larger
than in similar institutions in the United States. The Spanish-
American universities have been slow to 'see that a teaching profes-
sion devoted solely to the one vocation would raise the standard of
instruction and at the same time provide a body of scholars that
would pursue independent sc ntifi investigationSand reflect credit
on their countries in the le ed world. leer scholarly and scientific
works are produced in Latin America, partly because there are no
men who can *vote their entire time and talents to scholarship or
science. The need of such work is felt, but the learned institutions
have not shaped their organization in a way to make it feasible. In
late years La Plata hasNione something by emphasizing the scientific

. spirit, but it is hampered in its struggle by the retention in large
measure of the traditional practice of subdivided chairs.

The Uruguayan policyIt has remained for the University of
Montevideo to recognize the root of the evil and to inaugurate a dif-
ferent policy. A law promulgated in 1911 authorizes an increasing
scale of salaries for those professors who devote all their time to

.scholastic pursuits and produce works or conduct scientific investi
gatiuns of recognized merit. During a period of four years the salary
will remain $100 per month, as at present, but after that time it may
be doubled if the professor meeis the requiiements of the law. A

-second increase of $100 may be granted after a further period of
three years, providing the professor continues scholarly work, and
even a third is possible after another three years. 14 will be possible,
therefore, for an instructor to attain after a few years a salary of
almost $5,000. It will be noted that the teaching hours are not in-
creased; the premium is conditioned solely. on " production," al-
though it is stipulated that instruction must be satisfactory. It is
reserved for the faculty itself to judge whether a professor meets
the conditions of the law, and this decision is controlled by themni-
versity council and the rector. It is in this provision that the new
poli4 is probably the weakest, and it remains for experience to show
whether the regulation can be administered with justice and impar-
tiality.

411111111P
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CHAPTER VI.
,

THE LAW FACULTY.

This department has constituted since the beginning of the nine-
teenth century the veritable nucleus of the Spanish-American uni-
versity. It differs widely from the North American law school in
meth-6(1s, curriculuM, and purpose. The difference is manifested in
the very name of the department:-Faculty of jurisprudence, as in ,

Peru, Mexico, and other States, or faculty of juridical and social
sciences, as in Argentina, Brazil, etc., or faculty of law and political
and social sciences, as in Chite and some other countries. In very ,

few countries is the official nomenclature simply " school of law."
As the various names imply, the institution is designed to be a school
of wider range than the American law school, less pfactical and more
educative, less professional and more philosophical. The predomi-
name of the law school has in recent years been seriously challenged
in the largest universities by the faculty of medicine. The enroll-

went and influence of the latter have increased in much greater ratio
on account of the concentration of medical studies in one institution.
Law studies, however, are pursued in all universities, not to mention
the many separate schools of law. Another reason for the rapid
growth of the great medical faculties is the existence of affiliated
schools of pharmacy and denti,stry. For these reasons the enrollment
of students in the medical faculty of Buenos Aires is more than twice
the number in law, while in Santiago and Lima the numbers are
about equal. Historically, however, the law faculty enjoys a gregq
.prestige, and the legal. profession is the post, aristocratic of all
callings.

l'hy-sical equipment and libraies.In the matter of material
equipment the law school is the least favored of all the faculties.
Since its activities have not developed peculiar physical needs, it has
Railer been retained in the original monastic guar rs of the old uni-
versity home or been relegated to a rested b lding that has no
scholastic atmosphere and is often ill suited to t.).e needs of the school.
TheSe undesirable conditions are liable to continue, for the desire of

encourageGovernments is to m'ourage scientifig Studies, and the moneys
available for-educational purposes are diverted in this direction. The
law school i already too popular. 4

./

...
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In one particular, however, the ,equipment of tht law faculty is
generally good. On account of its long history and the commanding
positiou it has held, the faculty has in many Universities accumulated
a large library. The collections are frelmently housed badly and.
lack proper classification 'and a ready catalogue, but the number of
volumes is large, and, while it is in administration a department
library, on account of the composite nature of the Latin-American
law 'school it is far from being strictly technical. Literary Works
abound., especiallY the modern classics of all literatures either in thoi
original or in translation. History is well represented. Philosophy
receives large space. Works on economics, finance, and sociology .

have been added in large numbers in the past decades, while the
dependence of Latin- American codes on the Napoleonic digest has-
led to the acquisition of great, numbers of French works, both tech-
pied- and general, on all phases of law.

Organizqtion.The variety in mines apulied to the faculty in
different countries arises in part f. nn the existence of two distinct
forms of organization. In some S ates, as in Peru, for example,
there are two coordinate facultiest e faculty of jurisprudence. the
original school, with a five-year cot rsc "entbracing- only legal and
juridical studies; and the faculty of political and administrative
sciences, with a three-year course comprising economic, roust it lit
international, and legislative studies. In other countries, as in Brazil
and elsewhere, the two faculties are combined. but very Z.onsiMi.able
importance is ascribed to subjects of' economic and soviologic91 im-
port.' The course of study in some countries extends over five'years,
as in a faculty of jurisprudence. but in others it comprises six. In
1909 the University crf Buenos Aires revised the cu1riculum, retain-
ing six years for the regular course, but adding a seventh for the
doctorate of jurisprudence. Brazil has recently increased the law'
course from five to six years. In the past decade there has been
manifest a general movement in favor of lengthening the law course.
The limit has probably been reached in Salvador, where the term
has been increased from seven fo eight-yoars. The avowed object \Nits
to render the study unattractive to young men and drive them into
vocations of greater utility to the State. It was the\game motive
that prompted the last increase in Brazil and the additional year for
the doctorate in Buenos Aires. The degree of doctor of jurispru-
dence has long been a special mark of aristocracy in Latin America.
In 1912 Honduras forbade further matriculation in her law school
for a term of two years, and Ecuador has 'seriously considered the
advisability of closing the law schools entirely for a tin*.

there Js necessarily a considerhble uniformity
in the curricula of different countriet, the differences that do. exist are
all the more noteworthy, since traditions and ideals have been the
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THE LAW FACULTY.

same in all and all have received their greatest inspirAin:Itum-:..
the one sourcethe law faculty of the University

The three following curricula are representative -and.§Og',ill'ifit.
conception of the subjects taught, the order of their presentafion;;/iiiillf.
the time given to each Three lessons per week nitioviae,assame<A:tiS;.;
the schedule of a course, but in a few schools there-fti6iii4c,in.:(in:-.7
Brazilian faculties. What the bare curriculum does ktli date is.
the extent and content of a given subject. These poiiits'
frayed in great detail in the programa published for oaelvsniiieet;'
but the length of these documents excludes their reproduciion.-4.*
work of this hature; and although they provide a valtiab%:,yilabW:.
for the student, they do not always indicate the real conteu?;iiithe

.lect tires.
REPRESENTATIVE LAW CURRICULA.

Sao Paulo.
()VIM! IntrOdUCtion to study

of law. Public and con-
stitutional law.

International law..
private. and diplomatic.
Administrative law. Po.
Intent economy and finance.

Roman law. Criminal law
first rouse). Civil law
(the 18ully).

Criminal law (continued).
Civil law (real property).
commercial law (first
course).

Civil in w (Inheritances). Coin-
mercial l a w (cunt inned).
Medical juristIrvidetice.

1

FIRST YEAR.

Amos Aires
General introduction to study

of law. Psychology. Roman
law (first course).

SECOND TRAIL

Roman law (second Murat)).
Civil law (first course). Pub-
lir international law. Po
Mica' economy,

THIRD TEAR.
Civil law (second" Course).

Criminal law, Finance.
Constitutional law.

MAn.

Civil law (third eotirSel.
-Couttnercial, I n w (first
c o ?it e). 'AlIntnitttretIve
law. -Milihrg, n)tat,
'Industrial legislation:

Firm- Yeti.
Civil law (fourth -course).

Commereitd- I n w (sect-nn
course). Legal procedure.
Philosophy of law (first
course).

AIXTH VC.11)
Theory anal praAtteo-frt legal Phllofforlig of law (secondprincdttre, contmer coturM. Legal procedure.clod. PriTate international law.

Practice In legal procedure.

.The seven t,
Buenos Aires

San Jose (Costa -

Clvll law (first courre). Crim
inal law (first course);; lin-
man -law (first course}, .-

Civil law (first course). CrLm-
Mal law (second course).
Roman law (second course).

Civil law (third course). Oom
rnerelal law (((rat course).
Public law.

Civil Inw ((mirth course).
Cosnsmrcinl law (em)),course ). Administrativelaw.

Civil-law procedure. Pont!.
Cal economy. Ainilnistra-
live law.

Criminal -law procedure. Ills-torY of Ic.

t year recitii-red. for the doctorate in the University of
ontains seven courses,- of which the student elects four.

The subjects dffored. ati."iii -follows. ,Comparative history of modern
public:Jaw; evoltitioii of the institUtkins of modern private law, gen-

, ..ertiVecontnnio a oIution, comparativa administrative law, organiza-
Aion and funCtions of .public instruction, constitutional history of
Argentina;'political economy as applied. to Argentina'.

Aim of the lane school.It will be'ohservecl from this list of elm:
tires for ihe doctorate, as well, es from the regular curriculum :of. the.. :

Ober ,
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three schools given above, that the Latin -American law school lays
almost as much stress on the training of public leaders, legislators,
and administrative officers as upon the edncntion of lawyers and
jurists. It i< fhis policy that has prompted the formation in many
countries of the faculty of political sciences by the side of the old
faculty of jurisprudence. In such universities the student of law
usually takes in addition to his legal studies sonic or all of the course
in the parallel faculty, butthe shorter course of three years in the
school of political science forms a good education for young men ex- ,

pecting to enter business or public life. It may be even questioned
whether a liberal -educatioq in political science, political economy,
finance, sociology, commercial, administrative, and international law
does not constitute, a better training for public life than the technical
study-tof law pure and simple. Latin - American schools attempt to
provide both forms, either in a combined course or in separate but
affiliated faculties.

The training of diplomatic and consular officers is another avowed
function of these schools. The separate faculties of political science
place large emphasis on this feature of their work, while some of the
other institutions' offer a special course for this express purpose.
The law school of Buenos Airertniklins a special department extend
ing over two years with four courses in the first year and -five in the
second. They include civil, constitutional, maritime, and interna-
tional law, diplomacy, political economy, finance, statistics, tariff and
consular legislation, and consular notary usages. In. other institu-
tions that do not maintain a 'distinct division for this purpose. a
student: will find all the necessary courses for the training he desire
and can ,select what he requires without being a candidate for a
.degree.

Another department in the school of Buenos Aires is a'two-year
section 'for training in administration. This diVision involves the
giving of but one or two special courses; the others are selected front
the regular curriculam. .

411 schoOls of law in Latin America include a departMent for the
'training of notaries, which is a distinct profession, as in France and
other European countries. The course is almost uniformly of three
years, embracing most of the strictly legal courses but omitting the
studies in the history and philosophy of law ani jurisprudence. It

.
is to all intents and pu'rposes a practical course in law, and, with the

aieexception of studies in criminal law, pleading, and moot-court prat-
lice, is as comprehensiye a study of law as that offered formerly in
the United States in the two-year law schools.

Practical training minintized.The courses in legal procedure are
both theoretic and practical,:but the tendency here, as in Latin-
Michelin instruction of all grades and schools, is to put the fbnphs.sis
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on theory. Many law schools frankly admit that in spite of the long
courseof five or more years they do not aim to prepare the graduite
ifijoridical science for the practice of law. He is expected to acquire
kill inihe everyday' conduct of his profession by serving an appren-

ticeship in an attorney's office, either during or after his university
studies. The law school of the University of Lima requires speci&
cally such an apprenticeship before the degree is conferred. An at-
torney acceptable to the.faculty receives the student into his office and
at the end of the apprenticeship attests to the faculty the assiduity
and practical experience of the student. Other institutions have
similar or equivalent requirements. In Guatemala the student must
spend a certain eeriodgin one or another of the lower courts studying
legal forms. His presence in this case is vouched for by tbe magis-
t :ife. In Venezuela a law student is permitted during the last years
of his coarse to practicein tlw lowest courts, and in this way he is
expected to gain additional practical training. A recent regulation
in Colombia requires the law graduate to practice his profession two
years before receiving the doctorate. -

Bar a88oiatione.The close relationship existing between the law
school and the bar association which is implied in such requirements
us have just been outlined is everywhere obvious. It is the easier to
establish and maintain, since legal education has been a State monop-
oly. The school is either maintained or subsidized by the Govern-
ment. In either.case the4tate retains ultimate control. In the case
of the Catholic. Upiversitt,ut Santiago de Chile, which maintains a
law faculty, the instruction is given wholly under the direction of
the Catholic institution; but students take their examinations at the
National University. Each center of importance has its bar associ-
ation (usually called Colegio de ,lbogada8), which is a. well-estab-
lished corporation controlling the practice of law in its locality and
closely connected with the law school. It is not surprising therefore
that the faculty can make use of local attorneys for the practical

r training of its students. In some inAtances, as in Costa Rica, it is
the Colegio de Abogados that organizes and conducts the law schOol.
The corporation usually receives a small subsidy from the State to
aid in its enterprise. -...

.

General culture 'eOurses.The law faculty in Latin America per
forms.not only the function of a st hoOl'of law and jurisprudence, or
even that of a schoOl of jurisprudence afici social sciences, but it is
slsnan institution of general culture, and in the education .of ipett it
takes the place in 1 'Ineasure. of the American college of liberal .
arts. The repre tative curricula given on a . preeed i rig page in-
clude such sti ects as psychology, sociology, political economy,
finances, and political science. Some schools even. maintain courses,

. in local* histOry, and in Spanish and Spanisk-Amerioan literature.
, .
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Certain other courses uniformly found in the law' schools are much
less technical and special than their names would perhaps indicate.
Roman law often becomes merely a study of the evolution of Roman
institutions, an interesting combination of constitutional history and
Roman daily life. Likewise, the course in,the philosophy of law
easily becomes a history of civilization. The utility of all these sub-
jects for a student of jurisprudence is unquestioned, and no criticism
of or excuse for their presence in the curriculum is intended. The
purpose in enumerating here the subjects and analyzing their nature
is merely to emphasize the large nonprofessional _element in the
Latin-Ametican law curriculum. In the school of Buenos Aires it
Will be observed that fully one-third of the subjects are of this char-
acter. The decadence of the faculty of letters and! philosophy in

most universities is coincident with the development. of a liberal cur-
riculalin the law school, but it would be difficult to prove whether
this decadence was historically the cause or the result.

As constituted to-day the faculty of jurisprudence is almost as
much cultural as technical. Unless a young num purposes to follow
a scientific career, he will find in the law college a -happy combina-
tion of liberal, legal, and civic studies that afford a cultured. civic
training, and at the same time give him an honored profession that
may he applied either in legal practice or in public life. The nature
of the course, as well as social conditions, explains why so large a
percentage of law gradtiates do not folloa4 the regular practice of
the profession. The proportion varies in different countries. It is
commonly estimated at 50 per cent, but. sometimes as high as 80. No
accurate study has apparently been made of the question, and formal
statistics have not been compiled.

Duration of 8tudie8 and 'meth,ode of in.struction.The composite
nature 'of the curriculum accounts also for the length of the course.
A minimum of five yet;rs (except in La Plata.), extended to six in
several countries and even to eight in one, is out of propoition to the
time allotted to legal studies by most nations, and also out 4f
proportion to the time prescribed for scientific professions in
Latin America. The well-to-do students, who constitute; the great
majority, do not object to the low course, and the few who can ill
afford to spend so much time in acquiring a profession can elect the
shorter course of practical law and 'content thenAelves with the title
of notary. ,As indicated hy the curricula cited, the subjects are taken
up in a leisurely manner; only three per year in. Brazil, four in
Argentina, and three in Costa Rica. The lectures to be attended each
week are therefqre usually 12 and sometimes not more than 9 (in
Brazil, howev6, 15). As they are not followed by quizzes they may
be more or less neglected by the careless student,who can compensate
for hie everyday negligehce by skillful " cramming " for the year-

,.
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end4examination. Every course of lectures is supplemented' by a
pririted programa enumerating each and all the several topics .on
which the lecturer will touch. This constitutes an invaluable sylla-
bus for a diligent and inquiring student. By attending lectures with
even a moderate degree of regularity, and by pursuing parallel
courses of reading, the student can acquire during the long course of
study of the law school great breadth of learning in both technical
and liberal studies. -On the other hand, the lack of control through
recitations and through frequent quizzes encourages the careless
student to neglect his opportunities and waste his time. As he
almost. invariably enters the law faculty directly frpin the ,econdary
school, lie possesses neither the age nor the experience in independent
study consistent with the method to which he is now subjected.. The
"case system," pr any modification of it. is not used in Latin Amer-
ica. Instruction is systematic and deductive.

The Hominence of the lecture method, with the corresponding
neglect of recitations and quizzes, has an influence beyond the law
school in another branch of public education where its utility is less,
defensible. Many teachers of history, geography, literature;philoso-
phy, etc., in the secondary schools are graduates of the law college.
They are naturally prone to apply in the secondary school the same
method of instruction in which they themselves were traiod in their
legal studies, and whatever may be thought of the lectuf method in
professional schools it is certainly ill adapted to schools of lower
rank.

Advantages of the law currieurum,,The law school considered
purely as a liberAbirts college, as in filet it is for many of its stu-
dents, presents a decided disadvantage in that it contains no studies
in mathematics and in natural and. experimental sciences. As at
present constituted, it gives the student's tnind but one bent, i. e.,

. toward the so-called cultured studies. If he is not to practice law
(and many do not), if his education is to fit him for useful servicein
society, this usefulness would be much enhanced 4 a training in
which social sciences were more evenly balanced with experimental.
sciences

?
especiallyand by a more appreciative attitude toward scien-

I ific activities which are the basic elemeip of industrial and economic
progress.

Considered, however, as a law school qr as a school of !political
science, the composite character of the curriculum presents many ad-
vantisges. For the lawyer it tempers the asperities and technicalities
of legal procedure with a b?oadening insight into social institutions,
an ideal of social equity and a comprehensive conception of political
organization and administration.. For the future citizen and an-of
imblic life it limits Utopian thedries by Me knowledge of social evo-
lution and the'conservative influence of legal codes.

/
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The La Plata plan.--The curriculum of the laW facUlty in the Uni-
versity of La Plata has already been referred to as exceptional. Its-
peculiar characteristics are the, shortening of the term, the more
strictly professional nature of the course, and the longer time and
greater importance given to the studies for the doctorate. The pro-
fessional- course is condensed into four years by the omission of sev-
eral nonprofessional studies, such as political economy, 'statistics, etc.,
by the exclusion of certain theoretic subjects, such as the.philosophy
of law, and by greater intensity in the work. Instead of three or four
courses a year, La Plata requires four and five. For purposes of de-
tailed comparison the full curriculum is inserted:

First year: Sociology and history of Argentian. history of Homan Com-

siltational history of Argentina, and Argentine civil law.
Second year: A rwmtlne civil law (continued). Argentine ennimercial law,

administrative legislation. constitutional law, public documents and records.
Third year Comparative civil late, comparative commercial law, industrial

and rural legislation). Argentine iritninal law, local public law (rights, privi-
leges, and duties of the Argentine Confederated Provinces).

Fourth year Comparative civil law (continued), judicial organization Icivil
and commercial law procedure), Judicial organization (criminal-law procedure).

"bile international law, private international law.

It will be noticed that the curricultim is more concrete. It begins
with the facts of history and local codes, reserving VI!' later years
comparative studies, while the usual course in the philosophy of law
has disappeared entirely. The studies in civil Jinsil commercial law
occupy qiily half the time accorded to them in the neighboring Uni-
versity of Buenos Aires. In Latin-American universities in general
there is undoubtedly room for greater 'intensity in study, especially
in the law school. Students ar tempted to consider their studies its
a recreation rather thayrrbusiness. In this respect the.Latin-Ameri-
can university, and most of all the law faculty, resembles the North
American college of liberal arts and (liffer,S from the professional
school where it4ense unification is the rule. The cycle of four years
in La -Plata leads to the professional title of attorney only. The
studies of.two additional years for the doctbrate are as follows:

First year: Political economy, diplomatic history, comparspve legislative
law, and theories. criticisms, anti, comparative legislation to criminology.

Second year: History of representative institutions, political economy, finance,
statistics, and econon* geography. .

.The characteristic of this grouping is that practically all the lib-
eral, nonprofessional studies have been reserved foi the upper cycle,
and that they are subjects that are capable of unlimited andinde-
pendent investigation. This harmonizes with the general policy of
La Plata, which aims gotoso much to preptife for the professions,
rather to roster scientific itIcipity and advaplced icholarship.



CHAPTER VII.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

Medical education* is well ordered in Latin America, and this de-
partment of the university deserves great credit. The State has
exercised a rigid monopoly, and this fact, joefd with the 'relatively
large expense of installing and equipping. a medical college, has
limited the number of such institutions and has enabled the faculties
created to establish good standards of scholarship and to enforce
stringent regulations for the practice of medWine. Until the year
1899' Brazil; with its vast territory and (at that time) nearly ?0,000,-
000 inhabitants had only two schools of medicine; even to-day it has,
but three. Argentina has but-two, and would perhaps have but one.

.weifit not for historic reasons. Bolivia and Ecuador each maintains'
two, and Colombia three, which are in part justified by the difficul-
ties of communication in these States, although in Peru, where the
distances are as great and the topography of the country as broken,
it has been found feasible to concentrate all medical studies in one
university. Mexico has'six provincial medical schools in addition to
the larger one at the capital, and in Venezuela, there is a partial
school of medicine at Maracaibo, but 'students go to Caracas to com-
plete their studies and to receive theit degtiee: In no other 'country
of Latin America is there more than a single school of medicine.

Equipn.ent.The limited number of institutions has enabled the
States, even the smallest, to equip the medical schools remarkably
well. Almost every*here the buildings are 'of modern construction.
The school at Rio de Janeiro is, the only one of thelarge institutions
that has remained in old monastic quarters, qnd money has recently
been appropriated for the erection of.suitable thildings there. In
some of the smaller schools, such as Cordoba, t aracas, and others,
lectures are still given in the old colonial monastery, but new labora-
tory buildings have been provided. The laboratories are often found
at some distance from the old university, in a quarter of the .city
more favorable f4 such studies, and this has proved to be but the
first step toward the removal of the entire medical faculty from the
old location. "At Lima the medigal college buildings, four-in num-
ber,ber,.

.
,are detached_ pavilions, but this mode of arrangement is rather

exceptional. The usual eastern is one laige building with one or
\

MB
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more interior connecting courts. The large edifice at Buenos Aires is
in reality two buildings, since it was erected at different epochs, hut.

4although it has iwo entrances, the facades_ join and the several into-.
rior courts are connected. ,

. In the matter of laboratory equipment conditions are good, and
this is the More praiseworthy since the installation and maintenance
oflaboralories are nuatters of unusual difficulty. Apparatus and ma-
terials must all be imported; the genius of the ,jx7ople is not mechan-
ical, and there is no :,general predilection for laboratory inethods.
But in the medical college, either the nature of the profession
demonstrates to the student at the very beginning of his career the
necessity of practical study, or his teachers !tteceed in convincing him
of the advantages of laboratory experiment,and first-hand-knowledge.
I.abOratory study in the school of.mediim9 has such an- intimate
connection with the practice of the professiOti that it aPpeals melte
strongly tai the student than in the secondary. school, or even in the
engineering college. In many types-of education laboratory l'SCr
vises are simply cultural; in medicine, however, they are wholly prac-
tical. Whether it is for these reasons or others, it is an obvious flier
thatthe Latin-American medical studenrapproaches ails -part of his
professional course in a- different -attitude of mind than that coin-.
monly exhibited ,by students in other schools.

rite faculty regulates the practice of medi ine.The faculty of
medicine acquires additional dignity and prestige front the fact that
itis aw administtative body as welhts it teaching staff. In the latter
capacity it conducts the year-end orat.examinat ions, the final general
examination, and passes upon iht printed thesis presented by the
graduate. Success in these tests secures for the student. the academic
degree of doctor of medicine. The same faculty as the representa-
tive of the State conducts the other examination that -entitles the

"%indent to the privilege-Of practicing, his profession. The faculty is
therefore not subject to the humiliation that may lull upon.a North
American medical college when a..9tate board of examiners, organ-
ized outside the college. rejects a good stiulent and passes it poorer
one. The monopoly enjoyed. by the collegj ex,crudes any motive for
lowering standards. The faculty is also empowered ty Ole State to
make regulatiums governing the practice of medicine throughout the
nation. It possesses therefore a threefold function; it teaches the
student, examines the applicant, and directs the practitioner. Pity;
sicians educated abroad, or foreigners desA ng to practice in the

ucountry,,Mst also submit to examination.u_, er the same conditions
as gradtates of the school. . .

Preparadion of prof,asony.--:-No other profession in Latin America .,
is so .well educated. The genius of the. rice inclines toward, liberal

..and a Astte studies, and the physician has no 44 acquired a- fair
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modicum of these in the secondary school, but his natural bent of
mind and his position in society enables him to continue them in
after life. His professional studies on the other hand arc distinctly
scientific and practical, while the practice of his profession develops
psychological acumen and analytical power. This happy blend of
cult'ural, scientific, practical, and philosophical study is not afforded
by any other profession in Spanish Amerjca.. .

Moreover, no other profession is as eager foi postgraduate study.
Aphysician does not consider that he is entitled to first rank unless
he has studied- abroad, and a very great number continue at once, or.
early in their professional career, their studies in one or another of
the noted schools of Europe. By far the largest number go to Paris,
not. only because of the excellence of its faculty, but also because they
already know the language more or less perfectly. It is from the
ranks of these ambitious practitioners that the chairs of the medical
school are filled. It would be difficult to find a professor who has
not done postgraduate study in Europe, and, as the going and coming
is continuous, the latest ideas in medical education and practice are
known in Latin America, and propagated by men who have seen with
their own eyes. European theories and methods of professional in-
struction are consequently followed closely, and, as Paris is the school
most frequented, t are practically organized
and conducted after the French model. Chile alone has followed
German methods, a fact due to the presence of several Prussian pro-
fessors .fessors in the faculty.

Hospital fdrilities.Another element that contributes to the excel-
lence of medical studies in Latin America is the advantage of a uni-
versity hospital. Many of the best schools of medicine in the United
States are dependent for clinical faculties upon hospitals that are -

'entirely independent of the faculty. This condition causes serious
ebarrassent and often prevents the student from receiving at&
cient practical- training. In Latin America the school and the hos-,
pital are both State institutions supported at public expense, and the
most natural arrangement is to put at least one hospital underthe
direct control of the faculty, with the privilege of using others
(where there are more than one) as the necessities of the school,,re-
quire. Thiii permits professors to give much bedside instruction, and

. also makes possible a large amount of hospital experience for all stud
dents. Beginning withhis third year the student is assigned certain,
daily duties at the hospital, and during the last two years he serves
a practical internship;'

Cursicuium.Nowhere more than in the curriculum of a medical
college does a mere en ration. of subjects fail to give an adequate,
or even an approotima idea,,of the value of the instruction. The

., . Spirit Of the school, e laboratory equipment, the'. reputation and .:
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skill of the instructos. and the facilities for studying and conqueringdisea:43 are moth important elements in establishing the standard ofthe institution than a mere list of studies. However, a few curriculaselected from different parts of Latin America may perhaps aid in%giving a just appreciation of medical training. They will, at least,emphasize the long term of years required for the professionandindicate the nature and order of the studies.

REPRESENTATIVE NIEDICAI, SCI1001.

FIRST YEAR.

lqfftt
Anatomy
Botany
Pitysics
Chemiatry (general)
Zoology

Anatomy
Histology
Physiology
Embryology

Oeneral pathology
Surgical pathology
Medical pathology
Biological Metals! rY
Pharmary
Bacteriology

Piaci lee of medicine
Surgical pathology
Medical pathology
Tberatteilties

Clinics (surgical and medi-
cal)

Ophthalmology
Hygiene
Pathological anatomy

Milos (surgical, medical,
and gYnecologican

/ Medical Jurist)!'Wawa
Obetetrics

Gen 1to-urinary diseases
Dermatology
Gynecology
Laryngo logy
Mental diseases

Anatomy (descriptive)
Medical physics
Medical chemistry
Medical natural hiatory
Clinic (surgical)

SECOND YEAR.

Anatomy (descriptive)
Aeniftic chemistry
l'ilnle (surgical)
Anatomy (genirni nod micro-

smpical)
Embryology

THIRD YEAR.

Physiology. (general and Ito
loan)

Pnthologletil anatomy
Pharmacy
Clinic (medical)

FOURTII YEAR.

General pat hology
Bacteriology

Ti:Tegrauti-
Clinics

l'enezuela.
Anatomy
Biological physity
Biological chemistry
It otology
Microbiology

Anatomy
Biological physics
Biological chemIctry
Physiology
Dissect ion

General pathology
r.urgical pathology
Practice of melleine
(Moles (medical and t)rgi-

cal)

Medical pathology
Surgical pathology

and rnaterin ' Obstetrics
Clinics (medical, surgical, and

gynecological)

FIFTH YEAR.

General surgery
Topographical anatomy
Practice of medicine
Clinics (medical and surgical)
DermatologY

SIXTH YEAR.

Clinics (altirgical, medical,
ophthalmological, anti gy-necological)

Herdic-urinary diseases
Laryagology

SEVENTH YEAR

Clinic of mental and nervous
diseases

Obstetrical Mink
Pediatrks
hygiene

ToirJeology

Duration of studies.The length of the course is a1
seven years, the longer term being required in Chile

Medical pathology
Tropical pathology
Ilaneral therapeutic% and ma-teris medics
flYidene
Clinics (medical, surgical, ob-

stetrical, and ophthrliT110-
logical)

Therapeuticsl clinic and ma-teria malice
Medical jurieprudence
Toxicology
Clinks (medical, surgical,

dermatological and *ri+litb)

aye sit or
ntinat
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Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, and Salvador. In Chile the last year is de-
voted to specialization; in the other countries it forms part of the
general course. Ia Peru the student is required to spend two years
in the faculty of sciencobafter graduating from the high school be-
fore he enrolls in the school of medicine. During this period he
studies general physics and chemistry, botany, zoology, and analytical
chemistry. These studies are, however, much more theoretical than
practical.

In regard to the hours per week and the relative amount of theo-
retical and practical studies, the schools shot considerable valiation.
At Buenos Aires the total hours per week range in different years
from 30 to 36. During the first two years there are 9 hours of lec-
tures; the rest of the time is spent in the laboratories. During the
third and fourth years there are 12 hot'. rs of lectures and clinics;
during the fifth and sixth years, 18 hours; and during the last year
practically all the time is Oen to clinics. At Bahia the average
hours per week during the first four years are 25 and during the last
two, 32. Throughout both periods theoretical instructionk occupies
about one-half the time. At Santiago de Chile it is more alicult to
estimate the relative time given to the two forms of instruction, be-
cause the practical is combined with the theoretical in the class

which are more numerdns schools
tioned, while there is much laboratory work in addition.

The 841midiary sehoo18.A faculty of medicine invariably includes
the three related schools of pharmacy, dentistfy, and midwifery..
The faculty in Chile conducts also a nurses' training school. The Napro-
fession of midwife is universal in Latin America, although less com-
mon in Brazil than in Spanish America. The school of midwifery
at Santiago de Chile,enrolls about 75 students and that of Buenos
Aires between 80 and 90. At Montevideo, where there were but 229
students in the medical course in 1911, the enrollment in the school of
midwifery was 38. At Rio de Janeiro,' however, in the 'same year
there were enrolled but 10, and at Bahia, 13. he course of study
extends over twoyears; in a few schools over t .t.:;,; and requirements
for entrance do not equal those demanded for other courses in the
medical faculty.

Schools of dentistry have been established only in the past two
decades. In many faculties they are just now being introduced.
The course of study is almost uniformly of three years; in Brazil,.
however, it covers only two years. The growth of the schools his
been phenomenal, and dentistry is everywhere a. lucrative profession.
Although a full secondary -400l education is demanded for entrance,
dentistry, is far from enjoying the academic and social prestige of
the medical career: It is regarded more as a business than as a pro

*
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fession, and suffers the disparagement common to all nonprofessional
vocations in Latin America.

This is not true of pharmacy., at least not to the same extent. Tlial
is an older p fession and is so closely allied to medicine that it shares
some of its luster. Schools of pharmacy have a relatively large
attendance. At Lima there are half as many students of pharmacy
as of medicine; at La Paz, one-third ; at Santiago. two-fifths; at
Montevideo. one-third. At Buenos Aires, however, the ratio is much
smaller, Ewing but 1 to 9. The average ratio is 1 to 3 or 4. The
entrance requirements are the same as for medicine, and the course
of study is regularly three years. In only one or two instances does
it include four. ..

t

Medical texts and libPwrie*.Professors in the medical faculties are
almost all natives of the country in-which they serve. To this extent
medical education in Latin America N national. In only a very few
schools, notably at. Santiago, are there foreign professors, "contracted
for " by the Government. However; as stated above, the vast major
ity of the professors have studied in Europe, and texts and reference
books are very commonly in French. Few translations of French
are used, since all st tidents.luiving come through 'the secondary school
can read the originals with reasonable ease. Medical libraries are
usually well stocked. However, in this day of rapid advance ,in
medical science the number of books is a poor measure of a library's
usefulness. The school at Rio file Janeiro possesses a library of
40,000 volumes; that of Buenos' Aires, 32,000, including duplicatesi
that of Santiago, 7,000 in its working library; and other schools have

'collection* in proportion to their size and importance. As every
faculty publishes a medical review, it is able to acquire through ex-
change a large number of medical journals. Likewise, the practice
of respiring a printed thesis from each. graduate enables the college
to exchange Nrith others in all parts of the world that have the sante
policy. A very large proportion, probably more than 50 per cent.
of the works are in French. The librarian of Buenos Aires, in a re-
pod published in 1911, states that of the 27,412 works consulted dur-
ing the previous year 14 were Portuguese, 03 English, 211 G-man.
1,449 -Italian, 4,821 Spanish, 7,148 Argentine, and 13,716 French.
A similar report .for the medical library of Montevideo gives the
following results: German, 154; Portuguese, 231; English, 239;
Italian, 1,243; Spanish (i. e.,works in Spanish whether from Spain
or Spanish America), 2,793; French, 5,816. These figures demon-
strate 60 alll'po. werful influence of France in medical education in
Latin America. The ratio of French treatises to those of other.mr-
t4onalities would be much the same in otherebountries,

Vacation sdwola.--The medical schools in Latin America are pra-
resolve. ltd jealous of the good reputation of their gradnates.. In
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countries of great distances and difficulties of communication, where
centers of cultuxe are few and far removed from tht., university, a
country physician has little opportunity and less motive for con-
tinuing his studies and keeping abreast of his profession. In order
to overcome this tendency to stagnation several countries, led by
Chile, which has always s;hown itself enterprising in all typesiTrUedu-
cation, have -founded vacation schools for the country doctor. They
are modeled after similar institutions in Germany and have met
with considerable success, especially in Chile.

Two needed reforms. Notwithstanding the progress it has made,
frequentry nndtr adverse conditions, the Latin-American medical col-
lege is in urgent need of two reforms. The first is abetter training in
science and laboratory method on the part of the student, before he
matriculates. This desideratum is in a fair way of attainment by the
proposed pre-,university ours, arfeady adopted in Argentina and
Uruguay and projected ip other. countries. The other reformAi a
differentiation between the medical teacher and the medical lirMti-
timer. The.best ptirt of medical education in Latin Anterica is the

'1/4. clinical instruction, where teaching and 'professional practice are
necessarily combined; the weakest part is in such subjects as chem-
istry, bacteriology, 7AolOgy, etc., and in laboratory instruction.
These chairs, like the chi cal chairs, are filled by practicing phy-
sicians. Such cobrses cool be better given by proiessional chemists,
bacteriologists, etc., wito could not only be greater specialists, each
in his particular subject than is possible for 06 physician with a con-
siderable practice, but who could give more time-and supervision to
the laboratory work of the students. rnder.the present. system this
part, of instruction is relegated entirely toJaboratory Asistants, who
are also physicians, brit of less .reputation than the head of the de-
partment, and the studentis tempted to conclude that laboratory s
wak is less valuable, since it isnot important enough to claim the
personal attention of the professor. .The high standard of excellent()
attained by the medical faculty of Chile is no doubt due 'in large
measure to the' presence' of several teaching .professors (Germans)
contracted for by the Chilean Government, who have taught the
purely scientifiesgbjelsaild exalted th:e role of the scientific labora-
tory.. , .

c'



CHAPTER VIII.

THE ENGINEERING FACULTY.

The Latin-American universities during the past quarter flf a cen-
tury have persistently struggled to confine theoretical rducation
within its proper scope and to develop the practical side. 'the
abstract element had held undisputed Sway' so long in the- dominant
faculty of law and social sciences that the battle was waged against
great odds. In the teaching 'of law, long-established tradition and the
nature of the subject, which lends itself easily to the lecture method,
tended to retain the ancient habit.; of instruct ion: In the faculty of
medicine much progress has been made. As shown in.the preceding
chapter, laboratory methods have been adopted everywhere and are
in successful operation. To this fticulty more than ,to any .other is
due the credit of breaking down the ramparts of 't ra (1,0 ion and bring-
ing into the university modern ideas and modern methods.

Difficulties.The faculty of engineering, which, both on account
of its history and the content of its curricular should he the most
modern of all and the most practical in i ' mods, hits had a severe
struggle to to free itself frsitm the grasp of tradition till] traditional
methods. In Latin America certain forces which do not exist in
the United States have operated to lyause this condition. In the first
place the ancient name of the faculty7i name that still remains, as
the official titleFacultad de ciencias exactas, was strongN indicative
of the time when physics was simply theoretical and mathematical,
and mathematics was pursued not for its. practical application but as
a form of logic and tnefaphysits. j)erivd from such an ancestry, it
is not surprising that the engineering faculty should experience
unwonted difficulty in freeing itself from abstract ideas and purely
theoretical instruction. Another disadvantage which beset the engi-
neering school was the old piejudiee on the pa0 of university stu-
dents ati a class against the rough work required in a engineering

1 laboratory of the titodern'type.
i Under thole adverse conditions the Latin -Aran engineering

school has deileloped with the greatest difficulty. The tendency to
theoretical instruction bornin the old f u ty of exact sciences clungri

To the new school, with deadly tenacit and was accentuated by the
popular aversion to laboratory methods. Only as the spirit of com-
mercialism. add industrialism grew in Brazil, Uruguay? Argentina,.

t
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Chile, and Mexico, and in a lesser degree in the other States, did the
engineering school, begin to assume its proper position. With the
recasting of society that is in progress to-day and with the patriotic
fervor for national wealth and aggrvgizement that actuates many
States, this briinch of professional education is at last growing in
importance anil efficiency.

Material opipment.By favorable legislation and liberal appro-
priations many States have done everything possible to advance
technical education. In Brazil no less than four 'hew schools of
engineering have been founded ia the last two decades. The institu-
tions at Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo have good buildings and fair
equipment. The old School of Mines has been. removed froln its
inaccessible location at Ourii Preto, and put at the provincial capital,
Bello Horizonte, where it is easy of access and furnished with new
buildings and additional apparatus. Within the past year Uruguay
has given its engineering faculty additional facilities. °In Argentina
elicit of the three'faculties is especially favored. At Cordoba the
school has its own building and an almost independent organization.
A number of German professors, specialists in .engineering science,
have beemin the faculty many years. At I uen s'Aires the facilities
haVe been constantly increased, and the G rnment now projects
an entirely new plant in another part of the city, where greater space
will be available. La Plata has the advantage of its new installa-
tion and reformed curriculum. The annual budget of the school of
Buenos- Aires is much greater than the combined budgets of the
facilities of letters and law. At Cordoba, for instruction alone, it
is more than $40.000. Chile has reserved the original university
building in its 'entirety for the use of the engineering' faculty and
maintains a number of German professors to conduct the more tech-
nical branches of the work. In addition, the school of architecture
has been detached and furnished with other quarters and special
facilities. Almost one-third of the total budget of the university is
devoted to this department. The Catholic University of Santiago
also conducts a school of architecture and engineering. In Peru the
school is independent of the viversity, has its own organization,
separate building, large eliuipment, atid valuables library. A new
tlectrical lajwatory was installed in 1911 at an expense of $30,000.
The annual builget amounts to $50,000. Bolivia maintains no en-
gineering school of university grade, but she ;wends $V,000 any
may on her Practical' School of Mines at Oruro, And employs at a
large. salary a foreign. engineer of note as its president. in 1910 the 1,

University of Bogota pvideti-its faculty of engineering with a new
building. At Caracas the school tile its own building of mckle
censtruction and, like the faculty of Cordoba, is, in -organizatio"
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almost a separate institution. The smaller countries of Central
America have found it imptacticable to waintain engineering schook
on account of-the expense of.labora&ry equipment and the difficulty
of securing competent instructors, and it its stead they send students
abroad on ocholarships.' Mexico, during its four decades of halos-.
trial progress, gave much attention to industrial education,. and
besides the engineering school at the capital, with a budget of $57,000
in 191 11, there were other schools in the provinces.

Or anization.In 1911 Brazil formulated a new organization for
the Polytechnic School of Rio de Janeiro, which ha* al ready been
adopted by the school of Sao Paulo and will doubtless be followed
'by all the other institutions in the Republic, It prescribes three
courses of five years eachcivil, indiistrial, and mechanical awl
electrical engiapering. The studies of the first three years are identi-
calmathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics,.geotogy, mineralogy,
and botany. form the bases of the work. The purely technical studies
are reserved for the two upper. years.' There are ea linguistic or
literary stuilies. The last statement is equally apPicable, to all
Latin-American engineering courses. . .

4

In all Spanish America, except Argentina, there is a marked uni-
formity in the organization of the engineering ftieulty and in the
length, content, and, arrangement of the various department,. The
fact that in some instances the engineering school is an administrative
unit, within the faculty of exact sciences is of little import in under-
standing the work and is more form than reality. The engineering

\._:....school directs the studies and confers the professional title of " en-
-gineer "; the faculty, composed of practically'the same professors,
confers the 'academic degrees in case the student aspires to these
honors and passes the special examinations than entitl him to them.
The -engineering school comprises usually a depart tpent surveying
embracing three years, another of civil engineering embracing five
years, and a third of mining engineering of equal length ; in some,
mining engineering is retlaced t3y mechanical or industrial engineer-
ing. In the University of Buenos Aires, which offers civil and me-
chanical engineering, the time is extended to six years for the
former. Some institutions have short practical courses of oae, two,
and three years in electricity, construction, etc. peso se,01Ons mokt

apt bsiconfounded with the industrial schools: They .are of uni..
versa), rank, but do not lead to a .degree or even to a professional.
title.. Every school has also a section of architecture;which is one

,of its most important divisions and always %as a large enrollment.
The subject appeals strongly to the artistic genius of the race. So'
important is it that it prietieilly forms a separate school. and in
Chile has been given Rh own Itailffink and adininistration. The

p - .4er.
aok. $
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course of study usually comprises four years. but in some,institutions
it is extended to five; in ot hers reduced to three. It differs from the
North American course in containing less mathematics. physics. and
engineering mechanics and in devoting more time to the artistic side
of the profession. The increasing popularity of the -departMent is
fully justified by the rapid upbuilding of such countries as Argentina
and Brazil. where the profession of the architect is highly profitable.
In some other countries. where there is no remarkable immigration.
wealth is increasing and there is a tendency to replace the old with the
new, in material things as well as in modes of thought, and social
organization.

cerricula.The many different ramifications of engineering. each
with its different course of study, preclude the reproduction in a

work of this scope of representative curricula of all departments.
but as indicative ttf the work there is given below the course in civil
engineering in th.re wide4,' separated schools.

'in tot: ENc N Et:RING CURRICULA.

FIRST EAR.

Ili,, fie .bilfrilo. COrdUba. llrrbann.

Analytien1 geometry
Descriptive geometry
inindtealinal calculus
Laboratory physics
Drawing and graphics

4
Theoretical mechanics
Inorganic chemistry
Elements of organic chemistry
Botany
Topography
Surveying
Topographical drawing

Special trigonometry
Astronomy
Geodesy
Applied mechanics, and dy-

n %talcs , kinem a t lea
Theory of resistance of ma-

terials
Graphical statics
Geology, mineralogy, paleon-

tology and elements of
metallurgy

Projections' and stereot om y

Materials of construction
Resistance of materials
Solidity of constructions
Rydromerhanics
Roads,ibridges. and viaituct s
RallwaY conetraction
Machine drawing

4osese.ssve.co"

Higher arithmet I, and alucbra
Prune anti solid geometry*
Trigonametry
Physics i 1st course)
inorganic chemistry
Nattily (Argentine lime I

D1-11 %1 lug

SECOND YEAR.

Algebra and analytical geonc
et ry

Physics 1241 course)
Organic chemistry
Topegrephy
Architecture
Topographical drawing

THIRD YEAR.

InDolteximal
Architecture (211 course)
Descriptive geometry c2,1

course)
Industrial physics
Structural designs
Otology and mlneruingy
qualitative analysis
Ornamental drawing

FOURTII YEAR.

Theoretical mechanics
Engineering construction
Industrial chemistry end

metallurgy
ilydromechanica
Geodesy
Engineering and surveying law
Wygleue and sanitation
Architectural drawing

I

Algehru
Analytical geometry
TrIgonomet ry
Meelinnles
Physics (Let. course)
Geomet MOM and Ire' -looel

drawing

Calculus
Descriptive geometry

'Inorganic chemistry
Physics (21 course)
Mineralogy and in roirraolly
Ocometrieul nut tree hand

dram Ins

Theoretical mechanice
Geology
Surveying
Stereotamy, shadows, and

perspective
Materials of consloiction
Drawing itopographteal,strue-

tural, and architectural)

ficodegy and topography
Roads, streets, etc.
Resistance of materials

firaphleal statics
Machines
Drawing (topographical,struc-

Itual, and architectural)
I
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FIlTII YEAR.

Architecture Theory of machines RailwaysPublic enultatIon Agricultural engineering I trldars
Machines Remist anti. of Materials II ydrompehaniesHi% era. canals. harbors,.

lighthouses
of Railway construction

Industrial electricity
entitriwts,

aineering law
ett.

Political economy ;tnithical slot les .1stranottlyAditilnistrathe tau Projertit'ais and stereld In)
Statistics
Architectural drawing

SIXTH YEAR.

Marhinrs.
.%pplied amellanies
Railway aIttiluktrat Ion
Bridges and roads
Plans and rstlainte.
12"Istanee of materials
11nrbnrs and canal.
Slarlane design

Clam and lalMratory.The relative amount of theoretical and of
practical instruct ion for two. of the leading schools gives additional
insight into the character of the training given the civil engineer;
The figures represent hours 'per week. and by practical work" is
meant laboratory practice, drawing. designing, etc.

/loay of inxtructian per week.

Name of ',Oto'. Course.

I
1st. 2.1.

Year.

341. 4th, 5th. nth.

Theoretical.........__ 12 15
I

14 15Buenos :0473.
1Practical 17 It 12 II

I
12 15

Santiago tip Chile !)Theoret teal
,litact Ica!

17
18

17

15
16
16

15
16

1$
16

In the Chilean schedule the hours of class a prac-
tically

are pra-
tically equal,. A considerable disparity is shown, in the first and
fourth years of the Argentine progrtim. In the school of mines
of the Catholic-University of Santiago the class and laboratory hours
are exactly equal-18 for each year. It will be observed that the
student's schedule is heavy, as measured by the North American
standard, ranging from 19 to 24 " credit " hours per week and from 7

-t6 3t; in total time of class and laboratory. In this respect the com-
parison should rather be with European practices, where more in-
struction is givIn in class and less individual preparation is required
outside. It sligild be remembered also that what are indicated as
class periods are usually lectures

One will look in vain for sheds in a Latin-American engineering
school. The institution is not unknown or unappreciated, but it is
not for engineers. In the industrial schools of Argentina and Chile
shopwork in wood and iron forms the essential 'feature of the cur-
riculum,- and the schools possess good facilities for the work. But
shopwork in the engineering faculty is considered o t of place.

r

r.
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CHAPTER IX.

NON-STATE INSTITUTIONS.

The principle of free public instruction is firmly inlrenched in all
Latin America. and the Government cheerfully supports all grade, of
schools from the kindergarten to the university. The.Statte does not.
however, monopolize instruction. Church and private iu;stitutions
are tolerated and often encouraged, not only morally, but also titian-
ciaUy. In primary education the State stluads are the more numerous
by far. Except in a very few countries, th'w grade of education is
but little fostered by religious societies. in BraKil there ail( many
private primary schools oondueted by individuals. Secondary edu-
cation, however, receives great attention from the Roman Catholic
Church did the teaching orders. Long-established tradition 11;1(1

maintained that this grade of education could best be given in board-
ing sehtools, and the church was especially well organized to conduct
this type of school. Protestant societies also have bent their energirs
principally to secondary education. Higher education has been kiit
lmost exclusively to the State. Int all Latin America' there are

perhaps not more than three non-State institutions which maintain
professional schools (other than ecclesiastical) or a college of liberal
arts in the sense that the word college is used in the United States.
The reasons fon the abstention of,the Homan Catholic Churrh from
this grade of inAttruet ion are two : First, the rise of the secular facul-
ties of civil raw, mediyine, and, later. engineering, which became gov-
ernmental administrative corporations as Well as teaching bodies;
second, the decadence of the faculty of letters and philosophy and
the substitution for it of the enlarged curriculum of the licco. Ex-
cruded from the ocular faculfies and the State universities, the
church dirkted its energies to the new form of high school and to
the episcopal seminaries that rose in the place of the old fadulty of
theology.

The three.'non-State institutions are worthy of special notice not
only beca4 they form a crass apart,'hut because each has a peculiar

l'histoty and differs radically from the other two.
'Wolegio de Nueetra Senora del .Rosario. --This institution. founded

at. Bogota in 1684, has preserved, at least in its outward forms; the
marks of the era of its foundation2 and corresponds more closely to

06 1"
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the ogilonial university than any other institution in Littin America.
It was never a ufflt4rsity in name, but had the power of conferring

. degrees in civil and canon law, medicine, theology, and philosophy
and letters. At present it retains only the faculty of philosophy and
letters, but to this extent it is of university rank, and is so recog- ...
nied by the State. The University of .Bogota possesses faculties of
medicine, law, alai engineering. but in letters and'ephilosophy the
Colegio del Rosario has no rival. Theology has been transferred to
the arhhishop's seminary. The Colegio maintains two courses, the
lower Jitfording preparation for entrance to the professional facul-
ties, the higher leading to the degree of doctor of letters and plii-
losophy. It is an institution that corresponds in the form of its t,organization to the oolleges of Oxford and Cambridge. It has its

1 fellows, scholars, and (.onimoners. all of whom live in the college.
There are also day scholars. ..

The (.qillege is autonomous. chooses its own officers, faculty, and fel-
lows.' and regulates its budget. requirements. and curriculum in ac-
cordance with its original coast notion and by-laws. The latter were
revised in 1893. but noire in form than in substance. The only check
on the autonomy of the institution is the veto power held by the
President of the Republic on the choice of rector. The faculty

._ is selected by the ancient method of opoh-iim, and always from
alumni of the college, if possible. At thi time of its foundation the
Colegio dcl Rosario was handsomely endowed, and during the
colonial period it was far-famed for lasith the excellerice of its instruc-
tion and its distinguished alumni. Later came (lark days.' The
charter was violated, the endowment dissipated. Finally, the (lovern-
ment recognized its responsibility in the material disaster that had
overtaken the institution through civil strife, and restored in part .

the revenue by the issue oflreasury certificates on which /pays to
the college a fixed interest. -

itokThe Catholic Unirersity of Chile.If e Colegio del Rosario le a
religious college of the olden type of or nizat ion, the Catholic Uni-
versity of Chile is acAurch school of a distinctly modern pattern.
It hay no history connecting it with coloniaiiptimes. Founded as late
as 1888. in one of the most iprogres.sive commonwealths of Spanish
America, organized after the same model as the State university, and
pr6pariug its graduates- for secular vocations, it is the one example
in SouthAmerica of modern and local non-State itjOiative in higher
and professional education. The government of, tl* institution is
vested directly in the church, which names.the rector Rid confirms the

,appointment of professors, deans, and other officdrs. The financial I.
administration, also is direadd by the ecclesiastical authorities. The
institution therefore enjoys little. autonomy' but its financial pros-

.t
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perity is assured, since the church is pledged irrevocably to its sup- .
port. It has ruceiYed also considerable endowment. A splendid
building. situnted in the principal avenue of Santiago, is in process
of erection. In the wing already completed is located the preparatory
shool. The \void: of the university proper is still carried on in a
building situated in the heart of the city. 1

.`'hour departments are in operation law, engineering, architecture,
and agriculture. The last-named faculty is in reality two distinct
schools, the theoretical and the Practical. The theoretical studies
cover three years and are followed by a year of practical applieat iou.
which is done on a farm twat the city. The engineeringschool offers

awes- -one in 4.i yd. the other in indust rial and mining engineer-
s The'first is five years in length. the latter four year, andiboth

corn spoilt! very closely to the vorresponding.courses in the State
iniversity. The'course in architecture also covers four years.

The Catholic University of Santiago 1, thorough modern in its
equipment and general methods. Its material resources have steadily
increased, and the new buildings will give it unrivaled facilities.
While from a material point of view it is a disadruktage to duplicate
the,work of the State university. from the point of view of efficiency,
the presence of two rival institutions in the same city is a decided
stimulus to both. '

.11ne1citzie Opepe.The third non-State institution of higher edu-
cation is located at Sao Paulo. In its origin and organization it is
exotic.. and yet through a generation of ust:fulness it has become- a.
part and parcel of the new.Brazil. For more than 40 years there has
exlisted in Sas? Paulo a group of primary/ nd secondary schools
founded and administered by North Amer' ... In liist an ad-

. vanced course of collegiate rank was formed, ani) four years later it
was inewporated with the University of the State of New 'Voi?.

. The purpose of the founders was to maintain, an institution 4,f higher
learning patterned after the North American model for the benefit
of Brazilians preparing. to do postgraduate study abroad or engaginge
in-industrial andoennunerciol puomits at home. The faculty is coin-
posed largely of Ame*ittis, Canadians. find Englishmen. Besides
the preyaratory course, with its parallel division3 of classical, siett-
tifiC, Ad commercial studies, there` i§ the: college of liberal arts
containing also three. sectionsclassics, general scieneVs, and civil
engineering. A. section of agriculture is to be organized next year.
There are both day students and boarders.- The d'orniitory privi-
legeg are reserved for students whose parents do not live in the city.
Women are admitted-to-the college. but as day scholaArs only.

The histm'y of the college has been one bf continuous expansion
and-bf adaetation to the grokyingAlleils.of *ary. It possesses

...:- ' .
*,
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a large campus in one of t he best parts of the city, several good build-
ings. and a, farm in the suburbs, which is to be the seat of the new

....lepartment of ag'riculture. The primary schools, whah were the
darting point of the college. are located in other partff,of the city.
They are not a part of thv college, but are feeders to the preparatoryti
department. To mpownzie college is due in' no small measure the

iiiterest manifested by the State of Sao Paulo in public edu-
at and her preeminence in this particular among the States of
the federation.
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PART III. SPECIAL EDUCATION.

CHAPTER X.
\

NORMAL EDUCATION.

Alt

. A nor al school in Latin America is an institution of secondary-
school The entrance requirements are never more alai very.).
frequently less than those of the regular litiptschool (lieo). In
length of term it corresponds also very closely to -the secondary
school, and it will be observed In an the sample curricula given later
that the studies, except the strictly professional subjects. are ntedi
the sans as those of the high shi.d. The inst it ot ion is in fact merely
a normal high school. repeating the aademie subjects of the seetunt-
arylichool. with tlke addition of courses in methodology and of oppor-
tunities for practice teaching in the annexed model school. The
purpose of the normal school is, therefore, to train teaehers for the
primary selopol only: Some graduates secure posts lin the lower
grades of commercial and secondary schools and through energy and
persistence rise to higher positiims in the educational system, but,
generally speaking;.a normal graduate. NV bether.boy or girl, is lim-
ited to the coninion schools. This fact binds the normal Vail to
elementary education and puts a broad chasm between it :ma regular
sewondary education and the university. .

Admission. Alt hough the requirements for admission to the normal.
school aretnever more than the igatipletion of the State elementary
school, or an equivalent examination, the age of the pupils is 14 and
upward. lkkitny schools, especially the boarding schools, pr vibe a
minimum age of 14. The course of study begins very frequentTywith
tt " preparatory year," during which period few new studies are in-
troduced; the pupil review's all the important branches of the ele-
mentary school, and is tried out, as it were. If the outcome is niitsatisfactory to the administration, if the pupil does not show still
cient aptitude .for the more- advanced instruction, he is dissuaded
from proceeding. The preparatory year is justified on the ground
that instruction in the lower schools is necessarily very unequal, since
some schools are 1peated in towns of considerable importance ed,
others. in remote villages. The environment of the .children, there,

. to
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fore, differs widely both in home and in school. and it is but natural
that the educational product shOuhl show correspondiAg inequalities
and varnitions. The first year is expected to mold the, newcomers
into a responsive and harmonious class. There is, howeVer, another
explanation of the ano preporator;o. -It is not only in the United
States that teachers in higher schools have a certain (14018in. conscious
or unconscious, for work none below their own grade. lligh-school
teachccrs criticize the teaching in the grades. and college faculties will
rarely admit that Sitklelltii come to (heal well prepared. This Sallie
educational distrust is preyalent in Spanish America, and not only
normal schools but manyot her special schools begin with a prepara-
tory course.

our.ve of studij.The curictilu m covers a period of years that
VVIVS considerably in different countries. Ti e 'extremes three
atti seven years. The usual length of time is lour and five years. '11`
In Argentina it is four years; in Chile, five: in Ikazil, three and
four; in Salvador, three; in Uruguay. four; in Costa Rica, seven.
Asthe primary normal is but a. specialization of secondary educa-
tion the length of the course does nut depend so much An the amount
of professional training as upon the 'amount of academic instruc-
tion that is included in the curriculum.

4.

It is often difficult to estimate the normal course by years. In
some schools the jaPofessional studies' are introduced in the very
first year; in others Iwo or 'Vet!, years ore occupied with purely
semndary studies, and- the spec,ific normal -objects and practice
teaching are confined to the last year. Especially may this be ,s0 in
huaie, he're the normal scliool is a section of the regular secondary
school. In Costa Rica. for example. the course is uniform in the

high School (Colegio de Senoritas) during the first four
years; then follows the distinctive normal course of three wears,
and yet the entire period of sok.en years is commonly known as the
normal school. In nt:s.sing, it may be stated that the combination of.
normal and high school in a single organization is exceptional,
althofigh_it might be found highly advantageous in view of the fact
that in both-the grade of study and age of the pupils are the same.
Only the syudler States, fin- reasons of economy, have adopted this
trm of organization. The tendency is 'rather to multiply institu-
tions and confOte each to one single line of preparation. .

Another .reason for varrptiai in .the length of the normal course
is the amount-of .schooling the pupil has hod before entering. In
the majority of States the elementary school embraces six years,
and this is the basis of admission to the normal school. But in.
some the American practice obtaini of lengthening the period of
elementary- ;education and shortening proportionately fie high-
school course In Braiil the full elementary course erntces eight
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years; in Uruguay. seven. In such countries it is therefore quite
natural that normal education should be shorter than where the pre-
liminary education is limited to six yeas.

Within each country the normal schools are practically uniform as
far as the length and subject matter of Vie course is concerned.'
Even in a federal tepublic, as Argentina, the central Government
maintains schools in the provinces, and although there are also State
normal schools it is the national system that sets the standard. The
curricula given below of the ,national normal schools of Xrgenlina,
Chile. and Colombia reprisent well the Jour anti five year types.
Only a very fe countries have three-year schools.

Notional mrrwell ',Thwart ref

8nbjeet4 of higt met 1.n .

Pedagogy/theoretical and practical)
4liglous and moral Instruction
Eipanish
Foreign lanelnite (generally Fnmell)
AritIztnetk and algebra
BooWteeping
Geometry and elementary trigonometry
Natural history and hygiene
Elementary agriculture
Pflysks and chemistry
D5rol, (general. American. and Chilean)
Chits (add for girls. domeatio economy)
Geography and cosmography
Penmanship
Drawing
Music (singing, elolin,and harmony)
Physical culture
Manual training or household arts.... ................

Total

Hours per Beek.

Firt 9eron(1
year. , year.

2

:1"

3 ,
1

38

I

4

81
2.

38 I

Third IFourthl firth
Year. year. I year.

li
121

2

2

4

Natimml normal mchimIN of Argentina.

Hours per week.

Subjects of instruction.
First
year.

Seennd
year.

N4104001 and psychology
Pedningiy (practice teaching) ts.
Iepngoiry (critical conferences)
Arithmetic, algebra, and geometry
History (general. American, and Argentine)
Geography and cosmography
Spanish' and literature
French
Natural history, physiology, and hygiene
Physics al* chemistry
Moral and'elvie instruction
Drawing, musk, elementary agriculture. physical culture, man-

ual training, houpehdidkrts

Total

2
3

Si
3
4
4
3
2

10

33

e
4

3
1
2
3
3
2
5

'10

26

frhirddleurlh
year. year.

2 4
0 0
2, 2
3
2 j 2
2 ! 2
3 1 g
3
2 r

ej 4

I40

b
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Nyticmid Norma, schools (,)1 colombia.

HOUril her week.

Subjects of !warn ction. 1 First I Seeond Third j Fourt h Fifth
I year. i year. t year. I year. year.

I

Pedagogy (theoretical) 9 I, S

I

S 3

Pedngogy (practical) 3 S 9, 3 3

Religion .. 8 S 31
II istury (sacred and ecrli,slusties1).. 3 3 3

Ilistory (Colombian and general). 6

swinish (grammar, rhetorir, and literature). 6 6

Arithmetic, algebra. and gtometry. t 6 C I 3 . ....
ih.ography anti coquography 3 6 ...
l'hyleal geography 3 .. ...... ..
Itunkkeeldng
Preneh.. 3 3

Physiology and hygiene 3 3

(litinifIltry 3 3

Seitor.d hbdory., :4 6

Mush, tinnng, prennlanlitip, nod tnlisc hooks .. 13 13 13 , 13 13-- --- -- .
TIni . 43 45 ' 4:, 421 5

0/mrrpation, Oil (wrrien/a.---- The great number of hours of class
work. especially in the Coloinbian and. Chilean systems, indicates
that little preparation is expected for the lessons. and 'that the recita-
tion period is practically all the time given ,to the subject. TN; is
More in aceordp,ortivrith European methods in secondary instruction
than North Atnerica9 practices. The _large nun( of subjects car-, ried simultaneously by the student is another Eu open character-
istic of the Chilean schedule, in which there re o lesift4han 16 or
I'S different studies per week. A similar system obtains in the high
schools of many countries. The effect. according to the North Ameri-
can view, is to dissipate the pupil's energies. to deprive him of the
power, or inclirfation, to think eeply into any subject, and to make
him content with absorbin iowledge in the classroom instead of
encouraging original thinking.

In the curriculum of all die best normal schools, a distinct place is
now assigned tie handworkmanual training for the boys and home-
hold Arts for the girls 'These subjects are carried down into the
primary schools, and their presence in elementary instrubtion in
almost every country is oile of the most, hopeful signs in 'Latin
America. It will be obseeFd that in two of the curricula presented
elementary agriculture is also included. This subject is also found'
very generally in th&,Latin-American normal sehocl, and is another
indication of the morn spirit. A study which at first glance seems
to have no utilitarian value for the normal student, since he is prepar-
ing specifically for teaching in the primary schools, is that of a for-
eign language. But it is contended that Spanish is relatively polpr in
pedagogical literature Ind that the student should be given the
power to read methodology in at least one other tongue. The con-

t
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tention is perhaps more valid for Portuguese than for Spanish, but
even here its strength is weakened by the fact that a Brazilian can
read Spanish understandingly without study, so great is the simi-
larity betIveen the two languages. The study of modern foreign lan-
guage in the primary normal school can scarcely be justified on the
ground of utility. It, of course, has its cultural and linguistic value,
and this is greater in Spanish America since neither normal nor
secondary schools include Latin in their curricula.

It will be observed that elementary instruction is given in all the
common sciences. Botany, zoolcogy, etc., are grouped in one course,
and physics and chemistry, joined in another. Methods of instruc-
tion are much the same in both. Except in Argentina, individual
laboratory exercises are little used. The teacher develops the subject
with or without the aid of a text, and in the biological sciences uses
for illustration pictorial charts and objects from the school museum.
In physics and chemistry, the instructor performs experiments at the
desk in the presence of the class, and the following day requires that
they be described by a pupil or reproduced. A pupil, therefore, has
little opportunity to handle apparatus and materials. He is expected
merely to reproduce. No new experinient is given him to perform
by the combination of others previously learned. In failing to pro-
vide individual and quasi-original laboratory exercises, the school
misses a fine opportunity to develop the expression of sPontaneity
and initiative, while the reproductive form of expement tends to
develop the memory habit of recitation.

Method and examinations.In many normal schools few or no text-
'books are used. The teacher develops or dictates the lesson, and the

. pupils-take notes or copy the dictption. This method is especially
common in Chile and incountriestriat havereeeived their organization
directly or indirectly from Chile. In Argentina and other countries
where North Americans were called to organize the first nyrinal
schools, textbooks are regularly employed, and in addition much use
is made of the reference library. The two methods can he traced
pretty accurately by the greater or less number of class hours per
week. The textbook presupposes more individual preparation, and
the class hour becomes more of a recitation and less of an exposition.
The virtual abolition of regular class texts came about in some
Countries through a laudable desire to overcome the mnemonic
habit that marked the old? schools. But the root of that evil was
not in the text, but in the method of the teacher, and the substitu-
tion of notes for text was only a palliative and not a cure. The
evil still exists in many schools and is fostered by the importance
placed upon the final year-end oral examinations common to 'all
forms of education, in Latin America. In this matter the normal
eekooli arexae a rule, far in advance of others since they have par-
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tial tests, oral and written, at intervals throughout th -year, and
the final examination is often both (Tel and written. The latter,
-which admits of more specific questions and. in which time can be
allowed for resolving problems and deducing original conclusions,
takes the burden of the examination off the memory and throws
it upon the reasoning powers. where it properly belongs. Notwith-
standing these reforms the year-end oral exami:lation is an overshad-
owing feature in Latin-American education. The student is accus-
tomed to it even in the grades, and .wen when modified as it usually
is in the normal school it is still all-important in the eyes of both
teachers and pupils. In oral examinations the examiners do not ask
specific questions. but permit the student to talk on one or more topics
selected at random from the year's study on the subject.

Organization. and Reholar 8141p8.As concerns their internal organi-
zation, the primary normal schools. of Latin America are of two
classes, the day school and the boarding school. There are also a
few examples of a third type. where the pupils live outside, but have
the midday meal in the school (semi-internado). This type is to he
found only in large cities. Some countries, as Chile and Peru,
adhere very closely to the boarding school, whether for boys or
girls. Others, as Argentina,and I7ptguay, have only day schools,
where pupils not living at home lodge and board in houses approved
by the school authorities. The problem of extramural control of
pupils in such schools is lessened by a custom followed in all coun-
tries, which requires a pupil not living at home to have in the town
where he attends school a temporary guardian (apoderado), who
stands in loco parentis.and to wlilim the school looks to guarantee
the proper conduct of the pupil outside the classroom.

Formerly the boarding-school type of normal school was more
unOersal than at the presentday, and the system developed naturally
from the manner in which the schools were supplied with pupil;.
There are few private normal schools in Spanish America to-day,
and when this type of education was introduced there were none.
The first schools were founded by the State and were considered in
much the same light as a military academy.. In the latter the boy is
educated, clothed, fed, and trained at State expense. for a specific pub-
lic service. In return he agrees to serve the State for a fixed period
Of years. In the normal school the boy receives a different education
and training, but it is none the less for State service. Consquedly
it seemed only just that the Government shouldlupport him during
these years of preparation. In the United States such a system

-obtains in the national military and naval academies, but has never
found a place in normal or other schools. The difference in practice
is partly explained by the, fact that normal education in the United-
States came gradually in the natural development of general echo-
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to free instruction and school supplies. In day schools the
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lion, while in Spanish America it was introduced and fostered by the
Government. It was a distinct, conscious agency employed by
advanced and patriotic statesmen to foster the cause of primary
education. Under such conditions, it seemed most natural to prepare
the teacher in the same way as the State prepared the soldier.

. Once established the system of State scholarships in normal schools
has continued unquestioned to the present day. If it is a boarding
school, the pupil receives in the school itself lodging and food in

1,

State scholars are granted a small monthly pensionjust sufficient to
meet necessary expenses. In return for this scholarship. the pupil,
*hether boy or 'girl, contracts with the Government, with the consent
of parent or guardian, and furnishes bond that he will serve the
State as a primary teacher during a fixed imam. of years ( varying
from four to six) in whatever school he may be assigned or reim-
burse the State for the expense Warred. Such it contract is possible
in countries which are administrative units, as are all in Latin
America, except Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela, and even
in these countries there is a tendency to centralize the administration
of primary education. In other countries the same central authority
that establishes and maintains the normal schools supports the ele-
mentary schools and appoints the teachjrs.

It is reported that the contracts to serve as teachers are not always
fulfilled, and this is doubtless true in some countries. The graduate
May develop an inclination to follow another vocation, cr none at all.
In recent years commercial positions have become much more attrac-
tive from the point of view of the remuneration offered than the
profession of primary teacher. Some normal graduates have been
tempted to desert their calling and to break faith with the Govern-
ment. In certain localities this breach of contract has been winked
at by the authorities.

Another instance of irregularity sometimes occurs in the process
of admission to the schools. The scholarships are distributed among
the administrative units of the district where the normal school is
located and are awarded on competitive examination. In some coun- ,
tries political officers have a preponderating influence on the award-
ing board, and sometimes the award is made on other rounds than
those of merit. These are evils incident to the system, but in the
progressive countries such irregularities are rare.

In the early days of the normal school practically all pupils were
State scholars, but that is no lower the case. Pupils do not often
come from a distance unless they win a scholarship, but young men
or women who live in the locality iii which the school is located take
advantage of the opportunities it presents to prepare themselves
for the =profession of teaching. Instruction' is .either entirely free
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small. With a corps of educational soldiers, so to speak. at its

or the fees are merely nominal. It may almost be said that the

arships in the normal schools, tends to make the teacher's salary

normal school is the people's high school, since the regular s.econd-
nry school is organized specially to afford preparation for the
university.

Salurie8.The syst em of free State education. including St ate schol-

7

command, the State can set a wage that is less than what the young
man or woman would commaild in other pursuits. Especially is this
true in countries that have experienced a rapid commercial and
industrial development. The bald statement of the teacher's stipend
conveys but a faint idea of his economic position, and this is espe-
cially true in Latin-America where the cost of living varies greatly.
not only as between countries but also asbetween localities in the same
country. In Buenos Aires the normal graduate just entering the

Chile.$300 and lodging {not including board). Lodging is of course
profession receives $7(;S per annum; in Rio de Janeiro, $ 40; iv

variable item, and when commuted in nmay serves somewhat to
equalize the variations in cost of living in different localities.

So marked is the discrepancy between.remunerat ion in commercial.7f

and industrial pursuits on the one hand and teaching on the other
that everywhere men are disappearing from the profession of ell-
mary teaching. Where formerly there was a plethora of candidnes
for every vacant scholarship, there are ?WM in some regions no can-
didates at all. A distinguished educator in Chile has said: "The
State begins. at the wrong end; it pays-its pupils. but does not re-
munerate properly its teachers." The system has doubtless much
to do with the present low salaries. but the same condition exists
in a degrec; in other continents and can be ascribed in large part to
the unprecedented industrial. advance of the age.

Soria/ povition.The social status of normal-school pupils and of
primary teachers in general is an interesting study in Latin Amer-
ica. It is difficult to give a just appreciation of the situation. as it
depends not only on general social conditions but on the difference in
school systems. Latin-American society, while in ninny ways most
democratic, still contains much of the medieval caste spirit. Espe-
cially is this true of countries and regions that have not felt the
full tide of modern industrialism. In these places wealth is almost
wholly in land, and it is a well-known fact that a landed aristocracy
is the most. persistent and the most exclusive. The distinct ionthere-.,
fore between rich and poor, landlord and peon, is very marked. The
advance of industrialism is breaking down clasS lines in some States,
and particularly in the great centers, but ih many regions they are
still strong. This tends to confine n large percentage of the en-
rollment in .many normal schools to the )nimbler .elagagek. Such
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youllg people come from homes in which there is little culture or re-
finement. The stock of culture that they will take with them into
their. profession must, therefore, be acquired almost wholly in the
school. No matter how excellent the institution, it will be admitted
by all that it has a difficult task to perform and that, while :he
young teacher may go out to his work scholastically competent. he
must necessarily lack other (futilities which iire in the art of teach-
ing scarcely less important than knowledge. This is all the more
unfortunate since these teachers go forth to preside over children who
in their turn come from the humblest homes, and who must get in
the school itself almost all the notions of culture and refinement that
they will ever get.

5mary .vertaat and lieeo. In the United States the free public
school is essentially a democratic ingtitution. It is patronized very
generally by all classes of society. Its only rival is the expensive
private school. In some countries of SpaniSh America, in addi-
tion to private and church schools, there exist two classes of free
public schools, the elementary school for the people iul the lieeo
with an adjunct primary school for the upper classes. One result
is to put the teacher of the people's school in a distinctly lower clasp.
and as the graduate of the normal school has this future to face, its
clientele
If there were many graduations in society the effect would not 1w
so marked, but as stated above there are in reality but two, the high
and the low.

A restriction.Another factor which operates against the social
status of the primary teacher, and consequently determines more or
less the Clientele of the normal school, is the fact that the primary
teacher, whether man or woman, is practically bonna for all time
to that one grade of teaching. Since his scholastic training is merely
a modification of secondary education. he has little opportunity for
rising through successful experience to higher ranks in his profes-
sion. In all countries the normal school is jointed in administration
with the elementary schOol, while the secondary school is linked
with the professional schools of law, medicine, etc.

Perwnnei. The faculty of a normal school consists of a director,
subdirector, secretary, and profe- ssors. The director is fieguently
a foreigner. Since 61, nornal school was a direct and It.ady-fnade .
importation,it was absolutely necessary at first to import the direct-
ing personnel as well if the institution was to be a success. The first
normals of Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil were presided over by
Men and women from the United-States; Chile called Germans to
this work; Peru,. Bolivia, Salvador, .ancl others brought French-
men and Belgians. In those countries which-were the io eers in
normal education the foreigner has almost cheap , sin% there

limonlinomionalionalannall
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have grown up generations of native-born teachers, trained in the
same methods and familiar with the best ideals in educational science.
The change from foreign to native directors has come gradually.
tnd in most cases without friction or professional rivalries. Many
of thge first directors aie .still kindly remembered and honored.
One can not visit the famous normal school of Parana without
hearing the name of George A. Stearns, its enthusiastic founder.
In the vestibule of the school of La Plata stands the bust of Mary
O'Graham, for long years its principal. whil6 another Americain
woman long in the-service of Argentine) schools is spending in her

IP adopted land the declining years of a most useful life, a ipensioner
of the Argentine Government. .

Secretary and professes. The secretary of the faculty or, rather,
of the school. tabulates and preserves the attendance record and the
monthly or quarterly classification of students as reported by the
professors, and also the results 4 the formal oral, examinations at
the end of the year. Another duty is to keep a record of the at-.

lendance of the professors themselves at classes. Each subject has
its professor,if indeed it does not have two or more. T1100 practice,
conimon in Latin America not only to normal, but to all schools above
the elementary, necessitates many teacheh, even for a small, school.
The disadvantages of this system have already been portrayed in the
chapter on university organization. Normal schools suffer less from
the practice than some other thes of education, because of the rela-
tive homogeneity and compactness of the curriculthn. The basic
subjects of psychology and pedagogy, together with the practice.
of teaching. are taught by the director, subdirector, and pfincipal of
the practice school, who give all their time to the school. Certain
other subjects, such as mathematics and the mother tongue, are con-
tinued through several years and thus afford sufficient work to require
all the time of a teacher. This furnishes a group of teachers who
form the real faculty of the school and mold its spirit. Certain
other subjects must be assigned to teachers froth the outside,' who
divide their time between various schools in the same town or are
engaged in the practice of a profession, law, medicine, pharmacy,
etc. The sciences, foreign languages, history, and ,civics are usually
provided for in this way, and not infrequently mathematics' is sub-
divided, one professor teaching only arithmetic, another algebra, etc.

The itinerait professor, whether a teacher by profession, or lawyer,
physician, or follower of some other profpssionwho teaches as a side
issue, comes therefore to the normal schOol for only one or two les-
sons a day, and the problem of his attendance and punctuality is
often more perplexing than That of the pupils. In the secretary's
office is a register which each teacher aigna daily- before beginning

015998*-13,--4 .
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or after finishing his class. He also indicates in a parallel column
the topics of the day's lesson, not only in order to furn4 a record
of the progress of the class. but also for the benelit of the director.
in case a substitute teacher must be provided. For, as might be ex-
pected, a professor who divutes his time between varips institu-
tions, or a man engaged in another profession. frequently finds it
hecessary or convenient to absent himself from a lesson.

Practice teuchiny.The practice school is organized as a regular
primary school with a teacher in charge of each grade, who does all
the teaching of the grade except much subjects as music, physical
culture. etc. These are commonly taught by the teachers who do
the corresponding workin the normal school itself. The two schools
are almli,st invariably to be found in the sante building. The-director
is the administrative heal of both and is aided in the lower school
by a director of practice teaching. do close and organic is the union
of the two departments that the entire institution, the cruela noruo.al
and the e8//a/u du dpliewion, or (8(100 anxa, is known as the
normal school: The fact that both are State institutions. depending
directly upon the minister of public instruction. prevents the devel-
opment Of any discordant relations. Everywhere the esurtehr, do
aplicarion is considered the best of the primary schools, and parents
are eager to have their children admitted. Besides, where there is
competition for .entrance to the normal classes, the whild wIto com-,
up through the practice school has a better chance for admission. and,
on the other hand, the fact that tlwfuture clientele of the normal
classes is to Ix. formed in the excuela ane.ra Makes the direction of
the school more. interesting; and more important to the institution as
a whole.

The amount of actual pr.tct ice teaching done by- students varies
widely. and, indeed. it is difficult to gather accurate data on the sub-
ject. Obseeation in the etas:A(5mi and actual practice are gnmped
together in answer to inquiry and on class schedules. In general.
it may be said that observation and practice are consider&I of almost
equal importance. The longer course of the normal school, in com-
parison with normal schools in the United States, makes it poSsible,
even convenient, that much more time be allotted to observation.
very common practice is for the whole class in the. upper years to
be present one hour each day in the escuela de aplicachnt while one
of their number gives a lesson. By this method all observe an horn-

but each student does not actually teach more than an hour in
two or three weeks, the freqtiency depending on the size of the normal
class. Still, in the curriculum and class schedule this will be called
daily exercise in practice teaching.

Rented 1M1dings.In -considering the schoollmildings a sharp
distinction must be made between those that are State-owned and
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those merely rented and remodeled. more or less thoroughly, to adapt
them to school. purposes. The North American who studies Latin-
American edu-cat ion is surprised by the large number of rented build-
ings used for primary and secondary as well as for normal schools.
In the United States a building constructed for the purpose almost
invariably precedes the school, if it is a state institution. If ready
funds are not available, the State or community bonds itself for
the necessary amount. This practice is not usual in Lat,41 America.
If the necessary money is not on hand, the authorities leaseitemporary
quarters. Kven in the countries most advanced in the matter of
'education the number of buildings routed for school purposes is very
large, perhaps even larger in the more enterprising states than in
the others, for the very reason that greater interest is taken in public
instruction. and it is urged that the school must begin even if the
building is lacking. The custom is not as incongruous as it would
appear in the United States. on account of th* differenee in architec-
tural types. It is not a business building that is rented for the
school, but a residence. A Spithish-American. house is invariably
knit aboilt a patio around.which runs a gallery and on which all
rooms open. If the house is two stories the gallery is also, and the
stairway is not in the house, but connects the galleries. Public
buildings are constructed on the same model. so that in general a
residence differs little in architectural arrangement from a school-
house built expressly for the purpose. Good residences are .large,
the rooms sacious, and ceilings high; consequently, in many respects
they are not unsuited to school uses, and the milder clinuite permits
the opening of all doors and windows. Their chief disadvantages-
consist in the fact that' there are openings on one side only and these
tinder a roofedveranda, so that even withr doora and windows open

-ventilation and light are often insufficient.
Finapcial d isadPantages.The policy of leasing school property

instead building may well be questioned from various stand-
points. Financially, it is a serious drain on the treasury, for the"
rent is, necessarily high and repairs and alterations are always re-
quired to adopt the house to its new use. If the lease does not run
a long time, it becomes necessary to remove the school to a new loca-

tion and repeat the process of installation. The expenditures of a
few years in rent, removals, and alterations would suffice to con-
struct a good.building. Aside from the question of providing better
hygienic conditions, a school building owned by 'the State confers on
the institution a dignity that is all important in countries battling
to extend the advantages of education among a population which is
sometimes indifferent or even hostile to the movement.

State-owned- buildings. The State-owned normal . buildings. are,
as a rule, excellent. This chose of schools hali been especially favored
by the Goiernment, in. the belief that good normal training is the
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basis of progress in public education. Latin America has profound
°respect for things medern and for things imported. The normal
school was in both categories, and to it the nations, in their earnest,
desire to educate the masses, pinned their faith. No mutter what
was its grade of efficiency, the normal school was a term to conjure by. -

As a result of this devotion the buildings that were erectete, Were
worthy of the purpose for which they were designed. For day
schools the plan is simple. If the building has two stories; the nor-

, mal classes use the upper story and the practice schaol the lower, amL,
unless thehoo is large the one patio sufficies. In countries when!'
the boardi4- ormal school is the custom the building is I..cessarily
much larger. more complicated, and the outlay on the part of the
State-ofar greater. The usual_ plan is a two-story structure sur-
rounding two patios. Between and separating the patios is the
assembly hall, which faces t.the main entrance, Around one patio
are the normal classrooms and around the other the practice school-
rooms. Each school has thus its own patio for light and recrea-
tion, and as they are not uncommonly roofed with glass they are
available in all weather. The second story is devoted entirely to
lodgings. The refectory and kitchens are in the rear and adjoin-
ing are the servants' quarters. The European type of dormitory is
everywhere in vogue, i. e., a large hall containing many beds. Each
dormitory is#resided over by an inspector, who has ot cubicle-at one
end of the hall. The dormitory is, therefore, sleeping quarter's and
nothing more. Pupils study in the evening as well as during the day
in their respective classroom. The hygienic conditions are good,
shower baths are provided, and although the building is constructed
on the patio plan, unlike the private residence iii a city block the
rooms receive light and air frOm two sides since the edifice stands
apart.

Equipment. In the matter of equipment there is a wide dis-
parity, not only between schools but alsoittetween different features
in the same institution. The inlministrative offices are always well
furnished, often even handsomely. In the schoolrooms not much
effort' is made to benutify.the surroundings. The furniture is, for
the most part, imported and consists of desks of the pattern used in
elementary schools in the United States. Double desks -are rapidly
giving way to single ones. Blackboard space is usually far too
limited, if judged by North American standards. This arises from
the prevailing method of teaching, which. directs the teacher's entire
atten,tion to one pupil at a time and leaves the rest of the class to
listen only.

The library is .perhaps the weakest feature of the normal school of
to-day. Often there is no room 'set apart for books and for general
reading. A --few works of reference and a scant collection of peda-

.
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. gogical treatises in the directes office comprise thp library of many
schools. Where there is a regular library room the books art not,
as a rule, easily accessible tl the student. The library in such cases
is almost uselegs and fails to give to the young the desire for good
and useful reading. A prominent Chilean educator has said: " We
teach the children how to read, but do not teach them to want to
read.'' 'f his statement does not apply with equal force to all coun-
tries. Argentina, among others, is striving to aect'stom the pupil in
the elementary grades, as well as ilk the normal, to regular and
efficient work in the library.

Labortorieq.Considering the method by which the experimental
sci-noes are usually taught, the laboratory equipment is sufficient.
Indeed, ri many cases, it is abundant. As already noticed in the
paragraphs treating of curriculum, the method, except in'Argentina
and one or two other countries, exclude's individual laboratoryexer-
cises. As all the experimentation is clone by the teacher at the desk,
a single set of apparatus is all that is needed. Nearly all normal
schools are so provided, and ninny possess apparatus of a delicacy
and complexity far exceeding the needs of a primary normal school
curriculum in these branches.

s'ekoo7 m use um s,Latill-Amerivan normal /schools, as well as
schools of all grades, make much of their museuni of natural history.
No matter how humble the school, it has the beginnings at least of a
collection. Teacher?:, pupils, and local scientists make donations, and
the older 11,3titutions often have collections of great value and utility.
-A room i; always set apart for the museum, and much use is made of
of collections in teaching zoology, botany, etc. There are also good

*collections of charts for instruction in physiology, history, and
geography. The Latin-American teacher has great respect for all
flute teaching aids, and the more expensll or complicated the ap-
paridus the greater is his confidence in its efficiency. Graphical rep-

ntations are much used in teachingthe facts of history, geography,
and science. This objective method of presentation harmonizes well
with the expository method of instruction so generally employed,
but on the other hand an objective study of scientific processeswhich
is secured by individual laboratory exercises is practiced in the
normal schools of very few countries.

11101IER AND SPECIAL NORMAL. EDUCATION.

Primary normalschools organized and supported by the State are
to befound in every country of Latin America. Even the smallest
nations maintain at least one, and in the larger and populous coun-
tries they are numerous. Primary education has profited enormously
goin them, and the progress of the elementary. schools can be gauged
very fairly by the proportion of normal schools to the total popnla-
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tion. Not all primary teachers a normal graduates, but the latter
are numerous enough in the most progressive countries to form a.
large element of the teaching cor s, and they have established the
distinct profession of primary to cher. Men and women untrained
in the normal school are put in harge of schools, especially in the
rural districts, but the normalistas are regarded as the only real
primary teachers. They are The regulars; the otie.rs are militiamen.

Teachers in secondary schools.It is only in wimary schools,
however, that there exists a real teftching profession. In Chile con-
sidertible progress has been made toward preparing teachers for
secondary education, but in all other Countries there are few profes-
sional teachers in the higher schools. The cause and effect of this
situation have already been analyzed in the chapter on university
organization. As far as the university is concerned, there seems
Ittrle- promise that present. practices Will be changed i11 time near
future. In seCartelar<education the need of trained professional
teachers is universally recognized and at least two Strifes are trying
to meet the emergency through advanced pedagogical training.
There are two institutions which are avowed higher normal schools
and two others that perform this funct Ai without bearing the name.

The Chilean. Normal College. The oldest normal school of college
grade in South America is the Institute Pedagogic° of Chile, which

- was opened for instruction in April, 1890. In its modern organiza-
tion the university of Chile contains theoretically a faculty of phil-
osophy and letters, but the only section of the faculty that has been
organized is the normal college. The Republic realized that its
energies and resources could be beiter utilized in training a skilled
professorate for its secondary schools than in fostering general lit-
erary. culture. The latter might be ornamental, but the farmer was
distinctly useful, and the results obtained by the normal college in
the 20 years of its history have fully justified the policy. The
institution has been the fountainhead of the national educational
system. It has prepared teachers not only fqr the secondary schools
but also for tbe primary normal schools, and through this channel
its ,influence has extended to the humblest grades public instruc-
I ion:- 4

Foreign professors. Coincident with the cre. le school,
the Government contracted with the Prussian Gov ent for the
services of six capable educators to direct the inst ution an fill

the more important chairs. The original contract a§ for a pert
of five years. At the end of that time some professors renewed t. e
contract, others returned to Prussia, but in their stead new....tnen
out, and there have always been from four 'to six Germans on the
teething staff. This group of foreigners has been considered the
essential .nucleus of the faculty, Chilean educators, many of them

4. .-.
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trained in the school itself, have been added from time to time to the
staff; and the director has often been a Chilean, but the dominant
influence has retnained German. It is worthy of note that two of
he original Prussian contractants are still members of the faculty,

and one of them is now acting director.
%General plan.The policy Of the Institute Pedagogico has been

tp give the student accurate, thorough, and scientific instruction in
the branches that he is preparing himself to teach, and at the same
time instruct and train him in modern scientific methods. The
departments of instruction include advanced study in all subjects
that form a part of the curricula of secondary and normal schools
such as Spanish, French, English, mathematics, phylk, chemistry,
botany, physiology, zoology, history, civics, geog,raphr psychology,
pedagogy, and methodology. For the purposeV furnishing facilities
for practice teaching. two liceos one for boys, the other for girls
lire maintained in close .pritimity to the institute, and the professor
of psychology is the titular head of the been for boys.

Coedueation.-1Vhen-the Institute Pedagogico was founded the
students were all young men. No provision was made for women
and, indeed, their advent was not thought of. At that time the
State did trot concern itself with the general education of girls beyond
the primary grades, and .naturally there ns'no necessity of prepar-
ing women secondary teachers. There were needed. 11 wever, women
teachers for the girls' 'normal schools, A few young IN men asked
admission . to the institute. It was granted under 'certain restric-
tions and with sonic protest. It was the first instance of coeducation
in Chile outside tlie, lowest grades of the primary schools. Later
the State began4the foundation of high schools for girls. F4 these
there were required ever-increasing numbers of women teachers, and
the Institute Pedagogico was the logical place for their\prepara-
tion. Young women became more and more numerous in the school.
and at present they outnumber the young men three to one.

Groups of stadies.As the object of the school is to prepare the
graduate to teach a certain branch, or two or more related branches,
free election of studies as' practiced in many American college*
would not be compatible with the aims of the institution. It is not
a college of liberal arts, but distinctly a higher normal school. The
curriculum is, therefore, divided into groups, and the Student's
election privileges are restricted to choosing his group. Within the. '
group the studies are definitely prescribed. Psfchology, logic, ethics,
political science, pedagOgy, and methodology are common to all
groups, as is also the requirement of practice teaching and observe...
tion. .

The groups are seven in number, each designated by the study or
studies that ,constitute its major.,, The course of study comprises
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four years for each group, making about 60 year- hours, exclusigc of
practice teaching. Of these, 13 are common to all groups. The
Spanish, French, English, and German ps require 25 hours in
the major study and about 20 in anothe-p- language. The history-
geography group also gives 25 hours to the two majors and demands
20 hours in a foreign language. In the physico-mathematical and
chemico-biological science groups no language (not even Spanish)
is required, and the course is more compact and specialized. In the
first, 20 hours are devoted to mathematics and 21 to physics; chem-
istry receives 4 hours. In the second, the biological sciences receive
22 hours, chemistry .18, and mathematics 8.

Students are graduates of a high school before entering the insti-
I tute. Consequently, the work of the latter corresponds closely,

both in the grade of the studies and in the time required for their
completion, to the North American college.

Latin.A subject which is common to the language groups is
Latin. In Chile, as in many other Spanish-American States, Latin

. and other dead languages are not only omitted from the curriculum
whether it be a primary, secondary, or higher school, but are even
forbidden by the law of the land. The German edueators'who
formulated the curriculum and policy of the Institute Pedagogic()
contended that serious instruction in Spanish and other Romanic lan-
guages required a certain familiarity with the parent tongue, since a
just appreciation of the forms and syntactical structure of these
modern languages could only be gained by a knowledge of the his-
toric 'Processes that changed Latin into the Neo-Latin languages. To
meet this argument, Latin was introduced into the institute, although
proscribed elsewhere, and a three-year course is given in the ,Spanish
and French sections and one year in the English and German sec-
tions. The course is limited in scope, is chiefly grammatical, and is

. designed solely to serve as a basis for the historical study of modern
languages.

Building and eguipment.-,--The Institute Pedagogico occupies a
good building of two and three stories, which, in most respects, is
well adapted to the work. The classrooms are ample and com-
fortably furnished. The library contains 3,000 volumes carefully
chosen and suited to the work of professors and students. It only
needs better cataloguing to adapt it to the needs of the institution.

The laboratories are excellent, and ample provision is made for
individual laboratory work on the part of the students. The depart-
ments of history and geography, which are combined under one pro-
f§lespr,.are well, equipped, with a very large collection of maps, charts,
and a special librar. ;The most recent acquisition in the line of
scientific equipment iii a complete laboratory of experimeptal
pgchology. The li for boys, which constitutes a practice school
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for the institute, occupies a new and handsome building directly in
the rear, with a communicating passage through tie patio: and the
Other practice school, the liceo for girls, is distant only two blocks.

Foreigner or natieePAt different periods in the past decade a
movement has developed to withdraw the institution from the direc-
tion of the German professors and replace them with native teachers,
graduates of the school. The Government, however, has always
opposed the idea, contending that the foreign professors have built
up the school, formulated its policies and methods, given it an
acknowledged prestige at home and abroad, acid are still indis-
pensable to its stability and further expansion. The movement, so
far imsuccessful, springs from two sources. Chilean leaders in edu-
cation, them ,s well educated at home and meny having even pur"-
sued postg e studies abroad, have the laudable ambition to take
charge of their own national schools and establish theireducational
independence. They admit that the- school needs perhaps foreign
experts in some lines, but claim that the direction and general admin-
istration should now be intifristellto Chileans who have proved their
worth and their ability. The other source of discontent is the feeling
that Prussian methods lack elasticity, that they force all minds into
the same rigid mold, and that as a result of the impression given in
the Institute Pedagogico all Chilean education is too formal and
that initiative is sacrificed to method.

The 'Argentina higher normal sehool.The marked success of
the Institute -Pdlagogico of Chile led Argentina to establish, in 1904,
a similar institution under the name of Institute Nacional del Pro-
fesorado Secundario. The need of trained teachers for the liceos
and other schools of secondary grade was appreciated in Argentina
at that time and is still felt today. but the'higher normal school has
not had the same success or achieved the-same prominence as the
Chilean institution. Different circumstances have contributed to this
result. In the first place the school was _founded much later in
the historical development of secondary education. The bias had
already been given and traditional practices already crystallized.
The Chilean teachers' college was established at the psychological
momentat the time of educational expansion and the formulation,
of modern ideals in educational method. The Argentina institu-
tion came 30 years after the establishment of the primary normal
schools, and was regarded as an interloper in the educational field.
This feeling was accentuated by the presence in the national uni-
versity of a regular faculty of letters and philosophy, vhich held
that it was the special prerogative of the university to furnish teach-
ers for the secondary schools; the faculties of letters and philosophy
in the realm of literature, geography, and philosophy; the faculty of
law in the subjects of civics and history; and the faculties of science

4..
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and medicine in the departments of science. Subject to this antago-
nism the Institute Nacional del- Profesorado Secundario. has not; succeeded in making for itself a dist,net place in the national system
of- education. in 'spite of it recognized utility. ft lacks the prestige
that the university possesses, has never had a suitable building. and
has been compelled to fight for its very existence. As in Chile. a
group of German professors was called to establish the school and
direct its policy. This fact in itself has embittered the antagonism
to the institution. Few countries are so intensely national as Argen-
tina, and while the new school was a governmental creation. populur
sentiment among educational classes resented the introduction of an
institution designed to replace a traditional and national form.
The iptransigentism of the German professors, who insisted on trans-
planting intact the Prussian system to Argentine soil irrespective of
local conditions, did not tend to allay the sentiment of rivalry and
resentment. These discouraging features, added to the subsegnent

s establishment of pedagogical courses in the University of Buenos
Aires and the formation of a pedagogical section in the new Uni-
versity of Lit Plata, have restricted the usefulness of the higher
normal school.

Currie/di/tn.The course of study corresponds very closely to that
of the Institute Pedagogic° of Santiago'both in length of term and
in subject matter. In the matter of groups, however, there is inure
diversity, at least in form. The Argentine-L. school_ contains two
general groups, one embracing languag.es. literature, philosophy, and
the social sciehce; the other mathematics and all other sciences. The
first group contains nine subdtvisions, the second five. All biological
sciences are grouped in one section. The student elects two sub-
divisions in one of the two general groups. Certain subdivisions
must be combined, such as political science and history, geography

.rand geology, mineralogy and chemistry. The classes in psychology,
pedagogy, etc., together with practice teaching and observation, are
common to all:- The studies in foreign languages are not pursued
in the institution itself. Students electing any one of these divisions
follow the classes in a special school that will be described later.

Special coartie.In addition to the regular four-year course for
high-school graduates, the institute maintains a short course of one
year for graduates of the university who desire to add a teacher's
diploma to the professional title or doctorate received in a faculty.
These students come principally from the faCulties of law and medi-
cine, since, as has already been noticed, a lawyer or physician fre-
quently joins the task of teaching in a secondary or special school
with the practice of his profession. The course of study for these.
diplornados consists of a general four-hour course in psychology and
pedagogy, and another six-hour course in the methodology and prac-

e
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tice teaching of the specialty for which the candidate's university
studies have prepared him. -

Equipment. The institute has charge of one of the liceos of
Buenos Aires, which serves as its model school and field for practice.
teaching. The liceo is the real center of the institlite's life. here are
located the administrative offices iind the departments of chemistry
and biological sciences. Other departments are nistribtited among
four different rented houses in the neighborhood.. These buildings
are necessarily ill-adapted to teaching purposes, especially when a
laboratory forms part of a department, and they also involve con-
siderable errnse, since in Addition to the cost of alterations the
annual rental is K000.

.1 teachers' college in the nnieergit y .A second institution for
higher normal instruction in Argentina is the result of a spontaneous
evolution of the national education, and does not even hear the name
of normal,school. The University of Buenos 'Aires is one of the few
Latin-American universities that have retained a real faculty of
philosophy and letters. In its present Organization. it includes
departments of philosophy, education, history, geography, sociology,
anthropology, American archeology. Latin and Greek languages'and
literatures, esthetics, and general literatRre, and the literatures of
Spain 'nd southern Europe. There are 20 full professors and 12
substitt and assistant professors. Five years are prescribed for
the complete course, which is divided about equally between literary
and philosophical studies. On the completion of the course. the
passing of a comprehensive oral examination, and the presentation
of an acceptable thesis the student receives the degree of doctor of
philosophy and letters. In this part of its work the. faculty 'is. fol-
lowing its historical function. The regulations, however, permit
a student to elect one or more lines of study, and after he has com-
pleted the full coarse offered in these departments. passed a com-
prehensive examination, and submitted a thesis, he is eligible to the
title of professor. As a matter of fact, candidates for the doctorate
are few. Nearly all students are preparing to teach in the secondary
schools. Even those who elect the regular -course and take the doc-
tor's degree look forward to the professorate. but in a higher sphere.

In order to meet this new demand, the faculty has added courses
in educational science and *experimental psychology and established
an efficient.psy logical laboratory. In this way, through the
natural course events and with the simple desire to .meet a new
demand, the college of letters and philosophy in the 'University of
Buenos Aires has become in reality, although not in name, a teachers',
college. It has; however, no practice school and its graduates re-
ceive no experimental .traiffing in .the art of teaching. This fact
differentiates it from the Institut°, Nacional del. Yrofesora do
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Secundario, and is one of the causes of rivalry between the two
institutions. The one contends that knowledge of the subject and
theoretic pedagogy are sufficient to make the teacher; the otheilitsists

the necessity of practical training. The graduates of this faculty
beano teachers of literature, language, history, geography, civics,
and philosophy only, since no courses are offered in sciences.
Teachers of science must receive their preparation either in the
National Institute or in the faculties of science and medicine. The
normal-school tendency of the faculty of letters can be traced in
the increasing number of women students. At present the women
are in the majority. The ratio is yearly increasing, and the move-
ment is sun to continue unless teaching can ta made more attractive
to the ambitious young man.

Another teaeluiri college.The University of La Plata also makes
provision for the training of teachers in its department of pedagogics,
which forms one section of the faculty of social and juridical sciences.
The introduction of pedagogy was not an evolution, as in the 'nil-

. versity of Buenos Aires. La Plata entertains the distinct ambition of
enriching all grades of instruction by developing real

Its
and

scientists and by training a superior profes.sotate. Its pedagogical
section is, therefore, carefully and highly organized. There are two
courses of studythe first, for those vtlio,,luive already acquired
knowledge (tf the subjects they intend to teach; the other, for stu-
dents in other departments of the university who wish to train them-
selves for teachers at the same that they puhme scientific-or literary
studies. The first course is intensive during thefirst two years. with
30 hours per week of class and laboratory exercises and practice
teaching. then follow two more years of advanced pedagogical
study, requiring but a few hours per week, and which may be done in
connection with actual teaching if..'the student, has a position in
La rlata or a neighboring town. The degree for this course is pro-
fessoi of secondary instruction..

The other course-is not so intensive nor so comprehensive, It
covers three years, includes psychology, methodology, history and
science of education and school legislation, requires considerable
Observation anti practice teaching, and leads to the degree of pro-;
fessor of a designated subject or subjects, depending upon the line \
of specialization in .the university. The, teachers' section in La Plata
has the advantage, not possessed' by the University of litenos Aires,
of having abundant opyrtunities for practical. instruction. There
are two preparatory schools, one for boyssee other girls, whiek._
form an organic part of the university and are controlled by the dean
of the pedagogical Section. -These are used as practice schools.
TherS is also a primary school affiliated kith the university, which
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Tic.rves as a practice school for primary and other teachers whp come .
to the university for the intensive course in scientific and practical
pedagogy. ,..

SPECIAL NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Argentina possesses two special normal schools of unusual interest.
An institution for the preparation of teachers of_foreign languages
is located at the .capital, and forms a part of the national System of
edneat ion ; the other-s a provincial establishment for the training of
men teachers for the rural schools.

The foreign-language training Fchool is known as La Escuela Nor-
mal de Lenguas Vivas. Modern languages occupy a most important
position in all schools of secondary grade, liceos and normal, com-
mercial and industrial institutions. As far asthe; practical side is
concerned, they are excellently taught, but iv order to improve still
inure the practical teaching of foreign languages the Government
founded this special' school, and decred a course of study that is as
efficient as it is unique. The institution coniprises two schools, It
primary and a sectindary. In the first is given a'regular primary
education with the addition of one or two foreign latiguages?French
and English. The language instruction is eminently practical, and
the pupils learn to understand and speak as well as to read and write.
On entering the upper school the student elects the langauge she
expecits to teachit' is a school for girls onlyand from his time
on all instruction in all subjects of the curriculum, except Spanish,
is given in the language which the student is preparing tiiteach, and -
usually by teachers for whom this language is the mother tongue.
In other words, the high school is an English school for one section
and a French school forThe other. The curriculum varies somewhat
for the different sections; for example, history in the French section
means especially- history of France and of the French; in ti a other
section the stress is laid on English history. The same is true.of
geography and civics, and necessarily The studig inliterattfre are
totally different. The study of th%langnage itself is also continued,
so that by the time the girl finishes her high-school course she is
admirably grounded in the foreign tongue, and at the saline time has -...:
studied the pgople, their history, literature an(customs, society, and
politics. In addition, she has studied methodology, and has been
trained in the art of teaching the language by means of practice
lessons in the primary department. The curriculum of the prepara-
tory school covers three years and that of tl high school four years.
For the preparation of foreign-language aehers a better method
could scarcely be devised. . .

The A lberdi School. a a centry so distinctly agrioultural. as
Argentina the rural school s.a, matter of supreme importance, and
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when it is also conceded that it should be a primal", agricultural
school'as well as a nursery for the " three R's," the formation of a
teaching corps becomes a serious problem. The ordinary normal
graduate is seldom found in the country. The salary is too small, and
the material difficulties are forbidding to a young man accustomed
tb urban Tife. Besides, in Argentina, as in the United States, few
young men prepare themselves to teach in elementary schools, either
rural or urban. The normal school at Parana, one -of the oldest and
rtipst efficient in Argentina. has not graduated a dozen men in 'the last
dozen years in the elementary teachers' course. This dearth of men
teachers has resulted in filling the country schools with women, or
with men who have uo pedagogical training and little interest in
the profession of education:

It remained for the Province of Entre Rios, of which the capital
is Parana, to inaugurate a plan that aims to accomplish two much-
desired results: First, to provide the country schools- with men
teachers who sympathize with country life; second, to train these
teachers in agriculture as well as in pedagogy. In 1905 there was
founded in the open country, 10 miles from Parana, j special norni,
school for boys, in which the studies are half academic and half agri-
cultural. It is a school farm. The land comprises 400 hectares and
cost, with the original farm building, $11,000. Other buildings have

I since been erected, some for school purposes, others for the uses of
the, farm. The pupils are all boarders. The Province established 30
free scholarships on the opening of the school, and pledged itself to

'increase the number as the plant was enlarged and the institution
proved, its usefulness. A day primary school is maintained on the
farm for the children of the neighborhood, and it serves as a model
and practice school.

The country schools in Latin America do not contain the full
complement of six grades. but asusually limited to three.or eir.
A country teacher, therefore, does not need a large academic equip-
ment: Boys who have completed the short elementary course of the
rural school can therefore enter the Alberdi Normal and Agricultural

.Institute. The course of study here covers three years. As far as the
academic studies are concerned the curriculum is extremely simple,
tieing a'continuation of only those subjects that the boy has pursued
in the primary school and which he in turn will have to teach
Spanish, arithmetic, elementary geometry and drawing, history,
civics, add geography. Each of these subjects is continued through-
out the entire three years. The professional studies eonsist of peda-'
gogy, likewise continued during. the three years, and such practical
subjects as school hygiene, practical psychology, methodology of ele-
mentary subjects, together with observation and practice teaching.
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The studies in agriculture are not n side issue or a species of dilet-
tantism. The institution is as much 4111 agricultural school as a
normal school. There is a professor of agriculture, another of zoo-
technics, and a third of applied sciences. The agricultural studies
run parallel with the academic throughout the entire course and are
essentially practical. Instruction is given in the field, and much of
the cultivation and care of live stock is the work of the students them-
selves. After three years of training the student of -.1therdi is an
expert agriculturist as well as a schoolmaster, and the Province of
Entre Rios purposes to disseminate this technical knowledge through
the rural population by means of the country school. Each rural
school has 4 hectares of land, which constitute the school garden
and farm. The regular elementary curriculum includes agriculture,
theoretical and practical, as does the rural normal school, and the
teacher, who is both vormali8ta and agricultor, is expected to devote
no less attention to scientific, and practical education in agriculture
than he does to academic instruction. The Province provides a house
for the teacher bes'ide the school building. The 4 hectares'of land
are in a sense the teacher's property while he remains in the position,
and the products of the tract are his to use or to sell. 'Under such a
fystem the rural school is more than a mere school; it is a school farm
where the two elements of a rural education receive equal attention.
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CHAPTER XI.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION.

This branch of instruction has taken a strong hold upon the
Latin-American mind. The rapidly increasing commerce, better
means of communication through international railways and faster
steamship lines, and ethe conviction now firmly established that
national superiority in the present. era must be based on economic
advantage have led the Latin-American countries, almost without
exception, to foster commercial education by all the means within
their command. In some States, it is made almost a fetich. Aside
from the purely pedagogic and economic reasons that prompt the
movement, there are two others which are distinctly political. Under
the old regime of semi-isolation to which these countries, on account
of their geographical position, were .subjected, the only career of
importance open to young men was that of the so-calledliberal pro-
fessions, and these led more or less directly to political life. As a
result, the countries were burdened with hosts of factious, even if
well-meaning politicians. This class, embracing the best blood Ind
the strongest brains of the State, was not productive, and economic
activities either languished or passed into the hands of foreigners.

Outside capital entered with the opening of commercial advantage;,
but it did not come to increase the productivity of native companies
and local commercial houses; it came as a distinct foreign corpora-
tion, having a foreign manager, and, except in the humblest stations,.
foreign employees. These men rarely entertained the idea of settling
definitely in the country and acquiring citizenship. Their stay was
but temporary, and in time they were replaced by a new contingent
from across the seas. It was a foreign commercial invasiol1;" made

-possible largely because of the ijAaste and educational unfitness of
the native for commercial puaCits. The double danger of internal
political strife and of external commercial domination game in time
to be keenly realizedeby ihrseeing statesmen. An antidote for both
seemed to be the commercial school. It would dignify economic
activities hitherto diSdained;.it would draw off from the unproduc-
tine liberal professions and thus indirectly from political life a por-
tion of the youth. of the nation, and it would prepare a phalanx of
young men who could combat' the foreign tradesmen with his own
weapons. From a patriotic point of view, these motives are entirely.
ppliseworthy....They have contributed very largely to the founds-

90.
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tion of commercial schools, and to the formation of public opinion
in.favor of an education which was-foreign to the spirit and tradition
of the race. The schools have realized in a very large measure the
patriotic purposes that contributed to their establishment. In the
more commercial nations political strife has become less intense, com-
mercial and industrial pursuits have risen in social estimation, trade
is claiming more and more of the brains of the nation, and local'
initiative is developing industries that in former times invariably
awaited the coming of the foreign capitalist. Other forces have
doubtless aided in the movement, but the influence of the school is
not to be minimized, and the Latin-American with his love of system
has faith in the school because it is an organized, systematic agency.

Different xyetems.Although commercial education is very general
it is organized on different lines in different countries. In some
it is made an integral required branch in all secondary instruction;
in others it is merely a section of the high-school course, existing
side by side with the literary and scientific courses; in still others it
is a separate school, a distinct commercial high school. The last-
named type is perhaps the most favored. Educators maintain that
it produces the best results, because of its segregation from_ the tra-
ditional forms of instruction; that the pupils are removed from the
allurements of the literary Course that prepares for the university,
and from the aristocratic, nonpructical atmosphere which it devel-
ops; and that the prestige of the school is advanced by the separate
organization. Opposing these arguments it may be said that the
union of distinct courses in the same school, under the same general
management, 'has its advantages and is much more economical.
That it is not incompatible with conditions in Spanish America is
proved by the experience of some countries, notably Costa Rica.

The Chilean Rymtent.Chile is the strongest advocate of the sepa-
rate school, and the system has there attained unquestionable sue-,
mks. Although the policy of commercial education is still young in
Chile, and the first schools were established little more than a detade
ago, there are already n dozen State schools in as many towns, and
the enrollment reactiles the surprising figure of '2,000 in the day classes
alone. In the city schools the registration in evening classes is often
as great as in the day section. If to these are added the enrollment
of commercial sections in private and church schools, the total fs corn

paratively large.
eurrieutumThe course of study covers four yeirs, of which the

first is called preparatory4)The commercial school of Chile is not of
high-school rank in its fi t years. Of the common primary schools
only a limited number maintain the full complement of six grades;
many are of second rank, containing but three or four grades and

859911.-13-7
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giving only the rudiments of a common-school education, reading,
writing, and elementary arithmetic. From these " folk schoels
comes the greatest number of commercial-school pupils, all a certain
additional preparation is necessary. This is given in the first or
preparatory year. The mother tongue, arithmetic, and penmanship
are continued; geography, history, and elementary science are intro-
duced, and the study of English is begun with six hours of class
work per Reek. The Chilean commercial school is therefore midway
between an elementary school and a high school. The first year, at
least, is distinctly primary, but the preparation it affords is better
than could be given in a regular primary school, since studies in his-
tory and geography are given a commercial bins, and the introduction
of a f4eign langnage at an early stage constitutes a deeided advan-
tage for a-commercial career.

Below is given a course of study for the last three years. which
constitute the commercial school proper:

Chilean commercial coarse of study.

Subjects of instruction:
Hour, per week.

First
year.

Second'
year.

Third
year.

English - . 1 a a aGerman
4 3 3Bookkeeping and oaks practice at
3 4. 10Oommerdal arithmetic
5 . 5 , 3Stenography, typewriting, and drawing

Commercial law and tariff legislation
3 3Commercial geography and history. and political economy... ..... .. 2S_panish od commercial forma i 3Natural and pb/Sks1 sciences. and commercial products 4 3Hygiene

Total
, 33

The curriculum is not absolutely uniform for all schools, but the
variations are so insignificant that it would be useless to enter into
many details. French is sometimes substituted for German, but
English is everywhere required, and the amount of time devoted to
it varies but little)/

Interest in commercial education.Commercial education enjoys
in Chile a very high degree of public and gaernmental favor. The
State takes pride in equipping the schools to the full extent of its
ability, awl the 1041 municipality and chamber of commerce often
add to the equipment of the home institution. It even appeals to
individual generosity above other forms of education because of its
evidently practical nature, Had business men make donations to the
support and betterment of the institution.

Methods. -- Although he commercial high school of Chile is one
form of secondary instruction and not merely a business college, its
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avowed policy is to emphasize the practical. Instruction in all lines
becomes less bookish, less dogmatic than elsewhere, and in the teach-
ing of geography, history, and languages material devices are used
wherever the subject will permit and the resources of the school make

possible. The commercial museum, with 'ifs exhibits of raw and
manufactured articles,native woods, minerals, grains, and charts
representing processes of manufacture and types of machinery too

bulky or expensive for exhibition, forms a distinct feature of every
school. Its extent varies with the size and resources of the institu-
tion, but its value in instruction is universally recognized.

Instructors. Another fact that explains the quality of instruction
in the commerciallschool is the number of teachers that devote all
their time to the one institution. In the liceo, with its wide range
of sties and the polity of specialization prevalent in South America,
many instructors teach but a short time each day, and spend the
remainder of the day in other schools or in the practice of a pro-
fession. Since the commercial school has a relatively short curric-
ulum and many subjects are continued throughout the entire course,
most teachers can be employed throughout the entire scholastic day.
This creates a unity of purpose and a feeling of pride in the institu-
tion that is conducive of better results.

The parent school. The general excellince and uniformity of a im

alid method that mark all commercial schools in Chile are due in
large measure to the normal course, which forms an important sec-
tion of the Escuela Superior de Comercio of Santiago. This school
is the oldest in the country, and in addition to the rekular course
similar to that in other schools maintains two advanced sections of
two years each. One is a general course in commerce, economics,
and administration; the other offers special training for teachers
in commercial schools. The program of studies in the latter section
is but a continuation of the most important subjects in the lower
school, ith. the addition of a course in methodology. Particular
attention is given th foreign-language study. The normal course
itself is bifurcated. Foreign language and methodology are corn-

,- mon to both divisions, but in one mathematics and bookkeeping form
the specialty, while in the Other it is science and commercial tech-

nology. The importance of this commercial normal course can
hardly be overestimated. In the era of the establishment of com-
mercial schools it sent out men with similar ideals and well-formed
conceptions of Vie nature, type, and utility of this form of instruc-
tion, and his ever Since remained a center to which all look for
inspiratiOn.and improved methods Most principals and many pro-
fessors of the commercial schools in the Provinces are graduates or
former studenti.of the central School at Santiago..
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The Argentine type.The type of commercial education in Argen-
tina is much the same as in Chile, but the federated system of govern-
ment in the former country prevents the unity and uniformity that
characterize the Chilean schools. The Argentine States are inde-
pendent in affairs educational; consequently, provincial schools vary
greatly. not only in curriculum but in method and purpose. Tile
Federal Government, however, has the right to establish and main
tain. schools on its own account if it so decides, and in recent years
the tendency has been in favor of central control of education
primary, special, and higher. Many States had already founded
commercial schools, but facilities and equipment were Often insuffi-
cient and unworthy of the economic advance of 'the. country. The
Federal Government at last came to the support of this type of
education,. and has founded a chain of schools under the name of
Escuelas Comerciales de la Nacion, of which there were seven in
existence in 1911 thy capital and one each in Rosario,
Bahia Blanca, Tucuman, and Concordia. One of the three at Buenos
Aires is' for women only. In the provincial towns some of .the
schools are coeducational. Three grades of diplomas are granted.
That of dependiente idoneo requires three years of study: that of
tenedor de libros, four years; and that of perito mercantil, five years.
The two higher schools of
offer also an advanced course of three years for public accountants.
For entrance to this course the diploma of commercial expert ( perito
mercantil), or ad examination covering similarly advanced studies,
is required. It is a course of university grade, and a minimum age
of 19.is required for entrance.

A commercial high school.The standard course in the Argentine
commercial school is that which leads to the title of perito mercantil
and embraces five years of study. This is the same length of cur-
riculum as in the regular Argentine liceo, and as entrance require-
ments are .identical for the two the commercial school is in reality
a high school. In this respect it differs from the commercial school
of Chile, which articulates with the third or fourth grade of the ele-
mentary school. The more advanced entrance requirements and the
longer curriculum permit the Argentine school to give more atten-
tion to nontechnical studi Consequently the school is an insti-
tution of general culture as ell as a cotmnercial school. A schedule
of this course is herewah presented.
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Argentine commercial school course.

Subjects of instruction.

Hours per week.

Pint !Second
year. year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

Fifth
year.

Mathematics and drawing 6 8 5 8 3

Spanish and commercial correspondence 6 4 8 8 3

Civics and morals
2

General and Argentine history 4 3

General and Argentine geography 4

Penmanship 4 2

Commercial geography and history 4 4

Natural science
3 3

Bookkeeping
4 5 5 6

Con-mem-fel products
2 3

Political economy
2

Stenography and typewriting 2 2 2

Fiscal and tariff legislation
Elementary commercial and civil law
EfiglIsh, French, German, or Italian

2 3
6

Total 80 80 30 30 30

Schools. of Commere.In Bolivia and Uruguay commercial in-
stTuctioil is organized not as a part of secondary education but as

faculty of university grade. A high-school diploma or an exami-
nation covering the secondary school curriculum- is required for

entrance. These faculties were established for advanced study in
commerce, finance, and administration. Among their functions is
included the training of consuls, collectors of customs, public account-

ants, and administrators of State properties. 'The school at La Paz

has always been an independent faculty, since there are no uni-
versities in Bolivia. The institution at Montevideo was incorporated
into the university in 1904, but seven years later was organized as an
independent school of commerce. It retains, however, much the same

characteristics as heretofore, and is housed in the same building as
the faculty of law. The change is almost wholly one of name, and in

becoming an independent institution it hai but followed the same
tendency toward deCentralization which has been shown by other
institutions of higher education in Uruguay. In recent years the
agricultural and veterintft7 faculties have also been detached from
the university and erected into separate schools. The Montevideo
school has maintained but a single course of study, extending over
three years, and leadinglo the diploma of perito mereantil. The first
two years of the same course, with the omission of foreign language
study, leads to the lesser diploma of contador. The Bolivian school
at La Paz has a course of study of five years which is both more
extensive in scope and more intensive in content. The first two years ---

are termed " preparatory," and include courses in mathematics,
physics, chemistry, commercial geography and history, French, and
English (both languages have already been studied in the lower
school), and beginning courses in stenography and typewriting. In
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the regular three-year course that follows, the study of foreign
languages is continued, but the greater part of the student's time is
given to the more technical branches, such 'as commercial operations,
banking,*exchange, commercial law, etc. The last year contains two
divisions. One prepares especially for banking and international
commerce; the other for the profession of consul, collector of ctistoms,
and other governmental administrative parts.

The commercial school of La`Paz offers also a two-year course for
girls. This section is distinctly elementary and practical, and a
primary education only is required for entrance.

Commercial education. in Brazil.The subject of commercial edu-
cation has not received the same attention or reached the same stage
of development in Brazil that it has in certain other countries of
South America. The Federal Government has established no school
of this class and 'only one State has made the commercial ,school a
regular part of the educational system. Neither are commerciil
branches included in the high-school curricula. The few commercial
schools that exist Are private foundations. In nearly every case
they receive subsidieS from the State or municipality, lint there is
no unity of method, purpose, or curriculum. Less than a dozen
schools are in operation and the total enrollment does not exceed
l,b00. The two most important are the School CSnnmerce
Paulo and the Academy of Commerce at Rio de Janeiro, but in both
the scope of the curriculum is narrower and the amount of technical
study less than in the national commercial schools of Chile, Argen-
tina, and Uruguay. The school at -Rio de Janeiro is an adjunct
of 1 commercial museum, which is much more important than the
school, and is doing a valuable service in advertising abroad Bra-
zilian products and Brazilian commercial opportunities. The school
holds only evening sessions. This is true also of the regular course
in the school of Sao Paulo. The latter, institution possesses a mag-
nificent building, fhe generous gift of a public-spirited citizen. The
coutse of study comprises four years, including a preparatory year.
Foradmission only the most eletnentary education is required. The
first three years are devoted wholly to the study of foreign lan-
guages and elementary gubjects, with the exception of a class in book-
keeping in the third year. To the fourth year are assigned the
really technical branches. An advanced course of two years prepares
for banking, international commerce, and consular service, but the
enrollment in this section is very small. Brazil is just awakening
to the advantages of public commercial schools. Small centers are
beginning to establish schools after. the model' of the and at Sao
Paulo. Like the parent, institution they are conducted in the even-
ing only, and the patronage comes almost entirely from young men
already in business p o s i t i o n s .. . . . . . . . ,

rf
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Evening classes. It is not alone in Brazil that evening classes in

commercial schools are in vogue. In the countries that have the most
successful systems of commercial education, the night school rivals

the day section. Particularly is this true in the cities. At Val-
paraiso, Buenos Air 6i, and Rosario the enrollment in the evening

classes constitutes two-fifths of the entire _registration. Every

national school of cmnmerce in Argentina' is required by law to

maintain evening classes. The course of study in the night school
is not merely preliminary or special. The entire curriculum of the
first four years is repeated, and a student may graduate in this sec-
tion, receiving either of the two elementary diplomas. ,

In the other count vies. The Federal Government of Mexico main-
tains nt the capital two national skhools of commerce, one for men,

the other for women. Admission. is based upon the completion of
the higher primary curriculum, and the course of study extends over

two years. The annual enrollment is six or seven hundred.
Peru and Colombia have a mixed system of State commercial

schools. In the former there is a commercial college at Lima which

receives national and municipal subsidies, and two priMary co-
mercial and industrial schools at Yurimaguas and Iquitos. In addi-
tion, the national high scuOls contain a section of commercial

studies. -

In the reorganization of her educational system, Colombia has

planned the establishment of commercial colleges in the provincial
universities and the incorporation of commercial studies in one type

of national high schools. The grade of instruction will be much
the same in both institutions.

Commercial studies in high sehools.The other countries of
Latin America do not maintain separate schools of commercebut in
practically all some provision is made for commercial education.
Many private commercial .0lools are regularly subsidized. In addi-
tion; commercial studies are introduced into the secondary school

curriculum. This method assumes three distinet forms, depending

upon the form of high-school organization. In most 9ountries -the

regular high-school curriculum comprises but a single course of study,

which is uniform for all flupils. In such cases the-commercial studies

are made a part of. the common Currictilud I d are required of

all. Where this organization is followed, the ommercial branches.'

are necessarily limited in number, elementit y 'in character, and

reserved for the last years. They can incl6de nothing more tha 1
commercial arithmetic and the elements of bookkeeping. Moreover,

they are of little value for encouraging industrial' activities, since

.boys who complete the regular secondary studies are destined for the
4

university and the liberal .professions. This type is exemplified in the

high sfihoola of GuatemalkSalvador,.and Venezuela.- . .
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The second type of commercial education in the `fiigh school is is'
that in which it is made a parallel course equal in length with the
others. This type is exemplMed in the liceo nwderno of Bogota,
in which one section is distinctly commercial and the. other is scien-
tific:. Colombia is one of the very few countries in Latin America
that has retained the old classical high school with courses in Latin
and Greek. But beside the classical liceo there has been created in
recent years the modern liceo, and in this latter commercial studies
have found their place as a separate section. The same system is ap-
plied in Cuba, except that there is only one class of high schools,
including all sections. The course of study covers five years. Haiti
has an organization similar to that of Colombia.

The third type is that in which all forms of secondary instruc-
tion are.united in one school and where the studies of the first yearsare common to all. The best example o this type in Latin America
is the organization of .Costa Rica. Du ng four years the studies
are the same for all. At the end of th time three sections are
formedliterary, commercial, and -norms . The first two sections
continue their studies for two years and th normal section for three
years. In the commercial course the study of the national language
and of English and French is continued, and the following technical
branches are introduced with two and three recitation, each net--
week : Bookkeeping, commercial arithmetic, and geography, indus-
trial technology, commercial products, stenography and typewriting,
political_economy, and commercial law.

Private commercial colleges. In addition to the regular State
schools of different grades, commercial education is promoted in pri-
vate business colleges organized after the popular North American
model and conducted as a gainful enterprise. in 'educational merit-
they naturally vary greatly. Some are recogni as possessing
very considerable merit and receive subsidies from e Government
or municipality.

Church 8ehoo18.Still another class of ciltninercial schools are
those maintained by religious orders of the Roman Catholic Vhurchand by the various Protestant societies. These schools recognize the
popularity of the business course and ere not slow to incorporate
it into the organization of the school for the. purpose of attract-
ing patronage. 'The Salesian Brothers, who specialize in various
forms of practical education, almost invariably include in their school
a commercial `section. Protestant institutions, which are to be found
in almdst all important centers, possess certain distinct advantages for
this form of education, in that they are usually conducted by Eng-
lish-speaking persons, and-much of the instruction is given in this
language. English is everywhere recognized as the most important
language for business, and many pupils attend these scjiools in pref-
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erence to others, because they offer exceptional. advantages for ac-
quiring English in an easy and practical manner.

General status of commercial education.In conclusion, it can be
stated that the impulse toward commercial education in Latin Amer-
ica is very narked. It is one more manifestation of the modern,
practical spirit which is moving in these countries. Some forms of
the instruction given are much more efficient than others. When
injected into an already overcrowded and uniform secondary cur-
riculum and confined to rudimentary courses it can accomplish little
good, but where it is made a di ;tinct type of education, whether in
septirate schools or in a separate section of the high school, it has its

own educative and utilitarian value, besides tending to mod ize

methods of instruction throughout the entire institution.

I t

j.



'CHAPTER XII.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.. .

In the past two decades Latin America has shared with the rester"
of the world an intensified interest in scientific cultivation of the
soil,4nd in agricultural education as.a necessary antecedent to better
agricultural conditions. There is scarcely a country in Latin Americali
that'has not its agricultural college, one or more experiment sta-
tions;- and other organized agencies for the dissemination of this
branch of knowledge. The movement has resulted from two causes.

relFirst), the general advance in indus i *al life that has taken place at
home; and second, the special inte in agricultural education that
has developed in recent times in Europe and North America. Better
industrial conditions in Latin America have improved the markets
for agricultural products at home, and increased facilities for trans-
portation by land and by sea have made Latin-American products
a large factor in the world's markets. It became worth while, there-
fore, to study agriculturewith a view to improvingdi quality and
increasing the production. The example of the great agricultural
nations stimulated the movement. As stated- elsewhere, the Latin
American ardently desires for his country the best and most pro-
gressive things of the world. He is quick to adopt a new idea, a
new 'theory, or a new process. Modern agricultural education. and
experimentation have been accepted, therefore, in Latin America
with the same fervor as elsewhere, notwithstandipg the fact that
conditions are less favoiable fol. their practical application. Each .'
South American nation,' with the exception of Ecuador and Vene-
zuela, has one or More agricultural college@ for advanced study in this
science. Venezuela has recently employed 4. European specialist to
study conditions ill the tountry and advise the form of agricultural
education best suited to her needs and capacity.' The smaller cowl-

-tries of Central Ameriba content themselves with elementary forms
of agricultural education in connection with the primary school, but
Honduras has recently inaugurated a policy of extending the scope of
its agricultural instruction and of fostering in an especial manner
this form of education. Prior to 1907 Mexico had only a moribund 'yelpcollege of agriculture. In that year the institution was reorganized,

i On April 16, ifili.- a.decree was promulgated establishing a college of agriculture and
veterinary science in Ireneettela

....le location of the Institution was to be decided by. the
NitiOW*1 g:ofliireoil.

\. esled. -1.,14,.
-.. .:.
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the curriculum changed, the plant improved, and practice joined
with theory. -The enrollment increased manyfold in a single year.
The latest available statistics give 330 students in agriculture and 144
in veterinary science. Santo Domingo and Haiti each has a secondary
school of agriculture. In the latter country it is combined with an
industrial school called Ecole des Scien s Appliquees. The insti-
tution is a private foundation, but since 905 has received an annual
governmental subsidy. The course of tudy in agriculture extends `
over tWo years following a preparato year in general scientific sub-
jects. The school possesses 74 plot of (and for practical farming.
Cuba has a regular agricultural colle , which forms a department of
the University of Habana.

At different epochs during the nineteenth century, there were
sporadic attempts in .different countries of S*411 America to estab-
lish regular agricultural education. However, interest soon waned
or conditions prevented the accomplishment of the enterprise. and
it was not until late in the century that any permanent institutions
were founded. The_khools that exist at present represent two dis-
tinct categories and will be considered separately. .

Agricultural colleges. The higher schools can be designated as
agricultural colleges, since they are on the same plane, as far as
entrance requirements are concerned. ac the professional schools of
law, engineering, etc. Except in Argentina the agricultural college

. do tt not form a part of the university. Elsewhere it .is an inde-
pendent institution, and instead of being subject to the ministry of
public instruction, it is responsible to the department of agriculture.
Some institutions were of college rank from the date of their founda-
tion, others represent-a gradual evolution from a primary agricul-
tural school' (Escuela practica de agriculture).

The oldest agricultural college of South America is the Institute
Agricola of Chile, founded in 187$ and located at Santiago. No
other permanent foundation of college grade was effected until 1897,
when the school at La Plata was established as an outgrowth of
the practical school of Santa Catalina. Iri 1905 it was incorporated
into the University of La Plata as a faculty. , The State of Sao
Paulo,'fn Brazil, established its college at Piracicaba in 1900. The
college of Peru, at Lima, was definitively organized in 19%. Uru-
guaY added a faculty of agricultureto the university of Matevideo
in 1900, but two years later made it s. separate institution.-. The
college of agriculture in Buenos Aires was organized in 1904, and
incorporated into the university in 1909 as a faculty of agriculture and
veterinary- science. In 1910 Colombia authorized by laN$ the estab-
lishment of an agricultural and mechanical college in codnection with
fhe Tiliversity of Cauca.. The' list, as no* constituted, of national
colleges of agriculture in South America was ''completed in 191

. « t .
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when Bolivia opened one at Cochabamba and Brazil began the
organization of a national institute at Rio de Janeiro. In the latter
case the technical courses in agriculture were removed from the
engineering school and transferred to a new plant on the outskirts
of the city, where practical application can be combined with theo-
retical instruction.

With the exception, therefore, of the institute of Chile, Latin-
American colleges of agriculture are of very recent establishment.
,Since it was a new form of education, and in the main a direct im-
portation from Europe and North America, few States possessed
the personnel required for directing,and teaching in such institu-
tions. Often the first principals and professors were brought from
Europe or the United States and many faculties still contain a large
number of foreigners. Belgium especially, on account of the ex-
cellent reputation of its agricultural schools, has furnished a large
number of teachers. The faculty of an agricultural college in South
America is more often than not a cosmopolitan club. It is not un-
usual to find representatives from a half dozen different nationali-
ties. In order to train a corps of native principals and professors,
the States have granted liberal scholarships for study abroad in this
line of specialization. Gradually the schools are filling up with
native-born teachers.

Expenditures for agricultural colleges.The Stall' have been
lavish in their expenditures for agricultural education. The teach-
ing staff, solargely recruited abroad, is of itself an expensive item.
The buildings almost everywhere are goOd, built expressly ,for the
purposes of the college, and furnished in a modern manner. In some
the classrooms and ,principal laboratories are groupedin a single
large structure; in others each department has its own pavilion.
Some of the large buildings are palatial in appearanett- The new
central hall of the agricultural faculty of the University of La Plata
is a handsome and commodious building, as it stands to-day, while
a large addition yet remains unfinished. The school at Montevideo
occupies a building completed only three years ago, which is a model
of elegance in its appearance and is admirably arranged for class
and laboratory work. The school at Piracicaba in Brazil is a veri-
table paradise, where the large central building with two long uncon-

' netted lateral structures faces a park comprising a hundred acres,
filled with such a variety and luxuriance of trees, shrubs, and flowers
as only a tropical landseape can' produce. Likewise the school at
Lima is,beautifully located, with adequate buildings for the school
work proper and four special laboratory pavilions for the use of
the experimental staff. At Buenos Aires the school is located in the
suburbs, on the level pampa in the midst of fertile fislds. The build-
ingiars. all pavilions, a half dozen in number, and each designed for
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a special department. The Agricultural Institute of Chile has never
had a building of its own, but it has enjoyed fairly adequate quarters
in one wing of the Natural History Museum. Immediately in the
rear is the experiment station and near by is the Practical School
of Agriculture. Plans have been perfected whereby the institute
will have in the near future other and more commodious buildings.

In the matter of equipment, the different States h> e exhibited
great liberality. Nearly every- school possesses a large farm well
provided with buildings, machinery, and live stock. Laboratories
are sufficient for the needs of instruction, and also of experimenta-
tion when this function has been combined with the duties of
instruction.

A few figures may not be amiss to prove the solicitude shown
everywhere for this form of education. The annual budget of the
school at Lima is upward of $50,000, which is double the amount
allotted in 1902; the buildings cost $150,000. The budget of the
Bolivian school is $10,000; that of the Chilean institute, $20,000.
This relatively small amount in the latter case is due to the fact that
it includes the teaching staff only. The experimental station is a
different organization, and so is the practical school of agriculture,
although both institutions are located in the Quinta Normal with
the, agricultural college. In 1911 the University of Buenos Aires
allotted to its faculty of agriculture and veterinary science the sum
of $180,000. The faculty of the University of La Plata recTived'an
even greater sum, and, in addition, the Government appropriated
$120;000 for new buildings. Uruguay spent in the years 1906-1908
a quarter of a million in buildings and equipment for her agricul-
tural college, and is now erecting a new plant for the school of vet-
erinary science, which will cost a like sum. The State of ,Sao Paulo
in Brazil appropriates annually more than $300.000 for the support
of agricultural instruction and experimentation, and of this the
college at Piracicaba receives from seventy-five to one hundred thou-
sand. In the year that agricultural education in Mexico was reor-
ganited, $125,000 was spent in buildings, repairs, and apparatus.
The University of Habana has recently erected a handsome building
for its department of agriculture.

Dissimilarities in organization.e organization of the agricul-
tural college in its relation to the entire State educational system
presents some variations. In Argentina it forms, together with the
school of veterinary science, a faculty of the university and offers two
parallel courses, one in agriculture and (Vie in veterinary science.
The same organization was effected in Uruguay, but after two years
the schoolaNwere separated from the university and each erected into
a separate institution. In their new locations they are widely sep-
.arated from each other. In Bolivia both schools are united in the
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same organization, but have no organic connection with other depart-
ments of higher education. -A similar organization prevails in
Mexico. In Brazil, Chile, and Peru practical courses in veterinary
medicine are included in the agricultural college.

In the matter of experimentation also there is dissimilarity. Some,
by reason of their charters, are experiment stations at the same time
that they are schools, and the two functions are carried on with the
same equipment and by the same personnel: others are distinctly
teaching schools in which experimentation is only incidentool. Most
States founded experiment stations before agricultural schools, and
the experiment station frequently remains distinct from the college.
It is usually administered by foreigners, contracted for abroad for
this particular activity.

A di/anion. requirements.The usual scholastic requirement for
admission to the agricultural college is the certificate of having com-
pleted the regular secondary education or an examination covering
equivalent studies. Certain States grant scholarships of sufficient
value to cover practically all the expenses of the student. In such
cases the examination is presumably competitive. In a few colleges
the students, both State scholars and students who pay, room and
board in the institution, but more usually the college is a day, school
only. Providing a college home and granting scholarships have come
about because of the earnest desire of the States to encourage agri-
cultural studies.

Curriculum.The course of study allibstuniformly covers four
years. Not infrequently the first year is a preparatory course, com-
prising general scientific and mathematical studies, but without tech-
nical branches. .The curricula given below are typical and show the
range of studies and the order in which they are presented. The
regular curriculum of Piracicaba is preceded by a " preliminary
course" of one year, embracing the following subjects: Portuguese,
French, arithmetic, elementary algebra, geography, history of Brazil,
geometry, shop and field work. This school divides its year bito
semesters, and the subject matter is more subdivided. The student

cagesfewer subjects at a time, concentrates his attention, and
dringes many classes each semester. In accordance with Brazilian

w, military training is given throughout the four years. With this
lanation, the insertion of the preliminary year in the table of

Ilt ies is unnecessary. It will be observed that two schools combine
wit agriculture practical studies in veterinary science. The -college
of tevideo is strictly agricultural, since the State maintains a\separate college of veterinary medicine. The same division of studies
is observed at La Plata, Buenos Aires, Mexico, and in the Bolivian
college at Cochabamba. The great stock-raising countries very natur-
ally give particular' attention to veterinary science, Abile in the
othera it *subordinate to general agriculture....



TYPICAL

If onterideo

Meteorology
Chemistry
!totally
Anatomy and physiology
neology aml mineralogy
General zoology
Mat hemat les and survey
Drawing

Agriculture
Zontechnics
lima] economy
Ilygicile and proldylaxi.1
Technology
Meehe tiles
Viticulture

.
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CURRICULA OF AGRICULTURAL

mar YEAR.

Na fiago de Chile.

Agriculture
Analytical chemiatry
Geology and Mated sciences
Rural engineering
Applied 'Zoology
Arboriculture
Drawing said iTural architec-

ture

Agricultural chemistry '
Microbiology and phylopri-

thology
Rural economy
Zootechnlas
Agricultural mechanic.
Rural )egialatIon
Technology.

Miyake
Chemlitry
Agricultural botany
Arithmetk and algebra
Geology and mineralogy
Agricultural zoology
Geometry and trigonometry
Drawing

RECOND YEAR.,

General agriculture
Arboriculture and horticulture
Agricultival entomology
Plant physiology
Animal anatomy
Zoo technics
Topographyl
Organic chemistry
Agriculture
Drawing

THIRII YEAR.

Agriculture
Viticulture
Plant pathology
Rural legislation
General zootechnica
Political economy
Agricultural technology
Hydraulics and rural construe-

lions
Veterinary clinics
Applied hygiene

/Vein! YEAR.

Zootechnics (special)
Rural economy and statistics
Mechanics
Hydraulics and constructions

pplIed analytical chemistry
Agrestryricultrrral tecbrology
Fo

COLLEGES.

Plraeieaba (Brazil).

(First semester.)

Elementary physics .and Me-
chanics

Algebra and geometry
General chemistry and miner-

alogy
notanY
Zoology (domestic animals)
Animal anatomy end Physiol-

ogy
Drawing
Putetical field work

(Second semester.)

Hydrostatics and hydrodY-
nannies

Geometry and trigonometry
Organic chemistry
Plant physiology
Dotneetle animals
Drawing and carpentry
Practical field work

(First aemrster.)

Light, heat, and sound
Analytical and agricultural

chemistry
Microbiology
Agricultural get logy and coil

preparation
Stock breeding
Surveying

(Second semester.)

Fleet ricity and climatology
Affinlytical and agricultural

chemistry
Phytopa Otology and en offiol-

ogy
Soil preparation and crops
Zootechnics (mortal)
Surveying

(First semester.)

Agricultural industries
. Farm migehinery
Stock 'Feeding and poultry

raising
Horticulture and fruit raising
Agricultural mechanics
Political economy

(Second semester.)

Agricultural Industries
Forestry
Mufti economy
Zanier:dinky (special and veter-

inary)
Practical horticulture
Apiculture
Rural constructions (roads,

drains, etc.)
Practical work on the farm

and in creamery
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Two grades /4 titles. Frequently the courie of study is divided
into two parts. On the completion of the first, which usually emu-
prises two or three years, the strrdent receives the certificate of skilled
agriculturist (agronomo petite). If he continues and complete
the entire curriculum he becomes an agricultural engineer (ingeniero
agronomo). Some schools do not grant the final degree until the
candidate has spent at least one year in the practice of his profes-
sion, during which tinie he prepares an original scientific paper in
some special field of agricultural investigative: -

The agricultural career. Many students, even among the State
scholars do not study with the intention of devoting themselves
entirely to agriculture as a profession. As has been remarked in
preceding paragraphs, scientific, practical studies arc not the most
highly esteemed. An agricultural graduate is easily diverted from
the vocation of agriculture and is drawn off into political life or
into governmental bureaucracy. This is all the more common, since
thepptronage of the agricultural college comes nut so much from
families of practical farmers as from the wealthy planter; who give
little personal attention to the management of their estates, but
intrust them to a hired steward (major-domol: These families have
long furnished the political leaders of the country. and it, is but
natural that the sons, no matter whether their studies have been
in law, agriculture, engineering, or even medicine, should maintain
the family tradition and. drift into politics. This condition is, how-
ever, slowly disappearing. The agricultural college is beginning to
appeal to a class -of young men who study with the firm intention
of following the profession. When they do not possess an inde-
pendent fortune permitting them to engage in agriculturen their
own account, they seek employment on the large estates as managers,
become teachers in the "practical agricultural schools," or investi-
gators in the experiment stations.

Primary agricultural schools.Besides 'the agricultural college,
which is a school of university rank, thgre exists 'in 1,stin America
another type of agricultural instruction of a lower grade called the
omelet praotica de agricultara. In some countries it was the first
type of agricultural instruction introduced and preceded the col-
lege; in others it was established at the same time and placed along-
wide the higher institution: In Amy ways the two schools mark the
-harp distinctions that exist in the Latin-American social stricture.
The college is for the sons of gentlemen whose social position calls

.1 for a university education, which may .be taken in an agricultural
college, providing it is of university grade. The practical school,
on the other hand, is for the sons of the less fortunate, and is a school
Of a lower grade both scholastically and socially.
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Number of echooltr,The practical schools are not limited in

Amber as are the agricultural colleges. In those countries that
have made or are making the greatest strides in agriculture they
are very numerous. Chile has seven; Argentina,-three special and
'lbw general schools, vj.th six others in process of organizatiOn. In
addition many Provinces in Argentina maintain their own local
schools. In the Brazilian Federation at least seven States have one
or more each; the State of Sao Paulo has no less than four. Many
States maintain also model farms. The Federal Government grants
a subsidy to every State or municipality that maintains an experi-
ment or zootechnic station. In the reorganization of its agricultural
education in 1907 Mexico adopted the policy of founding many
regional schools of practical agriculture. Cuba has undertaken to
maintain a school farm (granja escuela) in each of her six Provinces.
Peru h s a practi@al school in connection with the agricultural col-
lege at ia, and thred others in the Provinces.

TI advantage of this type of agriculturAlinstruction is beyond all
question, and many of the schools are doing a very valuable w(Fk.
TiWre is. however, a tendency in some countries to increase the ntki-
ber beyond reasonable bounds and to establish them faster than they
can be properly equipped. As can be readily imagined, political re4

the sons of " the pecliile,-
and each 'representative wants one for his district. .

Phydral equipment.The plant and equipment of the practical
school is simple and modest, as indeed it should be. Aowliere is there
the magnificence, the palatial buildings, and abundance of scientific
apparatus so often noticeable in' the agricultural college. The farm
is of varying size; but always ample. Only the staple crops of the
region in which the school is located are cultivated. Some schools
may almost be said to devote themselves to a single specialty, such as
viticulture, grains, horticulture, or stock raising, and far. axe products.
The buildings consist of the necessary farm structures, a principal's
home, and a central edifice containing the offices, classrooms, dormi-
toriesi dining hall, and culinary department; for. it is a boarding
school .)which the great majority of the pupils are Stite scholars,
selected from the different administrative districts -of the rerritovy
which the institution serves. The boys are son of the managers and
overseers of the large estates'or of the smaller farmers. The last-,
named class is much the smaller, since unfortunately the small land-
owner, cultivating hia farm with his own hands,' is the exception
in most parts of Latin America. Large estates supervised by over-
seers are the rule. The furniture and equipment of the classroom,

'dormitories, and culinary, department 'are always simple, sometimes
even crude. A part of the.products of garden and farm is used in the" ..
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school; the rest is sold. When the management is good a consider-
able part of the expenses of the institution, including the pension
of the students and resident teachers, can be met by the products of

the farm.
Course of study.The curriculum is sintple andis. designed to be

especially practical. Itscomprises two or three years. SoMet Imes a
preparatory year is prefixed; in other schools a deficient pupil is
required to repeat the first year. Nothing is required for admission
beyond elementary instruction, which-is,asually interpreted to mean
only reading, writing, and the elements- of arithmetic. In some
schools which are not in themselves specIl a pupil may remain a
year after finishing the regular course in order to perfect himself in
some specialty. During this year his work is wholly practical. The

two curricula here reproducedSanta Catilina in Argentina and

Santiago de Chilerepresent the highest type of the practicarschool
of agriculture. The former is a dependency of the University of

La Plata and is is not far from Buenos Aires. Smaller provincial
schools would shiny lower entrance requirements and less advanced
studies in the last year., In the Chilean curriculum the hours of
theoretic instruction only are indicated, but the tine devoted to prac-
tical fieldwork can be estimated as much the same as in the Argentine
school.' The the Chileaninstitution comprises one-

half years; the last semester, which is not reproduced here, is for
the most part a..continuation of the technical studies begun in the
third year, with the addition of zootechnics and further studies in
practical veterinT1 science.

CV1131CULA OF PRACTICAL SCHOOLS OF Aniticufmia.

EIRsT YEAR.

Narita Catalina. Nonliam, de Chile.

Hours per Week. il ours per week.

Amts.] arithmetic anii geometry 3 1 Mathematld 3

Eente of nature' 'Aeneas 4 ba salah 3

Eletnente of phyales 2 ' Oarnue le exercises 2

Spanish 2 Reilgion.fi I

Thawing Elomentabf physks i
baborstOry and Said work 27 Oommerrial arithmetic 2

Drawing 3
Foreign langugge 3
Znotechnki 4
Practical Veterinary science. a

SECOND TEAL
.

3 Mathematics 3

Memento of thanktr7- I doornail._ 3
Elements of practkel gootechnia 8 Gymnastleoxerrtsca_ 2

Orehardjuid garden products 2 galloon_ o 1

Arborieulturs. 3 Elements of hygiene 1

AvIer62112e aldritibira and 1Itelettitare I Ohemirtry-
Drawing I Amounts.. r
LiboraWg abd 661yfork ne DraWIn. 1

Persian-1'6mile*. 3
011tnetolOgy 2
Arbdneultare and bo tuft -' a
'Practical airibiltuf-... I
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THIRD YEAR.

Agrleulture_
Rural Industries
Rural constructions and machines
Amman and rural economy
Elements of practical veterinary science__
Elements of agricultural chemistry_
Drawing
Laboratory and field work

2
3

2
2
2
2

27

Mathematics 2Spanish 2Gymnastic exerelsett_ 2Religion__ , 1Accounts_ 2
NivailzatIon and rural conatnirtlona 2Drawing IForeign language 3Plant pathology. 3Viticulture 9Wine making 3
Agricultural machines 3

Other types.The provincial agricultural institutes in both Argen-
tina and-Chile, as well as those in other countries, are much more
elementary in character than those whose curricula have been given.
In Argentina, where there are two types of primary agricultural edu-
cation, the general and the special, the elementary and practical char-
acter of the former is especially marked. Theoretical instruction is
limited to six hours per week. The rest of the student's time is spent
in work in field and garden. The special schools, on the other hand,
give considerable time to class and laboratory work. They are three
in numberCordoba. for agriculture and stock raising; ,Mendoza, for
viticulture; and Tucuman, with two distinct specialties, arboriculture
and the sugar industry. Each of these institutions inls a three-year
course in addition to a preparatory year, and the curriculum includes
such Onenil scientific studies as physics, chemistry, botany, geology,
bacteriology, plant pathology, etc., besides courses in drawing,
mathematics, and French. Entrance requirements are also greater
than in the other class of schools and presuprmirifie entire ele-
mentary school curriculum. In fact, these special schools are but a
reduced model of the agricultural college, with all the 'practical and
much of the theoretical work directed toward a single specialization.

Indian schools.In those countries in which the native Indian race
still forms a very considerable portion of the population, the practi-
cal agricultural school assumes a different organizatiop, in which.
agricultural training is -only an incidentimportant, it is true, but
after all, only an incidentin the gyre.' plan of instruction. The
Indian is notably cdnservative. He clings conscientiously to the
customs of his ancestors. He not only spurns the intellectual civili;
zation of the white race, but he prefers his own traditional methods,
of agriculture and industry, In the few countries in which he has
remained dominant he cultivates the soil with.the same crude imple-
ments, and according to the same primitive methods that were in
vogue at the time of the conquest. He has adofited no new indus-
tries, and what rendeta his assimilation still more difficult is the fact
that he Often retains his native dialect, and learns and uses- Spaniih
only when circinnstances actually force him to niake this concession.
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\_,In recent years a heroic effort has been made in States like Bolivia
and Guatemaleto penetrate this crua-of Indian conservatism and to
bring the native population into touch with modern civilization by
the establishment of special Indian schools, called Escuelas de Indi-
genes. The object of these institutions is threefoldto teach the
national language, to create a class of 'artisans, and to inculate
modern methods of agriculture, with the idea that the pupilt will
become in their native villages schoolniasters and missionaries of
modern civilization.

The studies-of the school correspond to the triple purpose of the
institution. Primary subjects are taught more for the purpose of

teaching Spanish than for the subjects themselves. Great emphasis
is laid on manual training and elementary agriculture. The cur-
riculum extends over three or four years. The pupils are State
scholars and live in the school. This enforced separation from their
families and Indian life, together with the constant association with

. the white man's civilization, is a necessary part of the System. By

these means it is hoped to teach him the language and to convince
him that there are more efficient methods of agriculture and industry
than those in vogue in his native village.

An agricultural n4rmal school. Mother form of systematic prac-
tical instruction in agriculture is the new type of normal school
evolved in Argentina for the training of teachers for the rural schools.
This school has already been. described in detail in the chapter on
normal education, and is mentioned here only for the sake of corn-,
pleteness and to emphasize its importance as an agency for the dis-
semination of scientific agricultural knowledge. The introduction
of elementary agriculture into the rural school program is favq,red
everywhere. The usefulness of the study depends almost entirely on
the character of the instruction, and requires of the rural teacher a
very different preparation from what he has hitherto received. The\
special normal school, founded by the Province of Parana, is becom-
ing a model for other provinces of Argentina, and is a distinct ad-
vance in general agricultural education, as it prepares teachers who
Can make the elementary agricultural program of the rural school a
vital part of the system and not a mere incident,



CHAPTER XIII.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
Interest in industrial education has increased steadily in Latin

America during the past thirty or forty years. In the higher-forms
this has been evidenced by the change, in name or in fact, of the
Facultad de ciencia.9 exactas into the school of engineering; in the
lower forms by the establishment and constant improvement of State-
supported trade schools. If their success has not been uniform,it is not due to lack of governmental encouragement, but rather to
the peculiar and often unpropitious conditions with which they had
to contend. In both faculties and lower schools the first directors
and professors 'were very commonly foreigners. As it was a new
type of in,struetiou,St was felt that local talent was neither sufficiently
expert nor properly cognizant of the aims and methods of this class
of schools, and Europe was called upon for skilled men to introduce
and develop the purely technical branches of the new education.' The
foreigner always labors at a disadifantage. The language is at first
a serious handicap, but much More serious is his ignorance of local
conditions, habits of thought, hereditary prejudice, and public senti-
ment. In this particular instance he was at the additional disad-
vantage of being called to organize and further a type of studies
generally regardeeas menial by those who laid claim to social or
intellectual distinction. In many cases, too, the time was not ripe for
the introduction of the industrial school.

Progress in industrial education.Hampered as it. Nias lw tradi-
tional prejudices in education and by an insufficient demand for its
product, industrial education in Latin America has prospered very
unequally. In those countries where industrial progress has been
most miirked the itidusttial schools, high and low, have come into
public favor and °have taken high rank.

In the University of Buenos Aires the engineering school enrolls
annually eight or nine hundred students, and in numbers is now thirdin the university faculties. The engineering schools of Santiago.
Monievideo, Lima, and Sao Paulo show a proportionate increase in
students and a groping prominence as compared with the other pro:.
fessionat\ faculties.'

For detailed Information concerning engineering' schools, their masses of ate4wilitpinent, etc, the reader Is 'whined to Chapter where they are considered angait at the university system.
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Elementary induetrial schools. This chapter is primarily con-,
cerned with the lower forms of industrial education. Such insti-
tutions are to be found not only in the capitals and larger cities,- but
in many smaller towns as well. Particularly is this true of the more
industrial nations, and if perchance the State or local government
has not established the school, the field is often occupied by the teach-
ing orders, especially by the Salebian Brothers, who make a specialty
of agricultural, industrial, commercial, and the more prvtical types
of education. The State industrial school for boys is most commonly
designated as La escuela de arta y oficios; and the type of orgaiiiia-
tion varies but little, except that in some countries it is in whole or in
part a boarding school, in others a day school only. Instruction
everywhere is practically free. Even the materials used in the work-
shops are furnished by the Government, which, however, is reim-
bursed, in part at least, for this outlay from the sale of manufactured
articles. In addition, the State offers a certain number of scholarships.
to poor boys. In the boarding schools these are given in the form of
board and lodging in the school itself. Almost everywhere the in-
dustrial school is well equipped in the matter of buildings. The yew
nature of the institution, with its laborcitory instruction, necessitates
special buildings; and while primary, secondary, or even higher
schools may be lodged in remodeled houses, La escuela de (ales y
oficioe usually has the honor and advantage of possessing its own
building, designed especially for its peculiar needs and uses.

In some places the ,industrial school was originally established as
a penal institution for boysa reform school; but this type has now
disappeared. The industrial -feature may be continued in penal
institutions, but the escuela de artee y oficive is simply a school and'
nothing more.

In grade it corresponds to the upper classes of the primary school.
Pupils are expected to be able to read, write, and perform the simple
operatiOns of arithmetic before being admitted, but as industrial
training is the principal feature of the school boys are frequently
received who are deficient in the common branches and special class
are formed for them. Instruction in nontechnical studies is given
throughout the entire course and includes the mother tongue, geog-
raphy, local history, and arithmetic. A prominent subject is draw-
ing, both free-hand and mechanical, but this becomes almost technical
on account of its, immediate application to the trades. The length
of the course of study varies but slightly, in different countries, the
extremes being three and five years. One-half the day is devoted
to the primary academic studies mentioned above and the other half
to work in the shop. .

Tridnitv for elee tradio.-Notwithetseding the tame given to
academia .4rseehee, La maw& de 'arks Itfloios is in its organize--:

-
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tiort and purpose a twdes school and not a manual training school.
Shopwork is not arginged to afford a comprehensive view of the
manual arts or to give a general training. It is specialized from
the very first, and the pupil is assigned immediately to the acqui-
sition of a certain trade. Later he may pass to another shop and
acquire an allied trade,. The number and class of handicrafts vary
according to the importance of the schoql and the character of local
industries. All schools teach carpentry, tailoring, shoemaking,
hlacksmit ling, and furniture making; the more pretentious may
include engraving, electrical construction, machinery, and industrial
chemistry. A great many teach printing and bookbinding, and some
of these shops are in reality Government printing offices from which
are issued a considerable part of the State publications. The fur-
niture shop is also utilized for the manufacture of school desks and
office equipment for other State institutions.

Equipment.The shops are usually well supplied with machinery
and tools; in some the equipment exceeds even the needs of the insti-
tution. Organically the shops are the central feature of the indus-
trial school and shop practice the chief business of the pupils. Sonic
industrial schools, however, have-deviated from their original purpose
and have assumed the character of engineering schools or elementary
academies of fine arts, although the pupils; on account of their
meager preparation, were not well fitted for such studies.

St/dents.The patronage of the escuela de arites y oficios comes
entirely from the artisan classes of society. The strong social distinc-
tions that exist everywhere in Latin America separate sharply manual
from other vocatis, and in those countries where modern industrial-
ism has made the least inroads the skilled mechanic enjoys little, if
:y. social advantage over the common workman. This condition
of affairs explains the fact that ninny pupils discontinue their trades.
and, taking advantage of the academic ion received in the
schools, adopt i(one other occupation, preferru tumble clerical posts
to more lucrative positims-iu the trades. This is a condition that will
disappear in time, and it lins already partially disappeared, from
those districts where industrial activities have become .prominent.

The school at-Santiago de Chile.The central industrial school Qf
Chile, located at the capital, and the chain of Federal institutions in
the larger cities of Argentina are of a distinctly higher type. The
school of Santiago bears the same common name, but its equipment
and instruction are muchsfiperior to those of. the ordinary eacuela de
arta y oficio8; It compriies under one management two separate
divisions-4he day school andthe boarding school; the former of two
years, the latter of three and four. The two institutions have sep.-are classrooms and are entirely segregated. Only the shops areco on to both divitiona) bit ern here the pupils never meet, Edney,r -
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one section uses the shops in the forenoon and the other in the after -4
noon: The character of the divisions is quite different. rke day
pupils are distinctly trades pupils. They come from artisan families,'
and their object is solely to learn more or less thoroughly a single
trade. They very rarely complete the entire course, but leave the
school as soon as they can profitably enter upon their vocation. This
section corresponds closely to ,the ordinary industrial school as
described in preceding paragraphs.

The other section constitutes the real school, an institution higher
in rank than the escuela de artes ?/ oficios, and lower than the engi-
neering school. It might be termed a practical school of engineering
of the second grade. The pupil's are State scholars, drawn from all
Provinces in proportion to the population, and selected through a

-modified form of competitive examination. They must have com-
pleted the full course of elementary instruction, or its equivalent, and
their preparation at entrance is therefore much in advance of that of
pupils in the day section or of those in the provinicial industrial
schools. During their/ residence they are( under strict, almost
Military, discipline, and their energies and attention are directed
steadily to the work of the school. In fact, they are civilian soldiers
preparing for posts of responsibility in the national railways and
other State-controlled industries. While great ionnbers of the grad-
uates. are Absorbed by governmental activities, they are free to enter
private industries. The only obligation assumed at the time of
accepting the State scholarship s to continue their studies through-

. out the entire course of three and four years. If for any reason they
do not, the State must be reimbursed by the student or his bonds-
man. The division of the course into three and four years is effected
in a unique and interesting fashion. During: the first year the
§tudies and shopwork are the same for, all pupils. At the end .of
this period the most apt are put into a section that continues its
studies. fo'r three years more, of which the last is devoted to real
engineering subjects of an elementary and essentiallyo practical
nature. The less proficient pupils are restricted to a shorter course
which excludes technical studies and prepares especially for certain
trades. Both sections, however, pass through the wood and iron
working shops, and thus secure a more general manual training than
that offergd in the strictly trade school.

Ctirriculunt.The academic studies of the first year are elementary,
Comprising commercial arithmetic, Spanish, penmanship, and draw-
ing. The four:year course continues is follows: Second year, ele-
mentary algebra and. geometry, draivingrhygiene, and English ; ,third
year, descriptive geometry, mechanics and graphical statics, machine
design, ..elements of industrial. physics,. chemistry,' and English;
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fourth year, mechanics and graphical statics, machine construction,
machine design, elements of resistance of materials, and English:

Shop practice in the first year is in wood; in die second, forging
and foundry ;. in the third and fourth, mechanical and aiwtrical.

The _three:year students pursue practically the same academic
studies, with the exception of those of the fourth year English and
mechanics, and their shopwork does not include mechanics.

Pupils iii the day section spend seven hours daily in the school,
four in elementary academic studies and three in the shops. They
have the opportunity of learning any one of a half dozen Mechanical
trades. .

History.The institution at Santiago has had a long aid honor-'
able history, and to t is dtie..in no small measure the industrial prog-
ress of Chile. It w s estliblished in 1849 and began with 2-4 pupils.

11

At present there at 300 State scholars in the three an4four year
courses and 100 in the two-year day-school course. The buildings
are valued at $175,000 and the shopequipment at $75,000. In, dif-
ferentlocal and international expositions the.ehool has received 22
medals and 38 ijiplomas of merit. Besides the instill] wood and
iron working shopsa it maintains others for boiler making, bronte
work, electricity, ant mqchanics.I t Argentina.Argentina has planned to
found mud equip high-grade industriail schools in all the great

venters. Already five such schools have been establishedone each
in the following cities: Buenos Aires, Rosario, Santa Fe, La Plata,
and Salta. The inItitutions all bear the name ofXscuela Industrial

' de la.NaciOn, indicating that they are creations Of the Federal Gov-
ernment and independent of the Province in which they may be

. located. As a result of their national character they are of uniform
grade, although they may sptcialize in the industries most important
to the locality. Entrance requirements, the academic branches of
the curricula, 'mid the length of term are uniform, Several parallel
courses of stuk ad'offered, the number\varying with the size and
resources of thelschogl. The institution at the capital offers four
general meclianks; electricity, 'industrial chemistry, and general
industry. Below 4s given the curricultim and distribution of hours
for each of the six years of the course' general mechanics. The
other courses are. of equal length and tain an. equal amount of
practical work. p.1.

%kb

14 .

:
. '
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Curriculum of industrial whools of .irgcsitino.

-Subjects of Instruction.

!

First I Second
year. i year.

Hours per Neck.

Third I Fourth,)Fifth) Sixth
year. year. year. year.

Mother tongue 3 ! I
Penmanship . 3
French, English, Herman, or Italian 4History and geography 3 : 9Natural science t
Frao-band drawing
Mathematics

h 6 u h .....geometrical drawing and descriptive geometry 3 . 4Machine designs
Chemical technology
?Nodes
Graphical statics and resistance of material)!

.Mechanics and uppii'd kinematics ,

Machinery
Constructions
Hydraulics
Elect rotechnics
Heat and IN applications to industry
Photography
Bookkeeping
Commercial law and Industrial legislation.
Mechanical and metallurgic') technology

1

Currying machinery, cranes, etc
-1Hydraulic machinery

gas motors and steam engines 3

Stwpwork 12 . 12 r 10; 8 8

Total 90 30 1110 1 .30 42,
I I

/The studies in all courses are prtictically uniform during the" first
three years, and not only is this true of the academic portio-n of the
curriculum it also of the practical exercises. Regular progressive
shopwork in wood and iron precedes specializatiA. This policy de-
termjnes the character of the institution and makes it, like the Chilean
school at Santiago, a type of practical engineering college. In fact, a
graduate of the school may enter Ole second year-of a faculty of
engineering. In the smaller schools, that can not offer as many
specialties, the uniform coursA may extend over as ninny as four years.
The foreign language elected- is usually French, on account of its
ease for a pupil whose -mother,,tongu4Vis Spanish and on account of
the greater proficiency that can be acquired in a given tie.

Tuition fees and scholarships.lnstructipn is not entirely grata-. itous, but the fees are so small as to be merely nominal, It is an
educational kolicy in Argeptina to impose a trifling tuition charge in
all schools, even in the printery, where attendance i omptr/Nory. It
is argued that the,amOttnt is so small that it never nstitutes a hard-

4 ship, but thaf,; small as it .is, it makes both and parent feel a
greater interest in the school. ,Even a small contribution creates a
sense,of ownership, a desire to promote the prosperity of the institu-
Lion, aiawdetermingtion to profit by the outlay. .

Another national educational policy in Argentina forbids a board-
ing dep.a*Inent in State schoOls of any grade. The industrial schools

-,.are th%refore clay schools only, and there are no national scholarships.
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However,,the Province in which the school is located sometimes grants
to boys who live in other towns scholarships sufficient to cover actual
living expenses.

Buildings wed equipment,While the curricula, entrance require-
ments, and policy of all the federal industrial schools are uniform,
in material equipment they are at present very unequal. The school
of Rosario occupies modest and totally inadequate buildings. orig-
inally constructed fur other purposes. Congress has, however, voted
funds for the, erection of new and specially designed buildings, and
in a year or two the present unfavorable conditions will be eliminated.In the matter of equipment also the smaller schools suffer in com-parison with the institution at the capital, and this is but a corollary
to the inadequacy of buildings. Machinery aful laboratories can not
be installed' when floor space is wanting, and the lack of proper build-
ings is an excuse for not providing funds for improvement of the
shops. However. the smaller schools are steadily increasing their
facilities and improving their work. The general policy of the fed-
eral schools is to be really pra.ctical in their training, and this policy
is the more vigorously adhered to since the large central institution
at the capital sets a standard of efficiency and methods t o w kich allthe others aspire. This prevents the more poorly equipped fromlapsing into mere theoretical instruCtion. Good use is made of the
facilities and equipment they possess, and, as the basic shopwork for
all pupils is the same, better general training4can be effected with
meager facilities than if specializatiafratine earlier.

The orclwol a.t Butnos :hires.In marked contrast to the limited
facilities of the scaller schools are the magnificent quarters and
thorough equipment of the great institution at the capital. Covering
an entire block, three. stories in front containing offices, classrooms,
laboratories, and library, and one story in the rear occupied by the
shops, the building is a splendid tribute to the spirit of modern
industrialism which is pervading Argentina of to-day. Class-
rooms,, laboratories, and shops are well eqiripped. Nearly all the
furniture in the building was made in the shops, and much of the
machinery was likewise constructed in the school.

Six hundred and sixty-five studentsiwere matriculated in 1911.
The high standard required and the ease with which pupils with a
modicum of industrial training can find ready employment ill local
industries tend to deplete the upper classes. Five-sixths of the entire
enrollment is found in the first three years. Discipline both in class
and shop pis rigid. The laissez faire method of university life is notimita ed here. Regular attendanCe is insisted upon. Written monthly
.exam ations are given on all subjects, and these count equally withthe fin tocamination toward determining the student's annual
classification. A certain unusual rule of administration is not with-

. .
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out merit: A student who fails one year is not debarred from re-enrorlment, but must pay double fees.
The desire of the Government to encourage industrial education is

proved by the liberal appropriations. In 1911 the five schools re-
ceived $400,000, of which half went. to the school of Buenos Aires.

Indo8trial xchool8 for wornen.-Industrial education for women is
also widespread in Latin America. Besides the regular industrial
schools, instruction in household arts is given in all good normal
schools for girls, although in many, for lack of appliances, there are
no practical courses in cooking. This feature of the normal school
can lad, however, be termed industrial education in the strictest sense,
since it is desOed solely for reproduction on a reduced scale in theprimary gradas. However, it is a powerful' influence for the popu-
larization of the importance of practical things in the life of women
and for ennobling manual labor is general.

All the southern nations Of South America, and some in the north
and in Central America, have established special schools for the
industrial education of girls. The Argentine Federal Government
maintains no less than five in the national capital and five more inthe Provinces. Some Provinces maintain schools of their own. In
Chile 28 schools have been organized, besides the normal industrial
institute at Santiago, which is at the head of the system and suppliesteachers for the technical branches. The Chilean Government ex-
pends annually '200.000 on its industrial schools for girls. This form
of education appeals also to private benefactions and to religious
societies. In many States schools have been founded and are main-
tained by these agencies with the help of subsidies from the Govern-ment. The large number of industrial schools for girls, State and --
private, in many countries indicates that a decided social revolution
is in progress in Latin America. The sphere of, woman is no longer
limited to her own household or to domestic service, which was for so
long her traditional place in Latin civilization. In many countries
of Latin America she has entered business and industrial occupations,.
not to the same extent, it is true, as in the United States, but in
recent years the movement has been greatly accelerated.

Different types. The industrial school for girls'is known in differ-
ent 'countries by different names, as &meta profesiond de niiia8, or
de mujere8; Emelt: de arte8 femeniles; Escudo practica de nirio8.
The difference is not wholly one of name. There are two somewhat
different types of institutions, jilid the same type in different coun-
tries is not always designated by the same name. In one the trades
feature is especially emphasized; in the other a complete, rounded
training in household Ate is the aim. Tho one is a professional
scllool for. women; the other a girls' manual training school. .The,
distinctive aims of the two types are mot incompatible, although the..

. spirit of the. institutions may be quite different:. Both offeroppor-
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turrity for learning the most common trades, Awl both likewise afford

a gentral training in .household arts.
In the trades school the pupil enters at once upon the study of

any one particular line of work which she may choose and for which
she is prepared. Often she studies two allied trades. There is no
fixed length of curriculum. When the student hat mastered a trade
she receives a certificate of competency. This may be won in a single

year if the student is intelligent, quick to learn, and onfines herself

to a single subject, As it ismore usual, however, ti combine two
allied trades, two and even three years may be necessary to win the

certificate. The trades commonly taught are dressmaking. millinery,

and tailoring. Practical cooking is offered wherever the State can
be induced to furnish the necessary facilities.

The Otis' manual training school, on the other hand, has a fixed
currichlum'co7ehng usually three years, and the diploma is granted
only to those pupils who complete the entire course. In other
respects the two ,types of schools have much in common. The

entrance requirements, as in the corresponding school for boys,
include only the rudimen o a primary education. A minimum

age of 14 years is anodic uirement. Primary studies are con-
tinued. Much attention i. given to drawing and to composition in
the mother tongue. Tha_best schools always require that a design
of the N.-( be made before the task is undA.taken, andhat a full and
careful lfritto description of the Process be prepared ,after its
completion. A careful estimate -.is required of materials Used and
their cost, so that practical arithmetic is interwoven with handwork.

A very common adjunct to the industrial school for girls is a .short

commercial course, comprising commercial arithmetic, elements of
bookkeeping, and typewriting.

Patronage of induRtrial sehoolx:Industrial schools are to be-found-

only in the .cities and larger towns where the industrial population
is the greatest, but it would be a mistake to assiune that all girls
enter, or even study to enter, industrial pursuits; many study simply
to become proficient in household arts. One problem of industrial
education in Latin America is to induce girls of the poorest families
to avail themselves of the opportunities offered. Most schools in-

cludeelude in their curriculum personal and household hygiene which,
with domestic economy as taught in. connection with practical work
in household arts, would be of incalculable value in the homes of the

very poor. However, the great majority of-matriculants come from

/7; families of artisans and small 4hopkeepers.
A unique iniettution.An institution at Santiago which is directly

connected with the departments of manual training and domestic
sciende in the State system of education in Chile deserves special
notice, not only because of the important functions it performs but
also because it is unique in South America. Its official dflsignation

,
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Escuela de Educacitin Fisicaconveys only an imperfect notion of
its manifold activities. In reality it is four sghools in one, contain-
ing the following departments: Physical culture, domestic science;

'manual training, and stenography. Instruction is also given in
pedagogy and drawing, the latter for application in manual training
and the former because the primary purpose of, -the institution is to
prepare teachers in the various special branches for service in the
State industrial, normal, and high schools.

The equipment of the institution is remarkiklily good in all depart-
ments: Roomy shops for wood and iron wurk, well-furnished kitchens
with complete culinary apparatus, a large number of typewriters,
splendid gymnasium with sufficient apparatus, and a complete set of
instruments for physical measurements. The building is of recent
construction and thoroughly adapted to the needs of instruction.

The institution was founded in 1906, and has been well patronized
front its very inception. The average enrollment during the first
year was 220.. In 1911 it was 239, of whom 77 were men and 11 2
women. The school is almost of university grade. Matriculants
must either have completed five years of the secondary school pro-gram or have graduated from a normal school.

A considerable number of students are teachers in the provincial
schools who are granted leave of absence that they may take short,
practical courses in their specialty. Vacation course are also givenfor the same purpose. The utility of the institution to the.Statel
system of schools is unquestioned, and it is preparing an excellent
corps of special teachers in .domestic science, physical culture., and
manual training. The policy of the school is intensive study and
much practical application. The full course of study in each depart-ment extends over only two years with 14 and 15 hours per week.
During 'the last year there is given a course in methods with practice
lessons in order to prepare the student for teaching the particularsubject.

Another unielue type.Rio de Janeiro possesses a school of arts
and crafts which differs materially from the accepted type. It is not.
a State institution, but its public utility is recognized by the Govern-
ment Old it receives an annual subsidy. The association that main-
tains Ihe school bears the name of La Sociedade Propagadora dasBellas Artes, and this fact in itself gives a hint as to the characterof the institution. The school is known as the Lyceo de Arles eOficios, but its province is not to teach the trades themselves, but
rather to make workmen intelligent and efficient in general, and moreskillful and artistic in their work.. The school maintains no shopsin the ordinary sense of the term, but its curriculum contains useful
groups of studies for more than 50 callings and trades. A work-
Man is expected tolexan his trade through an apprenticeship outside
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the school. The latter merely aids by furnishing him the scientific

knowledge and arousing artistic feeling. The curriculum com-
prises courses in applied sciences and in art. The former include
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, applied physics, chem-

istry, and mechanics; the artistic.courses oomprise drawing in all its
forms, arithmetic, sculpture, painting, and engraving. Through a
wise selection of subjects related to his particular vocation a Iork-
man can prepare himself to pursue his calling with intelligence, and
in those vocations that admit the element of beauty, with artistic
touch aml appreciation. On the trades the influence of the school is
supplementary only, not basic, except in so far as scientific knowledge

is basic for all vocations. For architecture and the fine arts, the
institution offers a complete education both scientific and practical.
Classes for men are taught during the day and in the evening, but
for women only during the day. The annual enrollment is large
and indicates the popular character of the:institution. During the
year 1911 the' matriculants munbered 2:187, of whom 1.987 were men
and 500 women. This was an increase of 450 over the enrollment of

the preceding year.
The society that maintains the who* is' unusually interesting in its

history. organization. and methods, and is a fine example of what
can be done in education by non-State and non-sectarian institutions'
in Latin America. It was fotinded 'toward the middle of the nine-
teenth century. Its present constitution recognizes eight classes of

members. Ever since its organization the titular head has been the
chief executive of the nation, and during all its history membership
has been counted a signal honor. The great and wealthy have con-
sidered it a privilege to contribute to its support. Regular members

pay an initiation fee and small monthly dues. These moneys. together
with gifts. endowments, and the State subsidy, constitute the revenue

of the society. The teaching staff is chosen from the membership.
No salaries are paid the instructors, but they are exempt from the
payment of dues, and through length and regularity of service rise
to the position of honorary membership. In its origin the society.
clearly recognized the principle of cooperation in education; children
of members paid no tuition, but the same privilege was latt!r ex-
tended i) other matriculants, so that not instruction is gratuitous

for all.
The constitution of the society is not a model that could be gener-

ally copied. Local conditions and a certain social prestige acquired

at its very foundation have no doubt contributed\ to its success, but
the principle of private secular initiative which it embodies con-
stitutes a pleasing variation in the general uniformity of State or

veligious organization of higher and special education in Latin
America. ^
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CHAPTER XIV.

COEDUCATION.

Tradition in Latin America was at one time wholly opposed to the
coeduc;tion of the sexes; indeed, it was very generally hostile to any

\ education for girls, except the very imperfect type given in the old
convents. The past half century, however, has produced remarkable
changes in. public opinion in this regard, and school customs of to-
day, even in the most conservative countries, hear little resemblance
.to those of two generations agb. In the first place, the secular educa-
tion of girls is everywhere recognized as a duty of the State, equally
with that of boys. Nor is their schooling confined to the elemen-
tary grades; setondary education also, in some form,{is provided
for girls.

While it is universally admitted that the State's duty is to pro-
vide instruction for all the yqt4h of the nation, without distinction
of vex, the organization of schools in reference to the sexes andpub-
lic sentiment in regard to coeducation are -far from uniform. In
geneen1 practice each sex has its own sclrool, but the exceptions to the
rule are very numerous and are often found where least expected.

In elementary schools the prtictice differs as between town and
country. In the larger centers the sexes are usually grouped in semi-

' rate schools from the very first, or, at least, after the primary grade'
Lti town; thq number of pupils and teachers permit segregftion with-
out any serioits economic loss. In the hamlets, however, there are not
always sufficient children to form two full parallel- classes in all
grades. Moreover, the village and rural schools are usually of an
glimentary character, comprising perhaps only three or four grades.
They are, in fa4t, but primary schools, and the tender ego of the
pupils does not antagoniie the general sentiment against coeducation.
Besides, the economic and material difficulties of maintaining two
parallel 'schools with' a small enrollment would be insurmountable.
Some 'Stated, however, forbid the enrollment in mixed classes of

...-boys beyond a clesigdated age, which varies from 10 to 12.,
.120
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Some statistics tvillfindicate the variance in custom that eiists
different countries-in regard to coeducationin public primary schools.
The figures in the table are taken the latest available reports.
but are not all for the same year. Notwithstanding this disadvan-
tage, they represerot.aceurately the proportion of the various types in
any one cowl* aml the wide divergence between different countries.

rOcIfilerl ion.
_

Curial rim].
.

_

Feu ador ....- '
Salvador
(Bra tomsla
t 'nate Rica
Uruguay
Me x leo (Federal and State schools)
Mexico (local schoolst
Chile (orbs,,)._.,
Chile (reran...if . ...,... _ ........
Argentina
Buenos Aires (city)
Buenos Alma (Ptovhwel..
Peoria/Tot Entre RMS. Argentine
Province of Santt Fe, Argentina

.

0
s4

... .........

I Schools
for

boys,
_

I

MI
'YU 1
231 ,

33
79

^ ,M7
1,45
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....

:IT2

HI
12

26

Schools I
for I

girls.
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200.1
454 1

32

32 I
1,484

783:
184 ,

1.1t1337

07
e :

4
12

Slabber
0Pillra- Tot
Bonal.

al.

1,197
488

1 , 228
337
793

5,440
2,988

:.'.I

41,fill
189

1 ,1143
:4141

3:4

a

112 :

g3 !
283 t
272
882

1,062
759 1
201 I

14 71,444201, I

1,573 .

318
..

Even in the countries where the prOportion of mixed ,cisiols i,
the largest coeducation is practiced chiefly in the country and vil-
lages. This is dearly shown iii the statistics from Chile, where the
schools are classified as urban or rural. Coeducation has acquired
greater favor in Argentina than in any other nation, but evpfi there
the difference in custom between city and country is still lurked,
and in order to show this slivergene figures are given separately
for the capital alone and for several Provinces. The prdpmtion
also varies as between.Provinces. In the Province of Santa Fe there
is one city of two or three hundred thousand inhabitants'and another.
of thirty or forty thousand. 11 this Province the proportion of
mixed schotis is far below tl average. In the Province of Entre
Rios there' is only one large town, and, besides, the sentiment in favor

* of coeducation. is very marked even in the town itself.' The detailed
statistics given below for Uruguay portray very accurately the pre-
vailing custom throughout Latin America. The table shows the
divisiim of schools into rural, first class (3 or 4 grades), second class
(4 or 5 graded), and third class (a comylece elementary scl(x)1). It \
also shows separately Montevideo (including city and Province) and
the entire Republic. Argentina, Costa Rica, anti some States of
Mexico are the only parts of Latin America that would give hatistics
more favorable for coeducation in public elementary schools.

65093-13---0

.
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'ttyti (len I it(t1 in I nay.

Schools
for

boys.

Schools Mixedfor sellouts.girls..

Montevideo.
Rural
First 011/1.1
Second class .....
Third class..

'I'ut al schools

rruguay (entire).
Rural
Find Hap.
Second _ .

Third .11188... .....

Total st.ttook

Total.

29 29
16 16

1

1 1

19

(")

19

aa4

662 7i.6

In regular secondary instruction there is no coeducation, except in
inre instances. The State maintains offe set. of limos for boys and
another for girls, although the course of study is practically the Sallie
in faith. Economic reasons may, however, bring about a change in
the policy. Already there are softie sigtis of innovation. A few high
schools in Argentina' admit both sexes, and in Costa Rica girls who
have completed the curriculum of the girls' high school, which is not
w extensive as that of the boys', may continue their studies in the

In some other places the wine °building is used forloth sexes,
but they are organized with different dos:4s, and even the hours aty
be daft:rent, die sex in the forenoon. °neither in the afternoon.

In the unieersities.The State universities ae'open to women, and
id this grade of education the oljkraditions and prejudices agailist
coeducation have broken down °Most everywhere. It is true that
women do not enroll in the schools 6f law and engineering, but they
are at liberty to do so if they choose. jn other faculties, however,
they are present, even in the most conservative countries, and in many
universities their number is very considerable. Wherever the faculty
of lej,Lers has been retained there will be found some women niatric-
'ileitis, and where this faculty..bas become, either in name or in fact,
a higher normal school the number of women students, has increased
from year to year, until now they constitute a decilive majority of
the entire enrollment. This is the situatiou at present at Santiago,
1}uenos Aires, and, La Plata, and so natural does appear, that it
has ceased to cause comment. It is, however, in the medical faculty
and in the related schools of pharmacy and dentistry that the pres-
ence of women is moat marked. The actual number in this depart-
ment exceeds that in the faculty oflettkrs, but the proportion is not
so great, since there is much larger enrollment of men. The history
ot the admiesi( n i the university has been much the
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same iu Spanish America as elsewhere. It was first a special privi-
lege. The complete secularization.of the universities prevented any
discrimination; the institution was legally open to all: The number .1b.
of women gradually increased. 'Their presence was at first a curi-
osity, but in time became a matter of indifference, and later an ac-
cepted fact. In its every phase' the movement was prompted by
economic motives only. There was no woman question involved. It
was not from adesire to share ireh's educition that the women came
to the 'wive y. Certain vocations were opened to {hem through

,s,)cia, and economic evolution, and they resorted to the university.
since it was the only institution that afforded the opportunities of
sufficient preparation.

Results.lt does not appear that the men students exhibited pro-
nounced aAimosity to the enrollment-of women in any of the uni-
versity departments, nor does the presence of the latter seem to Iiiive
given rise to special problems, eitfier academie or social. The com-
mon report is that the young women babe comported themselves with
dignity and maintained the most natural relations of comradeship
with their classmates. The same is true in bile few institutions of

.secondary education where coedueation exists. After the first year
of the experiment in the upper grades of the national high school of
Costa Rica, the principal reported that the/presence of the young
women, instead of injecting new problems into the discipline of the
school, had exercised a decidedly good effect.

An. ecutumtic nwventent.The large number of women students in
certain departments of the. universities is astonishing, considering
the long tradition and pronounced prejudice against coeducation in
general in Latin countries am.4 the comparative rarity of the practice
in higher elementary schools even to-day .in Latin America. It
should benotiCed that the movement is, in one respect, quite different
from that in North America. In the United States it is in:the col-
le4eiof liberal arts that the enrollment of women.has grown pro$1i-
giously.during the last generation. The motive on the part of floe
majority is a desire for a higher .general education without reference
to its application to any particular vociftion. In Latin America, on
-the other hand, it is the vocational departments that women have
invaded. They study to be teachers, physicians, pharmacists, or
dentists. If they were seeking a general literary education, they
would enroll in the faculty of social and political sciences, which i

offers more cultural studies than any other department of the uni-
versity, but this is precisely where none are fourid: Their present
in such large numbers in the faculty of letters and philosophy i
Santiago, Buenos Aires, and In the corresponding departmept
La Plata is .because they can there prepare for teaching.
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, case, as in the others, it is professional. not general. education that
they seek.

...

+

I a industrial St-hhols.The industrild schools a re 110W here coedu:--
r cational. The only exception is the Escuela de Educaci(in Fisoia of

Santiago, and this is *planted by the fact that it ,is ,practically
a normal k.,,chool, prl'paring teachers for physical culture. manual

dk
training. and household arts for the varions secondary.- normal. and

. industrial schools of the -nation. Even here the class and laboratory
instruction is. in the very nature of the st 'lilies, separate for the two

. 'sexes.
In commercial xclwalx.Curionsly enough, in commercial educa-

, lion, where one might expect more frequent instances of coeduca-
tion, it is not found exoept in Brazil, N vl le ro organized. public
commercial instruction basheen less developed than in nni:4 countries.
The school in Sao null() ant! one in 111(1 ter Janeiro admit both sexes.

eand the latter has a relatively large enrollment of women: An-
other exception_is the commercial section of the high .school of Sail

.. Jostc, in Costa Rica: but the reason for the introduCtion of coeduca-
tion there was purely economic. The city is riot large enough to war-
rat separate schools, with the additional expenst. of-installation and
equipment. . .,

(..'wdowatiou ill- 1101772111 8010(118.-111 1101111111 ediatiOn, except in
4the higher normal schools, as mentioned altove,, the sexes are usually
educated and trained 'in separate institutions. Since normal Schools
are most often State boarding .schools. coeducation is less feasible
than in. other institutions. Even in comitries wheKe the normal is a
day school only. the general custom is to proiide separate imstitu-
tions for the sexes. Ifowever, the school of Itirit e Janeiro is coedu-
cational, and the Sao Paulo normal school has an evening course
for young men., The single normal sehoosl as yet established in
Bolivia, and locatei in tbeinicient and conservative city of Sucre,
is also coedutational

. In Argentina the normal schools of the capit and larger proin-
.cial cities arefor one se( only. Of the more th I 60 normal schools
supported by the Argentina National Government, 4 are for women
and 34 for botl sexes. There is no doubt that the coeducational
normal schools ;in he PrIwits.es are thoroughly succes4lid, and in the
towns in which they are located public sentiment.is decidedly in their
favor. Their establishment was due partly to reasons of publice,

..
economy and partly to the preponderating influence of North MULTI-_. cans in this branch of publicinstruction at the time of its introdmi- ,--
tion.. But it notwithstanding its original impetus and its continued
success where tried, the policy of coeducation in Argentina normal
schools does- not seem to have 'gained force. The two types will

AO
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doubtless continue in much the,;same relative number as at present.
it'llte capital and larger cities are not likely to. be soon won over to
the coeducational normal school, especially segregation is the
rule in other forms of secondary instruction. IIoweser. the prey -
once of young ylaiutti in tilt. universities kitil in the higher normal
school of Iitienos .kires may in time affect the general-sentiment on
this subject even in the large centers. At all events the v0(411'1(11-
timid normal schools in the Pro\ ince, lutve promoted the practice

of coetl.pcation in elementary school,a practice nmeh 1111111 11)1111111ln

in .krgentina titan in other 11,atiti-.ktnerivati countries.
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CHAPTER XV.

ANCIENT LANGUAGES.

In general it may be stated that the study of ancient languages in
Spanish America has been eliminated. The few exceptions, which
will be considered later, do no more than. emphasize the rule. At
prst thought it is a subject of wonder that nations whose common
"speech is descended in direct and unmixed line from the Latin. the
great learned language of Europe during so many centuries, should
have relinquished this together with the remote classic tongues of
annquity.- One would suppose that racial pride, to say nothing of
philological reasons, would have constrained the Neo-Latins of the
New World to retain tke subject very generally, and even to foster it.
more jealously than is done by Anglo-Saxon and Gerthanic nations.
School tradition, too, should have aided the cau f Latin, to say
nothing of Greek. Custom is almost as dominating n the school as
in law and religion, and Iberian tradition was and ontinues to be
strong in favor of the retention of the ancient cla. steal languages.
But notwithstanding reasons of kinship of speech, pride of race, and
scholastic tradition, Latin. as well as Greek, has almost wholly dis-
appeared from the curricula of- South and Central American educa-
tional institutions.

One reason for the elimination of Latin is neither hard to find nor
difficult to state. It is the antagonism, either open or latent, which
exists almost everywhere between state and church. So self-explana-
toy is this reason that every intelligent Latin-American, when itsked
why Latin has been discarded in the schoorsimnjiately and un-
hesitatingly offers this obvious explanation. Others there are, but
this one is so patent that it is apparent to all.

Up to the time of theft independence, Latin-American countries
relied entirely on the church for the establishment and maintenance
of Seim's. The local priest had oversight of the primary school, if
there was one. Religious orders maintained institutions of secondary
grade. and the colonial universities all owed their foundation to the
church. In the struggle for independence,the clergy very generally
favored-The cottties, for it was not Spain the Catholic against which
they first rebelled, but against Spain, the subject of Napoleon; the
man who had despoiled the churcl and virtually imprisoned the
Pope. The formation of the independent republics did not at first

. 182411k
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change the, status of education. During the first decades of the new
era the religious orders continued in charge of schOols, high and
low, to the entire satisfacjion of all concerned. The State willingly
granted subsidies for their improvement and extension. But during
the latter half of the nineteenth century conditions changed. The
idea of secular elucation, which should be free to all and required of
all developed in,Lafin America, as it had slowly developed in Latin
Europe. Education by the state, for- the state, without reference
to the ecclesiastical organization or to specific religious instruction.
was abhorrent to the tenets of the church, and it resisted to the full
extent of its power, but in America, as in Europe, the state triumphed.
Public secular primary schools were first established, then high
schools, and the 'universities also were in time wholly secularized.
This struggle long continued alienated and embittered the two
powers, and the doctrine of complete separation of church and state
gained added force. It is 'a bit fantastic that the animosity should
be reflected in school curriVla, but suchrproved to be, the outcome.
Since the state had undertaken public instruction, it must perforce
make its schools popular. The church schools had remained classical
an rvative. The state, in contrast, made its schools scientific
a d practical. Latin was the central. all-pervading feature of eccle-
siastical education. In order to discredit this education, the study
of Latin was decried. Latin was the officiallimnguage of the church;
to teach it in the secular school was almost like teaching an- ecclesi-
astical subject. Again, if Latin were recognized as an important
study. the state educator could not compete with the clerical, since
the best Latinists were the clergy themselves and the members of the
religious teaching orders, and to admit them into the secular teaching
corps and to give Latin its pristine position in tile role of education
would be but .to transform the new secular system into time old
ecclesiastical school.

The outcokie of the struggle was the entire elimination of Latin
from State-Mpported and subsidized schools, and when was no
longer required, or even." credited," for the baccalaureatea State-
conferred degtititit naturally disappeared from the private schools
as well. Latin is not included in the curricula of secondary. schools,
much less iti primary, in any of the following countries: Argentina,
BoliviteChile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecimador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, and Uru-
guay. Haiti and Colombia maintain two classes of secondary
schools, the classical and the modern. In his lest port the minister
of public instruction of Colombia, although agreeing to the reten-
tion of the classical school, urges the further development of the
modern. Some Venezuelan high se cools offer courses in Latin, but
the studies are elementagy, embracing only the rudiments of the
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grammak and simple translation. In some countries it is positively
forbidden by law to teach the subject in schools., Exception is always
made of the xenthunio8 for the.education of priests. ite disappear-
ance of the classic language was not always effected without a con-
test. Aside from the clerical influence many educators trained under
the old system recognized the value of the subject in any scheme
of education and fought valiantly for its retention. Some' States
wavered in their policy; under one regime it was abolished; under
another, restored; only to be cast out again when its opponents
returned to power. Argentina fluctuated many years in her policy:
Uruguay but recently discilided the subject.

In the universities there may be, and usually are, courses of lec-
tures on the history of classic literatures, but these arc given in the
mother tongue and (I() not presuppose the reading of these literatures
in the original by the students. In" the Institute Pedagogic° of
Chile, which, as stated above, is the only section of the faculty of
letters yet organized, an elementary course of three years in Latin
is required of those preparing to teach Spanish and French ; but
even here Latin is not taught for the sake of Latin, but as a suitable
backgriound for the scientific study of Spanish or French grammar.
The same arrangement obtains in the faculty of philosophy in the
University of Buenos Aires, which is aiso in fact, although not in

'name, a higher normal school: Elementary courses in Greek are also
offered in the University of Buenos Aires.

In many institutions educators recognize the very great value of
Latin in any extended study of Spanish, especially for future teach-
ers of the mother tongues and some attempt to evade the school reg-
ulation by introducing a short course in linguistics," which in
practice becomes a study of word formation and the morphology of
Latin. But.thel studies are only primary; even those in the higher
normal schooK tire exceedingly elementary and confined to small
groups of students, so that the opening statement of this chapter
that instruction in Latin had generally disappeared in Spanish
America remains nevertheless true.

A reason other than the clerical has militated against Latina
reason interwoven to a certain extent with the question of church
and more difficult both of appreciation and expression, but none the
less potent. The Spanish American has great admiration for and
faith in the efficady of all things modern. When he has applied to
any object or idea the epithet of moderno,he has expressed the high-
est possible appreciat ion. The latest ideas in philosophy, in sociology,
in educatioh. find nowhere more ready and earnest disciples than in
South America. This trait of character, joined with his confidence
in the power of education to reform undesirable conditions and to
advance the material and social status of the nations, makes hat

r.
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seek earnestly the most advanced theories. To him Latin was an an-
tique, like the fine old massive furniture of his colonial ancestors
which he is prone to discard in favor of the lighter and newer styles.
IVestern Europe was developing certain types of education in which
the classics were replaced by scientific studies. The Spanish-Amer-
ican argues that the school must regenerate the nation. advance civil-
ization. develop the material resources of the country. and bring it
into touch with its most progressive neighbors. In order to per-
form this mission, it must use the most effective means. In this
utilitarian theory Latin could not compete with sciences and modern
languages. and it was forced to the wall.

The Portuguese branch of Latin America presents a notable excep-
t ion in its treatment of the classics. In the Brazilian secondary school
currieplum. linguistic and humanistic subjects are prominent. am)
both Latin and Greek find a place. There is no election in the course
and no alternate line of study; all pupils conform to the same cur-
riculum and study the classiCs regardless of their inclination or pur-
pose in life. To he sure t he course is not extensive, only five hours
per week of Latin and three of Greek in the last two years, but it
must not he forgotten that iumpil to whom Portuguese is the mother
tongue is capable of acquitting a considerable facility in Latin in a
relatively short time. This course of study is not confined to the few
principal city high schools of Brazil, but is found also in the smaller
towns, since the law prior to 1911 set a standard and required all
rolegiox to conform to the model of the large school at Rio de 'Janeiro
in order to confer the degree of harharel. No provision is made for
advanced study of the classics outside the theological seminaries since,
as noted in the chapter treating of universities, there exists hi Brazil
no faculties of philosophy and letters.



CHAPTER XVI.

MODERN LANGUAGES.

In Latin-American schools a very large and honorable place is
accorded to the study of modern foreign languages. In Guatemala
and Mexioq such study is even introduced into the elementary grades.
Fortunately this practice is exceptional. It is in the secondary and
special schools that modern languages receive an attention that in
comparison with North,American practices seems excessive.

In secondary education.In the regular secondary school (lkeo or
tolegio) two languages are always taught, running usually through
three or four years. Often a third is introduced in the last years.
The following table conveys at a glance the languages offered in
secondary schools in certain representative countries and the time
given to each. The curriculun4 is uniform for all pupils, no election
being permitted.

Modern lanougorR in ?rem:Hu:aril xrhoolx.

Countrice. 1.n II gu age:4,
Number

of
years.

Average
hourt, i we'

week.

Argentina_ French 4
lEuglish )
Italian 2

Chile French_ 6
English or fierman

Brazil_ French 3
English 4 .1

Italian or German 2
Peru French and 4 A

Costa Rica English A 4
French 4 3

'Panama Eugitali _
French. 4

In the university. In the university proper po practical linguistic
instruction is offered save in the teachers' colleges. The few facul-
ties of letters that subsist may give lecture courses on the history
and appreciation o modern literatures, but no lessons in the lan-
guages themselves. In the professional schools, however, especially
in medicine and engineering, many of the texts used are in. French
or English. On account of the ease with which a Neo-Latin can
read French, that language is preferred, and in medicine, pharmacy,
mathematics, and tgeneral science the texts are almost wholly in
French. The libraries in medical, scientific, and even ifi law schools
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contain more works in French than in all other languages combined.
The utility of American and English treatises on subjects of practical
engineering is everywhere recognized, and while many are used for
reference few are adopted as texts. German is little studied, except
in parts of Chile and in the German colonies of Brazil. German
scholarship is appreciated, but only a small minority can profit by it
at first-hand, and texts in`,Cermati could very rarely be used. The
very general use of French texts in the professional schools is a
practical continuatiorrof that language in the university. The same
is true of English, but to an extent much less.

Ira, normal schools. The important position of modern languages
in the regular secondary schools of Latin America is not so surpris-
ing when one remembers that Latinand Greek have been practically
eliminated. Their prominence, however, in special schools is equally
marked and is in direct contrast with North American practices.
Foreign languages find no place in the ordinary American industrial
or normal school. Even in commercial high schools they are not em-
phasized and are often taught in an impractical manner. In similar
schools in Latin America these studies occupy a post of honor. In
Chile the primary normal schools require one foreign language
throughout the entire course of five years; in Argentina, one for three
years, and in the supplementary course for preparing tethers of the

IFnormal school self a second foreign tongue for two years; in Costa
Rica, one for tve years, another for four; in Braid, three years of
French, but in addition two or three years are required for entrance;
in Guatemala, four years each of two languages; in Panama, Eng-
lish five years, French four years; in Salvador. two years each Of two
languages. In other countries the amount of time given to this sub-
ject in proportion to the entire normal course is much the same.

In other arhookThe industrial schools of Argentina require two
years of a foreign language. In the Esenela de Artes y Oficios of
Santiago de Chile English is required throughout three years. The
same is true of the school at Lima. In the industrial school of
Bogota both French and English are studied, but for a year only.
At Mexico City the national industrial school, in a three-year course,
requires either French or English during two Years. Even some
of the elementary schools of agriculture (Lux eaeuelaa practicas de
agrioultura) include in their curriculum II class in French.

In commercial srhooli.In commercial schools the central studies
are foreign languages, English, French, and German, whose im,
portance is in the order named. In some few localities, as a result of
local conditions, Italian is also taught. It matters not whether the
institutioN.be a distinct separate commercial school or simply a b11817
miss section in the high school, the emphasis laid on the practical ac-
quisition 9f foreign tongues is all-important. For example, in the
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commercial section in the Costa Rican national high school English
is carried throughout the entire course of five rears, with an average
of more than four hours per week. and French four years, with an
average of three hours per week.. In the Business College of Sam
Paulo, English and French are required in three years of the four.
and in the higher supplementary course of two years elementary
courses are given in German. Italian. and Spanish. In the regular
course of the higher Argentina commercial schools, six hours per
week throughout the entire course of five rears are devoted to foreign
language study. English, French, and either Italian or German. In
the commercial schools of Chile English is required for four years
to the extent of six hours per week, and either French or German
for three years with four recitations per week.,

As can be observed from the data given in the preceding para-
graph's, the two most widely studied foreign languages in Latin
America are French and English. In the south, French is given by
far the greater praninence, while in the emelt ries that surround the
Caribbean Sea English is predomittant.' In commercial studies Eng-
lish is everywhere recognized as the more valuable. German and
Callan have been introduced only in localities where, immigmktion
from those countries has been considerable, and their presencejsidue
more to political than to other notices.

Recmotor for fomigh-lanyua!le xtody.The reasons foi the unusual
importance given to modern foreign-language study are many and
varied. One is the tradition in favor of so-called cultural studies, a
tradition strong and steadfast in Latin countries. Linguistic studies
are humanistic. They appeal strongly to the Latin mind. Language
and literature, together with history. philosophy, and logic, were the
central features of the old education which was brOught front Europe
by the first settlers, and they have retained their privileged position
largely through the force of tradition. The classics disappeared from
causes largely extraneous to educational philosophy. and it wits but
natural that the modern tongues should till the breach. French owes
its preeminent place in part to the fact that it is a sister langnage,and
easy to acquire. It was also the universal cultured speech at the
epoch when the Spanish colonies broke away from the mother coun-
try. and Latin America has ever since considoretlFrance tie leader
in Europe, not only in literature and art but also in philosophy and
social sciences, and in the battle for civil and religions freedom.
English has come with increased commercial relations, and more
especially in the countries around the Caribbean on account of their
proximity to English America.

Another reason for the emphasis put upon fordign language in the
schools is entirely utilitarian. It is the dei,e of Latin America to
get into closer contact with the world and to give to its children the

4
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advantages that are enjoyed he most progressive nations. Spain
is not regarded by her former c es as a great world power. or the
Spanish language as one of the g ak orld speeches. French and
English enjoy that distinction. the orme on account of its ptist
history and the present prominent o e pied by France in let-
ters. arts. progressive thought. and European politics; the latter
because of its wide diffusion, and the eve -increasing importance of
Anglo-. Saxon industry and commerce. German does not commend
itself so strongly because it lackS the historic element of French
and the diffusion of English. The Latin American feels that the
world's great store of knowledge is embedded in languages other than

is own.
In order to become modern, to increase his material promierity, to

give to histOmerica the importance in the world that its extent Of

territory and its material resources warrant, he must perforce ac-
Auire the languages of progressive peoples and learn through them

.the secrets of progress and peosperity. Whether it be in medicine, in
engineering, in pedagogy, in industry, or in the more abstruse sci-
eltees of sociology, pOlitics, or theology, he does not feel that he has
the most accepted theory or the most exact knowledge unless it bears
the (rude -mark of a foreign idiom. Secondary-school programs are
therefore crowded with modern languages in order that the student
may use foreif,rn texts in his professional studies, or even in the high
'school itself. The primary normal schools include the study of at
least one foreign tongue, in order that the teacher may have access
to foreign pedagogical treatises and periodicals. and thus know the
latest and best educaticutl methods of the progressive nations, ;. in
the commercial schil unusual emphasis is laid on the acquisition
of foreign tongues, not only for the mere sake of intercourse in busi-

f Hess relations, but also frinn the conviction that the knowledge of
these tongues will bring increased commercial ability; even the

student in the practical industrial and agricultural. institutes is
thought to be hampered unless he knows the language of at least

one nation that, has made noted progress in the arts, manufactures,
and agrarian pursuits.

Method of inxtrueliofi. The manner of teaching foreign. languages
in Latin America and;te extent of the instruction are worthy of

remark. The direct method is universally employed, although varia-
tions in its application are numerous. The teacher can always
speak the language with more or less fluency ankexactness, and class-
room instruction is given principally in the language studied. Prac-
tically all work is done in class in these subjects, as in fact in many
others. Since the recitation schedule (*Mains a large number of
hours, as is the practice in Europe, little private study is done by
the pupil, and what little he does is not new work but 'merely a
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review and development of the theme presented in class. In the
earlier lessons in foretto language, objects. mural charts,.an ic-
tures are much used, and many schools possess an admirable equip-
ment of this sort of apparatus. Formal granunar is not neglected,
but in conformity with the philosophy of the cdirect method is pre-
sented in an inductive manner*. Much repetition is used. The exer-
cises are kept for a Long time in the simQest forms, and reading

mtexts are of the most elementary charactec. The study is more than
practical; it is entirely utilitarian. Literature is not taught either
systematically or incidentally extvpt in the Universities. The three,
four, five, or even six years that may be devoted to a language in
the secondary or. special schools are spent exclusively upon.the lan-
guage itself. What little reading is done is done not as literature
but Ss a linguistic study. The result is that the average student has
a good practical conunlind of foreign languages. Ile has missed,
however, a. rare opportunity for cultural. study through a wide read-
ing of the literatures, and this could be attained without sacrificing
the practical aim.

'1MP



CHAPTER XVII.

SCHOOL TEXTS.

Reference has already been made to this subject in comtection with
foreign languages, but only in so far list it applied to higher and
special education. The topic presents. however, in Latin America
other phases that deserve consideration. It is not only in advanced
studies that the want of good texts io felt. The elementary schools
also in some countries are very inadequately provided with these
common means of instruction, and even the most progreSsive tuitions
will admit that there is much room for irnprovenient. A good text
is a decided aidnay. moreall incentive to good method, and. on
the other hand, methods are commonly reflected ing the texts:

inimoxity to textx.When Spanish America began her aggressive
campaign in favor of education, the teats eommonly in use were
antiquated. Moreover, the old iwdagogy encouraged the mnemonic
habit. Children did little more than memorize the text and repeat
the contents in parrot fashion. In the revulsion against this unpeda-
gogic method, texts were largely abolished. Oral teaching came
into vogue. The tekcher developed the theme and dictated. The
pupil listened and took notes or rather copie414;ae.rbatin.i the dictation.
Such a method was employed not only in t des, but in the high,
normal,kand special schools. The lecture method has always been
customary in professional schools. The abolition of texts did not
overcomes the habit of mnemonic recitation, wkigh was the fault of
the teaching acid not of the text. The pupil simply reproduced the
dictated words instead of the printed words. In time the use of text-
books was in a measure restored, but a certain distrust of them per-
sisted and their. qulity was not always what might. be desired. At
present conditions vary enormously. The difficulty of the problem is
not appreciated at first glance. It is not simply a question of peda-
gogy or school,management. Political, geographical. and historical
considerations are involved in the problem. Spanish America iligot
one unit. On the contrary, it is broken up into 20 different units,
widely separated as regards distance and. more widely still as regards
intercommunication. Difference- of climate and local conditions are
also important elements. National rivalries and animosities. are
other causes of l'aolation. To a great extent, and certainly to a
greater extent then is imagined in North America, each State has led
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a. separate existence. - All have lieeti .separated front., the mother
conntry on account of their remoteness, Jack of communication, and
want of mutual sympathy. All halve been aided in their materinl
advancement by foreign capital energy, but in those intellectual
matters that concern the motheriongue each nation has been forced
to march alone. All this has constituted a serious handicap in the
!miner of school texts.

If the entire Spanish- speaking world with its seventy.live
of inhabitants formed an intellectual unit. it would provide a Public
that would appeal to talent and to the publishing industries. If even
the Spanish)1merican countries, with their awe than lifty millions,
formed such a unit:the incentic: would be all yoverful. The prep-
aration of texts is a prosaic affair. and both author and publisher
look to the pecuniary profits that are likely to Weenie. A small public
means, under the very best conditions, it small circulation and an
increased cost of publication. The .former deter; the author and
publisher, mind the latter is it disadvantage. to the public. -Even the
largest of the Spanish-American Republics contains a relatively
small population, and as education is not nearly unix ersal in any the
circulation of a primary school text. even in the most favored coun-
tries, is necessarily limited. Texts for secondary, normal, industrial,
and professional schools suffer still more restricted circulation. since
the numbers decrease as the grade of instruction rise's

41,
Little wonder,

then, that foreign texts play such an important mile in higher
education, and are even found in the secondary schools.

Arteeded reformAAnother method, boivever, would be an -easier,
more logical, more rapid, and more patriotic solution of the difficulty,
viz, an intellectual union, not official, but based entirely on intel-
lectual sympathy, between the various Spanish-speaking communi-
ties. Such a movement will come sooner or later. Already there are)
signs of its advent. Recent years have witnessed a decided rapproche-
ment betiVeen Spain and the Spanish Republics: The intellectuidlife
of the two braiiches of the Spanish family has everything to gain in'
tlis tendency, and the schools would be among the first to profit.
The softening of national asperities in Spanish America, the Idvatiee
in means of rapid intercommunication, and the remarkable enthusi-
asm in favor b education, now so -noticeable in, almost. all nations,
will umfoubtedly lkning abont,0 ciimmunity of interest in intellectual
matters. Intefnational scientific and,pedagogical congresses are signs
of a 'Tv era. The Pan-American association of university students,
nut,/ i4 its fourth year, is another indication of the same tendency.
Government commission and self-constituted delegations of teachers
are visiting and studying the -schools of adjoining countries. State
scholarships are granted by some nations for study in other States
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that enjoy a reputation for more modern school facilities and methods.
As the schoolmen of )canish. America come to know each other
better and learn what its being accomplished in sister Republics au
edition of a textbook will not be. confined to a single country, as is
the case at present, and the demand' for secondary and university
texts will be so extended that publishers will either call for original
yorks or encourage the translation into Spanish of the best foreign
texts. Undoubtedly there are two serious obstacles to an early con-
summation of this ogram : First, the bitter hostility existing be-
tween some countries on account of acute boundary disputes; second,
thy fact that the most progressive nations in matters of general edu-
cation are at the two extremities of the long stretch of Spanish -
speaking territory that extends from the islands and the Ito Grande
on the north toCape Horn. However, several boundary disputes 'as
threatening as any that remain hi. -e been settled amicably in recent
years; more accurate geographical knowledge will make sonic
easier of solution; mind the nations are learning that the surest ag-
grandizement will come through internal development and the uni-
versal .education of their population. Intercomnlinication will
become more frequent as it becomes more rapid, and it will be easier
for the leading .States to exercise a beneficent influence over a wider
territory.

65003 - -13---10
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CHAPTER XVIII.

STUDENT SOCIETIES.

There 'is nothing in the Latin-American university resembling the
Greek-letter societies. Student life is thoroughly democratic, like
student life in European universities. There 'are, however, one or
more societies in every institution. Usually there is one in each
faculty, and the membership is limited to students of tills one depart-
ment. This was the first form of student association. Later came
the feileaution of the departmental societies into a University Union
(Federaciiin ITniversitaia, or .1sociacion Gen'eral de Estudiantes).
If there is more.than one university center- in a country, this otgani-o
nation may in its turn Iv federated with others, thus forming' a
broader union that comprises all the student associations of the
nation. To complete the series, there was organized a few years
since the American Stm lebt League (Liga de EstudiantesoArneri-
anos), which is international and is intended to embrace all uni-
versity unions of all the Americas. In addition to its services in
educational matters this supreme international federation promises
to become an effective agency in the promotion of intermit ional pence
and nullity.

Tea return to the Neal societies which form -the groundwork ot
the system, it is interesting to trace the development of their ideals.
The original motive for organization within each department was
very often the desire to present a united opposition to the faculity
in case professors proposed regulations that seemed to the stud its

onerous. Student strikes have not been infrequent in some.' stitu-.
lions, and to insure their success a permanent stmlent4mion wai
almost a necessity. But the movement was destined to develop nobler
aims. The society soon *nine a semiprofessional association. The
law_ society interested itself in legal questiqns, or the conditions of
the practice of law; the medical society in questions Of public hy-
giene, etc. This brought the societies into cooperation with the
respective faculties, instead of fostering an attitude of opposition.
Professors were invited to address the society, or a public meeting
organized by the'societ,ion questions of general interest.

Other aims were developed, to enlist the activities of the societies,
tftich as reduction of cot of student supplies, improveMent in the
000411 conditions of student life, better lodging and food, and
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conveniences for social fellowship. The urAersitv authorities
granted th enter societies rooms in the building, which be-
came st ent headquarters and in which formal meetings were held.

e universities the societies have developed altruistic tenden-
c es and are trying to be of real service to the community. The most
common manifestation of this policy is the organization of series of
public lectures on social and economic questions. The societies in the
University of Chile organize night schools for workingmen, conduct
a propaiganda against alcoholism and tuberculosis, and aid in other
reforms. The Latin-American student is characteristically idealistic,
and it is easy to enlist his support in all mesuires for the betterment
of society.

The University Union ma? a on a larger scale what is done by
the departmental societies, but its chief purpose is to develop stu-
dent solidarity and to provide a student center. Any student in
the institution is eligible for membership and entitled to all the
privileges of the association. Students in other professional schools
and boys from the high school above a certain age may also become
members. Nearly every university has a student clubhouse or at least
a suite of rooms. In a very few instances the house is the property of
the association, but usually the quarters are rented. The club (mi-
tt.° universitario) contains the offices of the associktion, a modest
lunch room, reading room,, and library, an amusement room, perhaps

small gymnasium,. and an assembly room large enough for public
lectures. The association w.always publishes a student paper, weekly
fortnightly. or monthly, which however. bears little resemblance to
an American college paper; It is not a newspaper, but a serious
journal, containing literary and scientific articles, the contributions
of both students and professors. In the University of Buenos Aires,
where the departmental societies overshadow the Uniersity Union,
each society puhlishes its own journal. \%9th its common meeting
place, its publicati .-and its other activities the University Center
constitutes an Be tient element in student life.' It exercises, more-
over, influenceover, an t nfluence on the university itself. The union, or
time depitrtn al 'Societies, do not hesitate to discuss university
policies, u to propose plans for the betterment. of the institution.
'hose proposals may refer to.the curriculum or to method of instruc-
tion, as well as to material matters. It may be that the freedom with
which the societies undertake such subjects is due to the fact that
the Latin-American professor is not a teacher by profession, and that.
the student considers his own judgment in matters institutional as
good as that of the instructor. The fact that the university is com-
posed almost entirely of professional schools may also explain the
prevalence of student interference. Whatever the reason, a student
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society experiences no sense of embarrassment, and sees nothing in-
appropriate in recommending changes of curriculum or advocating -

policies that in a North American university would be reseed ex-
clusively for the faculty and trustees. Nor do professors resent this
attitude. The university spirit resembles that of the early medieval
universitiEs, When teachers and students formed one body.

The final step in the student association movement was taken in
1908 when a federation was formed of all the associations in Latin
America. In response to an invitation from the society in Uruguay, .

delegates from many universities assembled in Montevideo for the
first student congress. The meeting was such a success, and a union

- of students from 4iff rent nations appeared so desirable, that an in-
ternational organization was effected and a constitution framed.
Delegates were presen from Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil, Chile. Guate-
mala, Paraguay, Peru, and ITruguay. The statutes of the league

r make every- general student society eligible for membership, whet
1".s. fronL*outh. Central, or North America. Besides the general merilP

!

ings, the congress held departmental meetings under the following
divisions: Law, medicine, engineering and architecture, agriculture

1 and zootechnics. commerce. and secondary studies. Among the
general topics discussed were: State and private universities. exami-
nations and exemption from eX2111111111I ion. specialization and general-
ization, uniformity of courses and degrees in American unis.ersities,
student participation in university administration, athletics. scholar-
ships, etc. . ,

The league resolved to hold biennial congresses. The second met
at Buenos Aires in 1910 and the third at Lima in 1912. t-
ing at Buenos Aires took a further step in perfecting a t emotional
organization by creating a permanent central bureau which is to keel
in touch with all local associations. maintain I library of student'
publications, p'reserve the official records of the league, and arrange
the program and other details of the biennial congresses. The bureau

-- was established at Montevideo under the immediate auspices of the
Uruguayan- association, but the expense of ,,its maintenance is to be
distributed among the various societies. The importance of the
league and its central bureau in promoting intellectual sympathies
throughout the wide area of Latin-Nmerica can scarcely be over-
estimated. A uniott of effort in educational affairs is-certain to have
an influence on political relations, and international friendships will
be established between many young men who in the' course of time will
occupy high positions in theirs respective countries. Students who
are promoting the league are not unmindful of the general good re-
sults that may follow, as is shown by the watchword of the con-

4resses that have already been held: "The illusions of to-day will be
the- realitiei of to- morrow."

.
.

, .
4
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The general league is not rhe only manifestation of international
student associations. The University of Bogota, in 1910, called a con-
gress of students from the three republics that flamed the ancient
confederacy. of Bolivar, namely. Colombia, Ecuador. and Venezuela ;
and in 1911, on the occasion of the centennial of Venezuela, the Uni-
versity of Caracas called a similar congress. Both meetings were
eminently successful and it is propiised to continue the association.
The'universities of Central America have also held a student conven-
tion at Tegucigalpa. These three leagues correspond to the three
grand.geographical divisions of Latin-America. and each can do
much good in its own field. However, the general r social ion formed
in the south will c(anprise the others and exert the greatest influence.

4-

or,
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Academic honors. universities. 24.
Academies, organization and function,

Agricultural colleges, 105-110; admission
requirements, 108; courses of study,
108-109; dissimilarities in organiza-
tion, 117-118; expenditures, 106.

Agricultural education, 91-92, 104-1l4;
career, 110.

Agricultural schools, IndiSer113-114;
normal, 114; physical equipment, 111;
practical, 111-113; primary, 110.

Alb..rdi School. Argentina, work, 91 -92.
American Student League, 144.
Argentina, agricultural normal scletol.

114; annual budget, 41; coeducation,
127; commercial education, 98-99; for-
eign language training [school, 91;
higher education, 12, 18; higher normal
school, 87-88: industrial ochooLs, 119-
121; 4,,w slwol, 17; medical schools,
number, 53, 56-57; national normal
schools, course of study, 72; practical
R.11001 of agriculture, curriculum, 112-
113; rural schools, 91-92; students en-
rolled in universities, 21; teachers' col-
lege, 80-91.

.1rgentina, University of, preparatory
schools, 35.

Arequipa, University of, founded, 12 -13.
B.

medical school, 13, 40, 57.
Bar associations, relations existitg be-

tween the law schools, 40.
Bogota, founding of colonial university, 11.
Bogota, University of, faculties, 67.
Bolivia, agricultural college, 106; com-

mercial education 99; law schools, 16;
medical schools, 53, 57; professional
schools, 17.

Brazil, agricultural colleges, 105; com-
mercial education, 100-101; dental
schools, 57; educational progress, 15;
engineering' schools, 16, 61; enrollment
of law and medical students, 21; indus-
trial schools, unique typo, 124-125; law
faculties, salaries, 43; medical schools,
number, 53; professional schools, 13,
15-18.

Budgets and salaries, 41-44.
Buenos Aires, coeducation, 127; college

of agriculture, 105; engineering schOol,,
hours of instruction per week; 64; in-
dustrial school, 121-122; medical li-
brary, 58; medical school, 14, 39,
normal schools, teachers' salaries, . .

Buenos Aires (Province), coeducation,
127.

Buenos Aires, University of, annual
budget, 42; curriculum of law. 46-.47;
departmental societies, 145; engineer-
ing school; 62; enrollment. 21; organ-
ized, 12; profossors' salaries. 4:1; teach-
ers' college. 89-911.

Buildings, normal fleilthilS. t1) -8I; univer-
ttities. 38-10.

C.

Caracas, founding of colonial university,
11; medical school, 14.

Catholic University of Chile, work. 67-68.
Central America, law schools, 16; profes-

sional education, 16.
Chile, coeducation. 127; commercial edu-

cation. 95-97; curricula of medical
sclools, 56; discussion regarding junior
university. 36; engineering schools, 61;
high standard of medical profession,
59; industrial schools. 117-119, 123-124;
medical schools, duration of studies,
55-57; medical vacation schools, 59; na-
tional normal schools. course of study,
72; normal. schools, teachers' salaries,
77; nurses' training school, 57; practi-
cal school of agriculture, curriculum,
112-113; students enrolled in national
university, 21.

Chile. University of, annual budget, 92.
Chi n Normal College. history, 84.."

arch, The, and colonial universities.12.
hurch schools, commercial education,
102.

Civil engineering, curricula of three
schools. 83-64.

Coeducation, statue in Latin America, 85,
126-131.

Colegio de Nuostra &mit del Rosario,
work, 66 -87.

Colegio del Rosario, work, 67.
149.
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Colombia, agricultural college, 105; com-
mercial education, 101; higher educe=
Lion, 12; medical schools, number, 53;
national normal schools, course of study.
73.

Commercial education, 94-103; Argen-
tina, 98-99; Bolivia, 99; Brazil, 100-
101; Chilean system and curriculum.
95-97; church schools, 102;
101; different systems, 95; general
status, 103; Mexico, 101; Peru, 101; pri-
vate colleges, 102; Uruguay 99.

Commercial schools, and . coeducation,
130; modern languages, 137-138.

Commercial studies, high schools, 102.
Conloba, 4.ngititTritig sclitsa, curriculum,

63-64; founding of colonial university,
11.

Conloba, University of, professors' sala-
ries, 43.

Costa Rica, coeducation, 127.
Courses of study, agricultural colleges,

108-109; commerce, 95-99; engineering
schools, 63-64; industrial schools, 118-
119; law schools, 46-47, 49-50, 52; nor-
mal schools, 71-72, 85; practical schools
of agriculture, 112-113; representative
medical schools, 56.

Cuzco, founding of colonial university, 11.
Cuzco, tUniversity of, profesors' sala-,

ries,
D.

Degrees, universities, 23-24.
Dentistry, schools, 57.

K.

Ecuador, annual budget, 41; coeduca-
tion, 127; law schools, advisability of
closing considered, 46; medical schools,
53, 57; plurality of universities, 17.

Elementary industrial schools, 116.
Engineering, education, 19.
Engineering schools, buildings, 39; class

and laAoratory work, 64; curricula,
63-64; difficulties, 60-61; enrollment,
65; material equipment, 61-62; organi-
zation, 62-63; progress, 115. See also
under names of countries and cities. a

Enrollment, students, 21-22, 42.
Escola Polytechnics, Brazil, organiza-

tion, 18.
&duel& de- Educed% Fisica (Chile),

manifold activities, 123-124.

Escuela Superior de Comercio (Santiago,
Chile), description, 97.

Examinations, normal schools, 74-75;
university, 23-24.

Expksee, students, 42.
F.

Faculties, university, 4.'2-23.
Foreign-language training school, Argen-

tina, 91.
a.

Girls, preparatory schools, 35-36.
Girls High School, Costa Rica, normal

course, 71.
'Guatemala, coeducation, 127; founding

of colonial university, 11; medical
school, 14.

Guatemala, University of, separate facul-
ties, 33.

Guayaquil, University uf, number of Mtn-
dents and professors, 42; professors'
salaries, 43.

H.

Habana, engineering school, curriculum.
63-64; founding of colonial university,
11.

Higher education, exceesiye cost, 42.
See also Universities.

High schools, commercial studies, 101-
102. See also Secondary schools.

Honduras, law school, further matricula-
tion forbidden, 46.

I losp ital facilities, schools of medicine. 55.

Indian schools, agriculture, 113-114.
Industrial education, 115-125; pi, gress,

115.

Industrial schools, buildings, 121; cur-
ricula, 118-120; elementary, 116; mod-
ern languages, 137; not cpeducational,
130; patronage,..123; tuition fees and
scholarships, 120-121; .women, 122.

Institute Agricola (Chile), establishment,
105.

Institute Nacional del Profesorado Se-
cundario (Argentina), curriculum, 88-
89; equipment, 89: establishment, 87.

Instituto Pedagogico (Chile), building
and equipment, 88-87; general plan, 85.

3.

Junior university, Chile, 36; Uruguay,
38-87.

Jurisprudence. See Law.
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Laboratories, normal schools. 83.
Laboratory work, better training de-

manded, 59.
La Escuela Normal de Lenguas Vivas

(Argentina), work, 91.
Languages, ancient, study eliminated.

132-135; modern. study, 136-140.
La Paz, medical school, building, 39-40.
Is Plata, University of, agricultural

school, 105; annual budget, 42; build-
ings and equipment, 39; curriculum of
law, characteristic', 52; history and
,r-gunization. 18-20: preparatory schools,
35; teachers' college. 90-91.

La Ssiieibule Propagadom das ilelies
Artes ( Brazil), work, 124-125.

Latin language, normal schools, 86; study
eliminated, 132-135.

law, an aristocratic profession. 45; ea-
eation. development. 13-14; title of
graduate. Central America, 23. See

glen Teaching.
Law, SCI1001... 13, 16, 21; advantages of cur-

riculum 51; aims, 47-48; and bar asso-
ciations, 49; curricula, 46-47; duration
of studies. 50; equipment and libraries.
45-46; faculties of Brazil, salaries, 43;
general culture courses, 49; methods of
instruction, 50-51; organization, 16, 46;
practical training minimized, 48-49.
See also sack names and cities.

Lecture methods. 25.
letter of transmittal, 7-8.
Libraries, medical, 58.
Lima, founding of colonial university, 11:
"medical school, 14, 40.
Lima, University of. law school. practical

training, 49; students enrolled, 21.
Lyceo de Artes e eticios, description. 124-

125.
M.

Mackenzie College, 'work, 68-69.
Manual training schools, girls, 123.
Medellin. University of, established,

12-13,
Medicine, education, 13-14, 18, 21, 63-59;

practice, regulated by faculty, 54.
Medicine, schools, curricula, 55-57; dura-

tion of studies, 68-57; equipment,
53-54; hospital facilities, 55; modern
buildings, 38-39; preparation of profes-
sors, 55; subsidiary, 57; vacation, 158-59
wellhordered, 53:
See also under names of coUntries and

o. . .
h o.

Methods of instruction, law schools, 50;
modern languages, 139-140; normal
schools, 74.

Mexico, soedu 127; commercial
education, i, ': engine° schools, 62;
founding of Ionial uni ity, 11;

medical' schools, number, 53.
Mexico, University u animal budget. 42.
Midwifery, training,
Mixiefn languages, methods of tile-

tion, 139-140.
Montevideo, agricultural college, yir-

ricultim, 109.
Montevideo, University of. annual bud-

get. 42; establishment. 15; profaktors'
salaries, 43-44.

Museums, ahool. in normal alit Nita. 83.

N.

Nicaragua, law schools, 16.
Non-State institutions, 66-69.
Normal schools, agricultural, 114; admis-

sion, 70-71; and oeducatiohM10-131;
building's, 80-81; curricula, I -74;

equipment. 82-83; examinations. 74 -75;
higher, 87-88; laboratories. 83; leasing
school property, Si; methods of instruc-
tion, 74; modern languages, 137; mu-
mums. 83; organization and scholar-
ship,. 75-77; personnel. 7R-79; practice
teaching, 80; primary, 83-84; pupils,
social position, 77-78; secretary and pro-
fessors, 79-80; sircial, 91; State-owned
buildings, 81-82; teachers, social posi-
tion. 77-78.

Notaries, training. 48.
Nurses' tminisg school, Chile. 57.

0.

O'er-all:um Mary, teacher, pensioner of
Argentine government, 79.

Panatna, professional education, 16.
Peru, agricultural college, 105; commer:
'trial education, 101; curricula of medical

schools, 56; engineering schools, 61;
higher education, 12; medical schools,
53, 57; students enrolled in universities,
21; universities, twd coordinate law
facultree, 48; uhiversity faculties, 22.

Pharmacy, schools, 58.
Piracicaba (Bozil), agriftlitaitial college,

curriculum, 109.
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Polytechnic school of Rio de Janeiro,
founded, 62.

Porto Alegre, medical school, 15.
Portuguese-America, training for liberal

professions, 11.
Practice schools, 80.
Prefatory note, 9.
Preparatory schools, movement in favor,

35.

Priests, training, 23.

Primary agricultural schools, 110.
Primary normal schools, 83-84.
Primary school and liceo, 78.
Professional education, 11-13, 16-17, 19-

20, 23-24.

Professional schools, 15-16, 42.
See also Dentistry, Law, Medicine, Sci-

ence.

Protestors, appointment, and tenure of
office, 26-27; appointment, Govern-
ment confirmation, 31; (fillies, 28-29;
foreign, normal schools, 84-85; (;erman,
normal schools, 87; large staff, in uni-
versities, 42; medical, preparation, 54-
55; methods of choosing, 29-31; prestige.
29; salaries, universities, 43-44; Rubio i-
atitute, 31.

Protestant societies, and education, 66.
Public instruction, encouraged, 66.
Pupils, normal school, social status, 77-78.

L
Recife, law.,s;hool, 13, 40.
Restrepo, University of, organization,

12-13. -

Rio de Janeiro, engineering school, curri-
culum, 63-64; industrial school,sanique
type, 124-125; medical library, 58;
medical schools, 13-14, 40; normal
schools, teachers' salaries, 77.

Roman Catholic Church, and commercial
education, 102; and secondary educa-
tion, 66.

Rural schools, 91-93.

s.

Salaries, teachers. See Teachers. salaries;
Professors, salaries.

Salesian Brothers and industrial educa-
tion, 110.

Salvador, coeducation, 127; medical col-
lege, 3§,-39, 57.

Salvador, University of. separate hold-
tist, 33.

San Jose (Costa Rica). law school, curric-
ulum, 47.

Santa Catalina, practical school of agzi-.
culture. curriculum, 112-113.

Santa Fe, Argentina, law school. 17.
Santa Fe. University of. foundation, 16.
Santiago do Chile, agricultural college,

curriculum. 109: engineering school.
hours of instruction per week, 64; found-
ing of colonial university, 11; industrial
school, unique type. 123; medical li-
brary, 58; medical schools, duration of
studies, 57; practical school el. agficul-
tpre, curriculum. 112-113.

Santiago de Chile. Catholic University of,
architecture and engineering. 61: law
faculty, 49.

Santiago de Chile. University of. pro -
fessors' salaries. 43; separate faculties,
3.i.

Santo Domingo, founding of colonial uni-
versity, 11.

Sao Paulo, law school, curriculum. 13. 47.
Scholarships. normal sins lit. 75-77.
School museums.
School textbooks, animosity to. 141 -142:

a needed reform. 142-143.
Schools of commerce. See Commercial

education.
Science, teaching. 14, 16,19,74.
Secondary education and Roman Catholic

Church, 66.
Secondary schools, relation between the

university and. 34-35: status, 22;
teachers, 84: teaching modern languages.
138.

Spanish America, training in liberal pro-
fessions, 11.

Spanish settlements, advantages of higher
education, 11.

Special education, 70-125.
Stearns, G. A., founder of normal school

of Parana. 79.
Student societies, 144-147.
Students, enrollment., 21-22. 42;expenses,

42; studies and degrees.; 21-25:
.

Studies. See Courses of study.
Sucre, foviing of colonial university, 11.
Sucre, UriPssmity of, aerate faculties,

33.
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Teachers, commercial clujation, 97; large
teaching staff in universities. 42: normal
schools, 78-80; salaries, ?mail sclusils.
77; secondary schools. 84.
SIT den Professors.

Teachers' college. UM versil y of Buenos
Aims, S9, 96.

Teachers' college. Universe I y La Plata.

90.
Teaching. hours per week, 37, 42: not a

distinct profession: 27-28.
Te ooks. animosity to, 141-142; a

ceded reform. i4Z-143; medical, 58.
Theo v. almost eliminated in universi-

ties. faculty of. 12.
Trade schols. equipment and smilenis,

117.
Trades. training 6.r. 116-147.
Trujillo, University of, organized, 12-13.
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Universities, 11-69; administration, 32;

buildings. 38-40: budgets and salaries,
41-44; coeducation in. 128-129; de-
centralization, 31-32: departments scat-
tered 32; founding, 11-20:organization,
26-37: TP88011Rfor multiplication. 16-18.

Uruguay. coeducation. 127-128: commer-
cial (Nliwation. ¶8): engineering shtsds.

junior university, 36-37: medical
etIlege. modern equipmetit: 38. 40.

Uruguay. University of. early history, 15.

A v.

Vacation schools. medical. 58-59.
Venezuela. curricula of medical schools,

56: ainslical mei:104,1s. number. 53.

W.

W.dnen. industrial-m-114mila, 122-123; State
universities 00.11 to. 128-129.


